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Abstract

The recovery of a deformable visual object’s structure froman image is a central problem in
computer vision. It is often tackled through the utility of aLinear Deformable Model (LDM),
which models variations of a visual object’s shape and appearance linearly. This model has
been shown to exhibit excellent modelling capacity whilst affording a compact representation
of variability. However, it suffers from two major drawbacks. Firstly, there are significant
difficulties regarding data collection, where a large number of correspondences is generally
required in order to build the statistical models of shape and appearance that parameterise
the LDM. The manual annotation of large databases can therefore be tedious and error prone.
Secondly, approaches for structure recovery must address the conflicting goals of accuracy,
reliability and efficiency.

In this thesis, contributions are made to address these two major areas of difficulty. In
the first, the problem of automatic correspondence learningbetween pairs of images is tackled
from a Bayesian perspective. The result is a general approach that allows domain knowledge
to be integrated directly into the problem, where adaptations to similar problems are afforded
through an explicit derivation of the involved components.In the second area of difficulty,
the compromise between accuracy, reliability and efficiency in structure recovery is addressed
through a generic method coined the iterative-discriminative approach. Leveraging on the
predictive capacity of discriminative methods and the iterative framework of generative fitting,
the approach is shown to exhibit excellent accuracy and reliability whilst also affording the
most efficient procedure for LDM fitting known to date.

The problem of automatic correspondence learning is posed as a direct pairwise registra-
tion problem. Within its Bayesian formulation, it utilisesthe method of Hierarchical Priors in
order to allow parameterisations of the involved densitiesto be optimised in conjunction with
the correspondences. This is a significant step away from conventional approaches that utilise
a fixed parameterisation, requiring a tedious cross validation procedure to determine the best
parameterisation for a particular problem. Furthermore, the proposed approach introduces an
objective criterion with which the quality of the found correspondences can be evaluated. Op-
timisation of the parameterisation and correspondences isachieved through themarginalised
maximum likelihood/maximum a posterioriprocedure that alternates between optimising the
likelihood of the data with respect to the parameterisation(with marginalisation taken over
the correspondences) and optimising the posterior of the correspondences for a fixed estimate
of the parameterisation. The efficacy of the proposed approach is evaluated for the case of
the human face on three types of databases: person specific, pose specific and generic person
databases.

The iterative-discriminative approach for LDM fitting makes use of a novel fitting objec-
tive in its training procedure callederror bound minimisation. This objective places emphasis
on the gradual reduction of the spread of training samples about their respective optimum by
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minimising the bound over the perturbations of the trainingdata at each iteration. Since the
objective only needs to be partially satisfied at each iteration, this approach allows simple re-
gressors to be utilised, which exhibit better efficiency andgeneralisability in comparison to
more complex ones. Four prototypes of the iterative-discriminative approach are proposed in
order to tackle the problems of linear fitting, nonlinear fitting, robust fitting and background in-
variant fitting. The efficacy of the proposed prototypes is evaluated with regard to the problem
of generic face fitting.

Finally, to facilitate further developments to the work presented in this thesis, implemen-
tations of the various proposed methods are provided along with this dissertation. The De-
formable Model Library (DeMoLib), a C++ Application Programming Interface (API) for
deformable model learning and fitting, provides a flexible software framework that builds on
fixed parameterisations of the various flavours of LDMs, where extensions and developments
in any aspect of their application can be easily augmented. This platform independent API is
made publicly available for research purposes to encouragethe timely dissemination of aca-
demic results.
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The beginning is the end is the beginning.

Smashing Pumpkins

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Our world is not a rigid place. Many objects that we encounterin our daily lives exhibit
inherent deformabilities. Understanding the deformations of thesedeformable objectshas,
therefore, proven vital in the advancement of many technological ventures.

Computer vision, a field that studies methods to understand images through the automatic
recovery of their structure and its interpretation in the context of a problem, must therefore
account for these deformations. In fact, due to the limited observatory power of images, even
rigid 3D objects can appear to exhibit deformations in an image due to their projection onto the
image as avisual object. Here, interpretation denotes the extraction of high levelinformation
from image structure, which defines the image’s partitioning, functional properties and their
relations to each other. For example, in the context of facial interpretation, this may involve the
extraction of high level information such as: Is there a facein the image? Is it male or female?
What is his/her emotional state? Who is it? In this case and many more, perhaps the most
influential issue, which affects the possible deployment ofcomputer vision applications on
real world problems, is the recovery of the image’s underlying structure, which can be thought
of as a preprocessing step to image interpretation (see Figure 1.1). The deformations inherent
in manyinterestingobjects adds a degree of difficulty to structure recovery from images.

In the past, many attempts have been made that utilise only a coarse structure recovery
process for image interpretation. Such methods, which generally utilise powerful and well de-
veloped machine learning algorithms such as Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines,
embed a large proportion of the variations exhibited by these deformable visual objects into
the interpretation process. Examples of these for face recognition can be found in [57; 69].
Although some impressive results have been reported using this approach, implementation dif-
ficulties inherent in these methods have restricted their usage for large scale deployment. One
of the major sources of difficulty in thisholistic interpretation approach is that deformations
introduce nonlinearities into the visual object’s appearance. For example, when structure re-
covery only involves the detection of an object’s location and scale, the functional variation
in pixel values within a rectangle containing a projected 3Dobject as it rotates follows a non-
linear appearance manifold in pixel space [95]. In order to gain sufficient accuracy for real
world applications, there needs to be a large corpus of training data containing images of the
object at an extensive range of poses. Although sufficientlylarge collections of training data
are now available for many interesting problems, the extra nonlinearities caused by the inherent
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2 Introduction

Image InterpretationStructure Recovery

Expression Transfer

Avatar Animation

Graphics Applications

Appearance Shape

Fitted Image

Female

Smiling

NicoleIdentity

Expression

Gender

Figure 1.1: Structure recovery as a preprocessing step to image interpretation and graphics applications.
Face images taken from the IMM Face Database [89].

variabilities of a visual object mean that interpretation usually involves a highly sophisticated
nonlinear learner that can be computationally expensive toevaluate online. For real world ap-
plications that require a number of different interpretations of the same image, for example
simultaneous visual speech and expression recognition, this approach can quickly become in-
feasible. Furthermore, the complexity of the predictive functions in the interpretation process
often gives rise to generalisability problems.

In recent years,deformable modelshave enjoyed much attention in the computer vision
community as a way to handle deformabilities of visual objects. This group of approaches
utilises a more sophisticated structure recovery mechanism, where deformations are explic-
itly accounted for through model parameterisation. Deformation induced nonlinearities in the
structure can then be accounted for by the interpretation process through structure normalisa-
tion. Throughout the years, some ingenious parameterisations and their utility have been pro-
posed, such that the applicability of deformable models is now widespread in human-computer
interaction [59; 138; 140], medical image analysis [98; 132; 148] and industrial vision [28; 39;
87].

The computer graphics community has also benefited from the development of deformable
models. In this field, the recovered deformable structure isnot used to normalise some data
to be interpreted, but rather it is used explicitly for imagesynthesis. Examples of this include
facial expression transfer [101; 136], avatar animation [77], visual speech synthesis [120] and
face de-identification [56] (note that some of these applications involve a crossover with com-
puter vision). In many applications in this field, the use of deformable models has allowed the
automation of many tasks (see [19], for example), which previously required treatment by a
human expert, significantly reducing workload as well as increasing efficiency.

Of particular interest in this thesis is a subclass of deformable models that will be re-
ferred to throughout this dissertation as thelinear deformable model(LDM). Instances of this
subclass have the distinction that they represent deformabilities, both in shape and appear-
ance, as a linear object class (see Figure 1.2). Examples of LDMs include Active Shape
Models (ASM) [31], Active Appearance Models (AAM) [30] and 3D Morphable Models
(3DMM) [18]. LDMs recover structure from an image using the so called analysis-by-synthesis
approach, whereby the LDM parameters are refined with the objective of attaining the best fit
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Figure 1.2: An illustration of the LDM learning process along with its various components. From a
set of annotated training images, separate linear models ofshape and appearance are learnt through
principle component analysis (PCA).

between the synthesised model’s appearance and that of the image (see Figure 1.3 for an illus-
tration). Although any deformable visual object can be modelled by an LDM, it is particularly
well suited to modelling visual objects whose variations live in a much smaller subspace than
their representation. Examples of objects that exhibit this kind of variability include numerous
anatomical structures, such as the human face [30]. One of the main strengths of LDMs is
their compact representation of complex deformations by modelling the major directions of
variations within the constrained subspace of variability.

1.2 Objectives

Despite enjoying an intense level of research over the last 15 years, LDMs still suffer from a
number of limiting factors. Most notable amongst these are the difficulties in data collection
for their training, and the trade-off between speed and accuracy in structure recovery (model
fitting) as well as their robustness to occlusional effects and unmodelled variabilities. The first
limiting factor arises from the way in which LDMs are parameterised, where deformabilities
of the visual object of interest are represented using a statistical model of variations. These
statistical models require a large number of correspondences to be available across a training
dataset. Manual annotations of large datasets are both tedious and error-prone as well as lack-
ing in repeatability. The second limiting factor is testament to the difficulty of deformable
model fitting. Although LDMs are generally designed with an efficient parameterisation in
mind, the number of parameters to be optimised in structure recovery can still be prohibitive
for many applications. Most methods, therefore, make some assumptions in the model fitting
procedure in order to improve computational efficiency. This, however, leads to reduced fitting
accuracy as well as generalisability. Furthermore, these efficiency driven assumptions do not
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Figure 1.3: An illustration of analysis-by-synthesis on an image takenfrom the IMM Face
Database [89].Left to right : Input image, initial model estimate, recovered structureafter 5 itera-
tions, recovered structure at convergence. Note that the RGB channels of the model are reversed (i.e.
BGR) to highlight the model from the image.

generally account for occlusions or unmodelled variabilities, which are commonly encountered
in real world applications, dramatically limiting the scope of these methods.

The primary goal of this thesis is to at least partially address the two major drawbacks of the
LDM as described above. To address the problem of data collection, the utility of directpair-
wisemethods for automatic correspondence learning is rigorously investigated. Formulated
within a Bayesian framework, a number of assumptions regarding the generative properties of
deformable model matching, a component of the generative correspondence learning problem,
as well as the distribution of their deformations, are investigated in a principled manner. The
Bayesian framework adopted here also allows all the free parameters within the problem to be
tuned automatically. This is a problem that has been largelyignored in most existing works.
It will be shown that the regularised data fitting problem, which is the formulation often used
in existing works, can be derived directly from a Bayesian formulation, and that it constitutes
the case where the parameterisations of the densities involved in the Bayesian formulation
are known and fixed. Through extensive empirical evaluations on the human face, the direct
pairwise method for automatic correspondence learning is shown to be capable of modelling
typical variations such as pose, lighting, expression and identity. However, it is also discov-
ered that the method is highly sensitive to initialisation,where optimisation often terminates
in a local minimum. Nonetheless, the Bayesian framework presented here serves as a flexible
method from which further studies can benefit. An example of the adaptation of the proposed
procedure as a groupwise method, where the linear models of the LDM’s shape and appearance
are learnt along with the correspondences, is also presented in this dissertation.

To address the usual trade-off between speed and accuracy indeformable model fitting,
a new fitting approach for LDMs is introduced. The approach isspecifically designed for
flexibility to accommodate the two opposing criteria of a fitting algorithm: the accuracy re-
quirements of a problem and the computational capacity of the system that implements it. This
is a major shift in paradigm from the general attitude of either building the most powerful
model possible with the expectation of increases in computational power in the future [105],
or applying some approximations in order to facilitate a reduced computational burden [30].
This coupling of desired accuracy and computational cost provides system engineers greater
flexibility in designing and planning the construction of integrated systems that utilise this
fitting procedure. The approach leverages on the efficiency and generalisation properties of
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discriminative methods. Training on simulations of real fitting problems, it is shown that this
approach exhibits excellent generalisability on unseen instances of the visual object as well as
affording a flexibility in the level of desired accuracy, which can be tuned based on the needs of
the image interpretation application that uses its recovered structure. This is achieved through
the concept of iterative error bound minimisation, wherebyat each iteration of the algorithm
computational resources are focused primarily on tacklingthe worst case scenarios, minimis-
ing the errors on simulated samples that are furthest from their desired settings. By virtue of
its iterative framework, the discriminative predictors (regressors) need only partially satisfy
the problem’s objective at each iteration, since the continuity of objective between iterations
gives rise to further overall improvements in future iterations. As such, the approach affords
the utilisation of simple functional forms for its predictors, which generally exhibit better gen-
eralisability than their more complex counterparts, as well as affording a rapid evaluation. The
approach proposed here is also highly applicable, as instances can be created using a variety of
model parameterisations, regressors and feature extraction procedures (that are used to drive
the regressors). As such, a number of prototypes of this approach will be evaluated in this
dissertation, highlighting its applicability. These prototypes include those that utilise linear
and nonlinear regressors as well as one that is robust in the presence of occlusional effects. An
extension of the linear prototype that can handle varying backgrounds is also presented, where
it is shown that background invariance can be achieved without sacrificing performance.

A secondary goal of this dissertation is to provide a flexiblesoftware framework that builds
on fixed parameterisations of the various flavours of LDMs, where extensions and develop-
ments in any aspect of their application can be easily augmented. For this, the Deformable
Model Library (DeMoLib), a C++ Application Programming Interface (API) for deformable
model learning and fitting, is provided along with this dissertation. A number of components
commonly used by LDMs can be found here, such as linear shape and appearance model
classes, warping and various other geometric functions (Procrustes alignment, for example),
as well as full implementations of a number of prominent AAM and ASM fitting procedures.
The API also provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for a number of common tasks, such
as manual annotation, linear model viewing, and visualisation of model fitting and tracking
procedures. Although a number of similar libraries now exist, most have their drawbacks. The
AAM API [113], for example, implements only the original AAMfitting procedure and is plat-
form dependent (i.e. it is a Windows only API). Another example is am tools1, for which
the source code is not publicly available. In contrast,DeMoLib is a platform independent API
whose source code is made publicly available for research purposes. Finally, it should be noted
that all experiments presented in this dissertation were implemented usingDeMoLib, allow-
ing reproduction of all results using the publicly available database on which the experiments
were conducted.

1.3 Overview

This dissertation is comprised of six chapters, the first of which is this introduction. The
chapters are organised in such a way that the reader will benefit by reading the chapters in

1http://www.isbe.man.ac.uk/∼bim/software/am tools doc/index.html
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order as conventions and terminology set out in earlier chapters are adopted in the chapters
that follow. This is especially the case for Chapters 4 and 5,where the latter is an empirical
evaluation of the former. However, the problems tackled in Chapters 3 and 4, as well as their
proposed solutions, are separate and distinct. As such, thereader can freely interchange the
order of these chapters, but is strongly encouraged to first read Chapter 2.

A brief outline of each of the chapters that follow is given below:

Chapter 2 comprises a general overview of LDMs. This includes a detailed discussion of
their common parameterisations and a brief outline of some less common representa-
tions. The models described in this chapter serve as a basis for the prototypes used in
the experiments of LDM fitting, presented in Chapter 5. A review of existing meth-
ods for automatic correspondence learning for LDM buildingis also presented, where
the strengths and weaknesses of some of the more prominent methods are discussed. Fi-
nally, a taxonomy of existing LDM fitting approaches is presented, grouping the methods
based on their algorithmic realisations.

Chapter 3 presents a rigorous investigation into the utility of direct pairwise approaches for
automatic correspondence learning. The formulation of theproblem within a Bayesian
framework is derived along with a discussion of possible parameterisations for the in-
volved densities. The applicability of the approach is empirically evaluated through
experiments on a face database, testing its performance forperson specific, pose specific
and generic person models. Analysis of the results is presented along with suggestions
for further improvements.

Chapter 4 presents theiterative-discriminativeapproach for LDM fitting, a novel approach
that leverages on the predictive capacity of discriminative methods and the iterative
framework of generative fitting, coupled through the objective of error bound minimi-
sation. Details regarding its derivation as well as the motivating factors involved are
discussed with reference to existing fitting approaches. Several prototype methods are
presented that utilise linear and nonlinear regressors as well as extensions that can handle
occlusions and varying backgrounds.

Chapter 5 comprises an investigation into the efficacy of the iterative-discriminative approach
through experiments on the various proposed prototypes. Empirical evaluations are per-
formed on the difficult problem of generic face fitting with comparisons made against a
number of existing methods for LDM fitting. Analyses of the results are presented along
with ideas for further performance gains.

Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation with an overview of contributions and mention of di-
rections for future work.

1.4 Mathematical Nomenclature

In order to facilitate a better understanding of the mathematical formulae in this dissertation,
conventions on notations used throughout this thesis are presented below.
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Scalars are written in italics, either in lower or upper-case, for example:a andB.

Vectors are written in lower-case non-italic boldface, with components separated by spaces,
for example:

v =
[
a b c

]T
= [a ; b ; c] =





a

b

c



 =





a

b

c



 (1.1)

is a column vector, whereT denotes the vector or matrix transpose. The type of brackets
is chosen in the context of an equation to clarify the exposition. Elements of a vector
are represented by the lower-case italic vector name with a parenthesised index as its
subscript. For example:v(i) is the ith element of vectorv. The size of a vector is
represented by a parenthesised number as its superscript, for example:v(n) is ann-
length vector. Sub-vectors are represented by the range in the indices, for example:
v(2:5) denotes the 4-length vector comprising of elements 2 to 5 ofv inclusive. If no
starting or ending index is specified, then the sub-vector consists of elements to the
beginning or end of the vector, respectively, for example:v(7:) comprises all elements
of v from the7th element onwards.

Matrices are written in upper-case non-italic boldface, for example:

M = [ a b ; c d ] =

[
a b

c d

]

=

(
a b

c d

)

. (1.2)

The type of brackets is chosen in the context of the equation to clarify the exposition.
Elements of a matrix are represented by the italic, upper-case matrix name with a paren-
thesised index as their subscript, for example:M(i,j) is the element in theith row andjth

column. The size of the matrix is represented by its parenthesised superscript, for exam-
ple: M(n×m) is a matrix withn rows andm columns. Sub-matrices are represented by
the range in the indices, for example:M(2:5,1:3) denotes the(4 × 3) matrix comprising
the second to fifth rows ofM and its first to third column inclusive. If no endpoints
are set, then the sub-matrix consists of elements to the end of that column or row, for
example:M(1,:) denotes the first row ofM.

Vector diagonalisation is represented by the diag{.} operator, where each element of the
vector is placed in the diagonal entries of the matrix, for example:

diag{v} = diag{[a ; b ; c]} =





a 0 0

0 b 0

0 0 c



 . (1.3)

Vector of constants are typeset as the boldface of the number, for example:1 = [1 ; . . . ; 1]

or 0 = [0 ; . . . ; 0].

Inner product of two vectors is represented by the〈., .〉 operator, for example:

〈v,w〉 = vT w. (1.4)
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Matrix vectorisation is represented by the vec{.} operator, which takes each column of a
matrix and concatenates them into a vector, for example:

vec{M} = vec{[ a b ; c d ]} = [a ; c ; b ; d]. (1.5)

Matrix determinant is represented by the det{.} operation.

Kronecker product is represented by the⊗ symbol, for example:

M⊗N =

[
a b

c d

]

⊗N =

[
aN bN

cN dN

]

. (1.6)

Identity matrices are typeset as:

I =






1 . . . 0
...

.. .
...

0 . . . 1




 . (1.7)

Sets are typeset using curly brackets:{a, b, c} or {xi}Ni .

Spatial set within a triangle is denoted by tri{xi,xj ,xk}, where the triangle vertices are
xi,xj andxk.

Spatial set within a convex hull is denoted by hull{s}, wheres = [ x1 ; y1 ; . . . ; xn ; yn ]

is a vector containing the 2D points defining the convex hull.

Functions are typeset in the upper-case Ralph Smith’s Formal Script (RSFS) font, for exam-
ple: F (x;p). Here,p are the variables ofF andx are the dependents.

Function composition is denoted by the the◦ symbol, for example:

F (G (x;v)) = F ◦ G (x;v). (1.8)

When composing functions with multiple variables, the variable resulting from the eval-
uation of the composed function is set as the diamond symbol (i.e. a place holder):

F (G (x;v);p) = F (3;p) ◦ G (x;v). (1.9)

Expectation of a function is denoted:
Ep(x) [ Fx ] , (1.10)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the probability density functionp(x).
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Chapter 2

Linear Deformable Models

The Linear Deformable Model (LDM) is perhaps one of the most common mathematical tool
used to represent deformable visual objects. The computer vision community started utilising
this model for use in analysis-by-synthesis type problems in the early 1990s. Since then, signif-
icant advances have been made in improving their representative power and the computational
efficiency of their use, as well as opening up new domains of application.

In this chapter, a detailed review of LDMs is presented. Aspects pertaining to the various
parameterisations of its different flavours are discussed in Section 2.1, concentrating on the
representation of both its shape and appearance as a linear object class. Existing approaches for
automatic correspondence learning and model building, thefirst area to which this dissertation
contributes, are reviewed in Section 2.2. The various existing approaches to LDM fitting,
the second topic on which this dissertation contributes, are discussed in Section 2.3, where
approaches are grouped according to their algorithmic realisations. This chapter concludes in
Section 2.4 with an overview and a brief discussion of related topics.

2.1 Parameterisation

There currently exist a number of different flavours of LDMs in the literature, each of which is
specialised to a particular type of visual object. For example, the Active Shape Model (ASM)
was designed to model visual objects with strong boundary features, such as the outline of a
human hand and bones in medical images, the Active Appearance Model (AAM) was designed
to handle objects that exhibit a large amount of appearance variation within its class and the
3D Morphable Model (3DMM) extends the AAM’s representativepower to the 3D surface
domain, explicating the true dimensionality of the object being modelled as well as affording a
higher fidelity in detail. Despite their apparent differences, under the guise of slightly different
names and acronyms, their underlying mathematical framework is very similar. However, they
differ in their fitting procedure. One of the main common factors amongst the various LDM
flavours, is their intrinsic representation of shape and texture as a linear object class.

9
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Homologous point set: Corresponding points across different images relating the same
physically meaningful location.(a): Example of homologous points for the human face taken from the
IMM Face database [89].(b): Example of homologous points for the left ventricle with images taken
from [112].

2.1.1 Parameterising Shape

The shape of an LDM, whether describing a 3D object or a 2D visual object, is generally
represented by a set of points{{xi}ni |xi ∈ ℜDs}, whereDs is the dimensionality of the model
points (2D or 3D). This is in contrast to the representation of more general deformable models,
which represent shapes by functionals such as curves, circles, or Fourier descriptors specific
to the particular object being modelled [111; 143]. The points xi in an LDM, commonly
coinedlandmarks, are often chosen to correspond to physically meaningful locations on the
visual object, which are consistently located in any instance within the visual object’s class.
An example is the outer corner of the eye for the visual objectclass of human faces (see
Figure 2.1). Despite the various landmark configurations, defined by the set of points{xi}ni
for each face, the location of a landmarkxi always corresponds to the same physical point
in all faces. Although the landmarks, and hence the physically meaningful points, can be
chosen arbitrarily, in practice, points corresponding to salient visual features, such as corners
and edges, are most often used as they allow more reliable manual annotations.

For mathematical treatment, the shape of an LDM is usually represented as a(Dsn)-length
vector, consisting of an ordered concatenation of the individual landmarks:

s = [ x1 ; . . . ; xn ], (2.1)

wheren is the number of landmarks defining the visual object’s shape. Rather than directly
parameterising the visual object’s shape through landmarklocations, LDMs afford a much
more compact representation that is decomposed into intrinsic and extrinsic accounts of shape
variability.

Intrinsic Shape Variation

The intrinsic or local shape variation of LDMs generally accounts for shape deformabilities
that are independent of the imaging conditions. These deformations are accounted for here by
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (a): Example of the first two modes of intrinsic shape variation ofa human face built using
the IMM Face database [89].(b): Example of the first two modes of intrinsic shape variation ofthe
left ventricle built using the database described in [112].Each mode of variation is varied between±3

standard deviations of the mean shape, keeping the other intrinsic parameters at zero.

a linear combination of modes of variation:

Sl(ps) : ℜMs → ℜDsn = s̄ + Φsps (2.2)

whereSl is the intrinsic shape generating function,s̄(Dsn) is the mean shape,Φ(Dsn×Ms)
s is

a matrix of concatenated modes of intrinsic shape variationandp
(Ms)
s are the intrinsic shape

parameters, which define coordinates within the subspace spanned byΦs. An example of
intrinsic shape variation is illustrated in Figure 2.2. This representation is appropriate for de-
formable objects where the distribution of the shapes can beadequately approximated by a
low-rank or degenerate Gaussian. Examples of objects that have previously been successfully
represented in this way include the human face [43; 18] and numerous other anatomical struc-
tures [32]. Representing objects using a linear model, where the distribution of the elements of
ps do not follow that of a Gaussian or uniform distribution, canresult in shape instantiations
that are not physically realisable. Examples of this include objects with rotating components
or those exhibiting significant 3D view changes [103].

For many visual objects, the number of modes of variationMs is much smaller than the size
of the shape vectorDsn, resulting in a compact representation for modelling intrinsic shape
variability. These modes of variation are commonly found through the application of Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) on a set of extrinsically aligned shapes{s̃i}Ni (see Section 2.1.1),
retaining only the subset of modes that account for the majority of variation within the set.
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Applying Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to the covariance matrix:

C =
1

N − 1

N∑

i=1

(s̃i − s̄)(s̃i − s̄)T = UΣUT where s̄ =
1

N

N∑

i=1

s̃i, (2.3)

the modes of variation are generally chosen as theMs eigenvectors corresponding to theMs-
largest eigenvalues:

Φs = U(:,1:Ms) where
{
∀ i < j : Σ(i,i) ≥ Σ(j,j)

}
. (2.4)

The choice ofMs is something of a ‘black art’ that often depends on other criteria imposed
on the model. Listed in the following are a few common approaches to its selection:

• If the variance of noiseσ2 in the estimates of̃s is known, thenMs is set to the maximum
number such thatΣ(Ms,Ms) > σ2.

• Find thekneein the eigenspectrum ofC. However, in many problems, a clear decrease
in the eigenspectrum between the last mode of variation and noise is not easily distin-
guishable. Typically, the eigenspectrum of real datasets tend to taper off smoothly (see
Figure 2.3). This is particularly the case for visual objects for which a truncated linear
model is an approximation.

• Set a required reconstruction accuracy and increaseMs until the required accuracy over
every shape in the training set is achieved. This approach requires significant domain
knowledge, both of the visual object and the fitting regime for which it will be used.
Alternatively, a cross-validation procedure can be utilised, whereby the dataset is parti-
tioned into training and test sets.Ms can then be incrementally increased until the model
overlearns the data, which can be determined by an increase in the reconstruction error
on the test set. However, this procedure can be computationally expensive, especially
for the appearance model that requires similar treatment (see Section 2.1.2).

• Utilising parallel analysis, the data’s eigenspectrum is compared to the eigenspectrum
of a randomised version of the data [114]. Although this approach requires no domain
knowledge, it has a tendency to underfit the data.

• Assume a certain proportion of the total variation in the training set is due to noise:

∑Ms

i=1 Σ(i,i)
∑Dsn

i=1 Σ(i,i)

≥ d% (2.5)

Here,d is commonly chosen to be a fairly large proportion, such as 95% or 98%.

In practice, by far the most popular out of these is the last method, which is sufficient for many
cases.
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Figure 2.3: Logarithmic plot of the eigenspectrum of a linear shape model, built from non-aligned and
aligned training shapes. The alternating Procrustes alignment method was used for alignment.

Extrinsic Shape Variation

To facilitate a compact model of intrinsic shape variations, the effects of extrinsic (global)
shape variations must be accounted for separately. These extrinsic variations account for the
different geometrical conditions under which the visual object is observed. It can be thought
of as the projection of the intrinsic shape, defined in themodel frame, onto theimage frame.
This projection consists of a composition of the intrinsic shape generating functionSl with
the projection function:

S (ps,gs) : ℜMs+Gs → ℜDsn = Sg(3;gs) ◦Sl(ps), (2.6)

whereSg is the projection function, parameterised byg
(Gs)
s .

For 2D LDMs, the projection function is generally chosen as the similarity transform:

Sg(s;gs) : ℜGs ×ℜ2n → ℜ2n =

(

I(n×n) ⊗
[
a −b
b a

])

s + 1(n) ⊗
[
tx
ty

]

, (2.7)

wheregs = [ a ; b ; tx ; ty ]. Here,a andb define the parameterisation of a scaled rotation
matrix, with:

a = s cos(θ) and b = s sin(θ), (2.8)

wheres and θ denote the scale factor and rotation angle, respectively. It should be noted
here, that in some works, such as [45; 139], the parameterisation of the shape generation
function is simplified by extending the linear intrinsic variations to account for the extrinsic
variations. This is achieved by concatenating[x̄1; ȳ1; . . . ; x̄N ; ȳN ], [−ȳ1; x̄1; . . . ;−ȳN ; x̄N ],
[1; 0; . . . ; 1; 0] and[0; 1; . . . ; 0; 1] to the columns ofΦs in Equation (2.2). Approximating the
similarity transform in this way does not apply the rotations and scalings to the linear modes
of intrinsic variation, only to the mean shape. Although theunmodelled scaling in the intrin-
sic variations can be accounted for by directly scaling the parametersps, since the rotations
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are not modelled, the expressive power of this parameterisation is limited. Furthermore, the
combination of a rotated mean with an unrotated basis can result in implausible shapes.

For 3D LDMs, the projection function takes the form of a 3D projection, or one of its
various approximations. Shown below is the weak-perspective projection model commonly
used in 3DMMs:

Sg(s;gs) : ℜGs ×ℜ3n → ℜ2n =
(

I(n×n) ⊗ sR
)

s + 1(n) ⊗ [ tx ; ty ], (2.9)

wheregs = [ s ; vec(R) ; tx , ty ]. Here,R(2×3) contains the first two columns of a rotation
matrix.

Extrinsic Alignment

As the training set{s}Ni generally consists of annotations in the image frame, they must first
bealignedbefore applying PCA to obtain a linear shape model, in order to minimise the effects
of extrinsic shape variations from the training set. An appropriate objective to optimise is the
compactnessof the linear model built from the aligned shapes. Compactness is most effectively
measured by the number of modes of intrinsic shape variationMs. However, since the amount
of noise in the annotations is generally unknown, it is difficult to apply this measure in practice.

One of the most common extrinsic alignment methods is an iterative approach utilising
Procrustes alignment [52] to align each shape to the mean image, then recomputing the mean,
repeating these alternating steps until some convergence criterion is met. However, since Pro-
crustes alignment assumes an isotropic error on each point in alignment, this procedure may
result in a biased estimate that does not achieve optimal compactness. Another solution is to
iteratively learn the model, interleaving model building and fitting steps. However, fitting a lin-
ear model with extrinsic variations composed is a nonlinearprocess, increasing the likelihood
of the procedure terminating in a local minimum. Recently, alinear closed form solution to
the problem of automatic intrinsic and extrinsic model extraction was proposed in [142]. The
method requiresMs to be seta-priori and uses the basis constraint to make the problem well
posed. However, concerns regarding the robustness of this method in the presence of mea-
surement noise was expressed in [21], requiring the correctMs to be used to obtain accurate
results. This problem stems from the maximum-likelihood framework from which the linear
solution was derived, which places no prior on the intrinsicshape parameters.

Nonetheless, the simple alternating procedure described above has been used widely for
shape alignment and gives sufficiently accurate alignment for obtaining a reasonably compact
shape model in many scenarios. It should be noted here, that even with poor extrinsic align-
ment, the resulting model may still be useful, despite some of the extrinsic variation being
modelled in the intrinsic linear model. Figure 2.3 illustrates the utility of extrinsic shape align-
ment for compact linear shape model building. Here, alignment is achieved using the tangent
space alignment method [43], where each shape is transformed to the tangent space of the
mean. Note that the similarity aligned model exhibits a morecompact spectrum compared
to the translation aligned model, which in turn is more compact than the model built from
unaligned shapes.
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2.1.2 Parameterising Appearance

The appearance model of an LDM represents how the visual object of interest appears in an
image. Its utility here is twofold. First and foremost, it isgenerally used to measure the fit be-
tween an image and the model at its current parameter settings (see Section 2.3.2). The second
utility is a graphics one, in which instances of the object can be synthesised for animation-type
applications (see [121], for example). The appearance model of an LDM can incorporate a
large amount of information about the visual object, such asmulti-plane representations (i.e.
RGB images), processed image pixels (i.e. Gabor wavelets) and voxel values for 3D LDMs.
These representations generally depend on the type of visual object as well as the intended
application of the model.

Regardless of the types of features used, an instance of the LDM’s appearance is generally
represented as a vectorised image:

a = [ v1 ; . . . ; vP ], (2.10)

wherev
(Da)
i denotes the appearance of theith pixel out ofP , in a model withDa imaging

planes. To maintain a fixed number of pixels over all model instances, for ease of mathematical
treatment, the appearance is generally defined for locations within a prespecified regionΩ in
the so called “canonical frame”. For the AAM and 3DMM,Ω is generally defined as the set of
all pixels within the convex hull of a predefined shape, whereby convention the mean shapes̄

is often used. Other methods, such as the ASM or the Active Feature Model [67], utilise a local
appearance representation around each of the shape’s landmarks in this frame1. To evaluate
the fitting quality of a particular configuration of the LDM’sparameters, the image iscropped
onto the canonical frame through the utilisation of a warping function:

W (x; s) : ℜ2 ×ℜDsn → ℜ2, (2.11)

that denotes the location of a pixel in the canonical frame, projected into the image frame,
expressed through the current shapes in the image frame. For appearance synthesis, the inverse
of W is utilised. Figure 2.4 illustrates the process of appearance cropping and synthesis. The
type of warping function to be used here will generally depend on the type of visual object
being modelled. However, most instances of LDM’s utilise a fixed type of function, regardless
of the object being modelled. For example, the AAM utilises the piecewise affine warp, the
3DMM utilises a direct interpolation function (due to its dense shape representation), and the
ASM utilises a profile extraction function. As with the shapemodel described in Section 2.1.1,
the appearance model is also composed of intrinsic and extrinsic variations. In the following,
each of these sources of variation are discussed in turn.

Intrinsic Appearance Variation

The intrinsic or local appearance model of an LDM accounts for changes in the visual object’s
appearance, which are independent of imaging conditions. As with intrinsic shape variations,

1Note that this kind of appearance representation is used primarily for fitting rather than synthesis.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of appearance synthesis in an LDM.

the appearance variations are also represented by a linear combination of modes of variation:

Al(pa) : ℜMa → ℜDaP = ā + Φapa (2.12)

whereAl is the intrinsic appearance generating function,ā(DaP ) is the mean appearance,
Φ

(DaP×Ma)
a is a matrix of concatenated modes of intrinsic appearance variation andp

(Ma)
a

are the intrinsic appearance parameters. An example of intrinsic appearance variation is illus-
trated in Figure 2.5.

The procedure for obtaining the intrinsic appearance modelis the same as that for shape,
described in Section 2.1.1. The main difference here concerns the dimensionality of the ap-
pearance vectora. Since the number of pixels withinΩ is generally much larger than the
number of available training images (a notable exception being the ASM’s representation), di-
rectly performing SVD on the covariance matrix will, in general, be extremely costly. As such,
an alternate approach is often utilised. Let the covariancematrix be written as:

C =
1

N
AAT where A =

[
ã− ā . . . ã− ā

]
. (2.13)

Here,ã is the extrinsically normalised cropped image. SinceAAT andATA share the same
non-zero eigenvalues [86], and the eigenvectors ofAAT corresponding to these eigenvalues
are related to the eigenvectors ofATA through:

Φa = AΦ̂a where ATA = Φ̂aΛΦ̂T
a = Φ̂a diag([ λ1 ; . . . ; λN ]) Φ̂T

a , (2.14)

then the non-zero eigenvalues of the covariance matrix and their corresponding eigenvectors
can be computed by performing SVD on the smaller(N ×N) matrix ATA. Note that when
using this approach, the columns ofΦa may require re-normalising since they will not, in
general, be of unit length.

In the more general case, when the number of imagesN is very large, performing SVD on
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: (a): Example of the first two modes of intrinsic appearance variation for a human face
learnt from the IMM Face database [89].(b): Example of the first two modes of intrinsic appearance
variation for the left ventricle learnt from the database described in [112]. Each mode of variation is
varied between±3 standard deviations of the mean shape, keeping the other intrinsic parameters at
zero.

ATA may still be intractable. In such cases, methods for incremental SVD must be employed.
The method proposed in [20], which decomposes the matrixA ← US

1
2 V by incrementally

adding one column ofA to the equation system. The resulting eigenvalues ofA are then the
positive square roots of the nonzero eigenvalues ofAAT , and the left-hand singular vectorsU

of A are particular eigenvectors ofAAT [86]. However, when no truncation is utilised (i.e. the
number of modes is allowed to increase with every additionalobservation), this incremental
procedure can also be too expensive since each step requiresa batch SVD operation on a
matrix the size of the current number of modes. As discussed in [20], incremental SVD yields
significant computational savings only when the number of modes ofA is kept at a number
much smaller than the size ofA. To make the computation of the appearance covariance
tractable for large problems, the number of appearance modesMa must be chosena-priori.

Extrinsic Appearance Variation

As with shape, to facilitate a compact intrinsic model of appearance, the effects of extrinsic
(global) appearance variation should be accounted for separately. These extrinsic variations ac-
count for the different imaging (lighting) conditions under which the visual object is observed.
The appearance of a visual object is then synthesised by composing the intrinsic and extrinsic
appearance generating functions:

A (pa,ga) : ℜMs+Ga → ℜDaP = Ag(3;ga) ◦Al(pa), (2.15)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: (a): Example of the first two modes of combined appearance variation for a human face
learnt from the IMM Face database [89].(b): Example of the first two modes of combined appearance
variation for the left ventricle learnt from the database described in [112]. Each mode of variation
is varied between±3 standard deviations, keeping the other parameters at zero.Note that the LDM
instance used here is an AAM. As such, the model’s triangulation is shown to illustrate the simultaneous
variation in shape, along with appearance.

whereAg is the extrinsic lighting generating function, parameterised byg(Ga)
a .

The most common model of extrinsic appearance variation is the linear lighting model:

Tg(a;ga) : ℜDaP ×ℜ2 → ℜDaP = c a + d1(DaP ), (2.16)

wherega = [ c ; d ], with c denoting the global lighting gain andd denoting the bias. Nor-
malising the linear lighting effects over the training set involves an iterative process, similar to
the generalised Procrustes alignment of shapes, where the cropped images are aligned, in the
linear lighting model sense, to the mean image, and the mean appearance recomputed.

In the case of 3DMMs, a more accurate generative model of extrinsic lighting effects is
utilised. The standard Phong [46] model is often chosen here, where the diffuse and specular
reflections on a surface are approximately described. This involves a parameterisation of am-
bient light, the direction and intensity of directed light,specular reflectance of the object, and
the angular distribution of specular reflections (see [101]for details).

2.1.3 Combined Appearance Parameterisation

In some cases it is beneficial to account for the correlationsbetween the intrinsic shape and
appearance of an LDM. This parameterisation, commonly usedin AAMs, is denoted thecom-
bined appearance model, as opposed to theindependentappearance model described previ-
ously. For visual objects exhibiting strong correlations between shape and texture, this repre-
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sentation generally exhibits a more compact representation than its independent counterpart.
Using the intrinsic shape and appearance models described previously, the optimal param-

eters for every image in the training set can be obtained. Thetraining set for the combined ap-
pearance model then consists of a concatenation ofps andpa into the vectorc = [ W ps ; pa ],
for each training image. Here,W is a diagonal scaling matrix, which accounts for differences
between the units of measurement in shape and appearance. A common choice forW is
an isotropic diagonal matrix where the diagonal entries areset to the ratio between the sum-
squared eigenvalues of the independent shape and appearance models.

By applying PCA on these training vectors, a combined appearance model is obtained.
New instances of the intrinsic shape and texture parameterscan then be synthesised using:
c = Φc pc, whereΦc is the((Ms +Ma)×Mc) combined appearance basis matrix andp

(Mc)
c

is a vector of combined appearance parameters. Note that themean of the training data is
zero, since the parameters are obtained from the application of PCA on the same training set,
independently over the shape and appearance. The choice ofMc can be made using the same
techniques as described in Section 2.1.1 for the shape model.

With this parameterisation, the linear shape and appearance in Equations (2.2) and (2.12)
exhibit a change in their basis modes of variation:

Φs = ΦsW
−1Φcs and Φa = ΦaΦca, where Φc =

[

Φ(Ms×Mc)
cs ;Φ(Ma×Mc)

ca

]

.

(2.17)
The linear shape and texture are now both driven bypc rather than byps andpa separately.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the effects of varying the combined appearance parameters on the syn-
thesised model’s shape and appearance.

2.1.4 Other Representations

The method for modelling shape and appearance variability of deformable visual objects, de-
scribed in the previous sections, is by far the most common due to its simplicity and compact
representation. However, it is by no means the only approach. In this section, some other
existing approaches are briefly discussed, along with theirdomain of application.

Sparse Linear Modelling

Although the variance maximising orthogonal bases for modes of appearance obtained by PCA
are able to represent variability within an object class with a relatively small number of param-
eters, these modes of variation exhibit the characteristicthat global deformations are preferred
over local ones. This can compound the effects due to chance correlations between deforma-
tions inherent in a limited size training set. As many interesting characteristics of an object’s
variation are spatially localised (an example of this is a smiling face), an uncorrelated basis may
be suboptimal for exploratory analysis. In light of this problem, some authors have proposed
an alternative representation of an object’s variability that directly favours locality.

An interesting method to apply here is the Independent Component Analysis (ICA). This
method was used in [130] to represent statistical shape models. In [131] a comparison between
ICA and PCA for MR cardiac segmentation using the AAM is presented. Pathology detection
using an ICA based AAM is described in [116] and [117].
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Another representation that favours locality can be obtained by applying an orthomax ro-
tation to the principle components obtained through PCA as proposed in [115]. The result
of applying this rotation to the uncorrelated bases is asparseset of modes with strong local
correlations. One of the advantage of this representation as compared to ICA or sparse PCA is
that this rotation can be obtained for very high dimensionaldata such as appearance.

Nonlinear Modelling

Although the linear model class assumption works well in many applications, such as frontal
faces and a number of medical image problems, in the case where a Gaussian distribution
is a poor approximation of the true distribution of the object’s shape and/or appearance, the
following two problems result: (1) the model can reach invalid shape/appearance regions and
(2) a lack of compactness can result. To tackle this problem,a number of authors have proposed
nonlinear models to parameterise deformable visual objects.

LDM flavours that exhibit only a small number of landmarks, such as the ASM and AAM,
afford the application of powerful nonlinear modelling techniques. In [103], Kernel PCA
(KPCA) [107] was utilised to account for the nonlinear variations in the shape of visual ob-
jects that exhibit large pose changes. The intention of using KPCA is to restrict the possible
instantiations of the model to valid shapes on the object’s shape manifold. Here, the valid
shape region was defined by placing an upper bound on the modulus of each of the normalised
KPCA components in a similar manner to linear PCA, where the parameters are often bounded
to lie within ±3 standard deviations of the mean. In [129], it was argued thatthis method of
restriction is invalid in the kernel space since the KPCA components do not behave in a sim-
ilar manner to linear PCA components (i.e. zero KPCA components correspond to shapes
far from the data and absolute values of all components are bounded). They then proposed
restricting the KPCA parameters by placing alower bound on the allowed ‘proximity data
measure’, the distance from the origin in KPCA space. This isjustified through the insight
that the sub-manifold of the data is bounded and brackets themean. In either case, the main
difficulty of KPCA is that the construction of shapes from a set of KPCA parameters requires
a nonlinear optimisation. Although affordable for shapes that exhibit a relatively small number
of dimensions, their extrapolation to texture modelling isnot generally viable due to its high
dimensionality, often in excess of10000 pixels.

Perhaps the simplest, albeit inelegant, solution to nonlinear appearance modelling is to
partition the space into subspaces where linear approximations are reasonable. In [34] the
nonlinear variations in shape and texture of a human face, brought upon by large in-plane pose
changes, are tackled by partitioning the appearance space based on the pose of the face. A more
principled partitioning scheme is presented in [26], wherea Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
is trained on a talking mouth sequences using Expectation Maximisation [14]. In order for
the mixture membership evaluations to be computationally tractable, the GMM is defined over
the space of PCA parameters of the whole set. Although this method avoids the reliance on
heuristic parameters and partitioning such as pose, it still requires the number of partitionings
to be seta-priori. Furthermore, it models only nonlinearities within the subspace defined by
the PCA modes, restricting its representative capacity to the linear PCA model.

Despite the large literature on nonlinear distribution modelling and manifold learning, they
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have rarely been implemented in the context of an LDM. As described above, the main diffi-
culty is in modelling the appearance, which resides in a veryhigh dimensional space. As most
LDM applications are aimed towards alignment and tracking,online performance considera-
tions become the most pressing issue, negating some of the benefits of improved representation
accuracy afforded by nonlinear modelling.

2.2 The Automatic Learning of Correspondences

One of the main drawbacks of LDMs is that they require annotations, relating the same physical
locations across the whole training set. Manually annotating large datasets is both tedious
and error prone. Furthermore, when a dense shape model is used, such as in the 3DMM,
manual annotations can only be made for a subset of the correspondences. Although most
current applications that utilise LDMs still use hand labelled datasets, there have recently been
advances in (semi)automatic techniques that have the potential to significantly ease the model
building process.

The main aim of most automatic model building techniques is to find a set of corresponding
landmarks in each image, which simultaneously accounts forthe maximum amount of shape
variation within the set and has minimal representation error over the training set. Compared to
LDM fitting methods (see Section 2.3), automatic correspondence learning for LDM building
is less explored. However, their approaches can be broadly categorised into two groups: feature
based and image based.

Feature based approaches, for example [27; 60; 137], find correspondences between salient
image structures (features), such as corners and edges in the image, by examining the local
structure of the features. Once detected, the set of candidate features is matched across the
whole image set, possibly utilising a geometric consistency criterion. The advantage of this
approach is that feature comparisons and calculations are relatively cheap. The downside,
however, is twofold. Firstly, there may be insufficient salient features in the object to build a
good appearance model. Secondly, as the feature comparisons generally consider only local
image structure, the global image structure on which the LDMis then modelled, is ignored.
As a result, models built using annotations found in this manner may be suboptimal.

Image based approaches alleviate these problems by starting with the requirement of model
compactness and faithful reconstruction. Most image basedapproaches utilise an image mor-
phing and matching process in a group-wise fashion. Approaches of this kind typically learn
the shape and appearance model of the LDM, along with the correspondences, by alternat-
ing solutions for the model whilst keeping the correspondences fixed, with solutions for the
correspondences, whilst keeping the model fixed. Although this approach has no proof of con-
vergence2, the approach is fairly stable, affording numerous reportswith encouraging results.

The pioneering method for the direct groupwise approach waspresented in [133] for learn-
ing dense correspondences for use in a 3DMM. Utilising the current estimate of the model, the
LDM is fitted to each image in the database. From locations defined by the fitted LDM’s shape,
optical flow is performed between the image and the LDM’s appearance that is projected onto

2The direct groupwise method essentially solves a differentproblem at each cycle of the two step alternating
procedure. As such, no common objective is maximised throughout the procedure.
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the image frame. Using the landmarks, perturbed through theoptical flow procedure, a new
model of shape and appearance is built. This procedure is repeated a number of times, increas-
ing the number of shape and appearance modes, until convergence is declared by examining
the change in landmark perturbations between iterations. The main strength of this method is
the simplicity with which correspondences can be obtained.The main drawback of the method
is that it is prone to overestimating shape variations, since it relies only on the truncated SVD
procedure, used in shape model building, to regularise the perturbed landmarks. The results
reported by using this method were only evaluated qualitatively, based on the quality of the
reconstructed appearance alone. Nonetheless, as the application domain of 3DMMs is often in
computer graphics, this approach is still meritorious.

More recently, a number of methods have been proposed to address the drawback of the
original method described above. In [9], Bakeret al. do away with the two step procedure of
model fitting and perturbation estimation by directly optimising the landmarks in all images,
with the common objective of model reconstruction3. They also utilise a regularisation term
in their objective, in order to promote smooth deformationsin directions not yet accounted for
by the current shape model. To achieve a reduced computational cost, the efficient project-
out inverse compositional formulation [83] was used to minimise the objective. Although this
method alleviates the overestimation of shape variability, compared to the method proposed
in [133], a greater number of free parameters are required tobe selected manually. However,
it is suggested that since the method affords an efficient evaluation, a number of trials using
different settings of the free parameters may still be possible. Finally, the applicability of
this method for visual objects that exhibit large amounts ofvariability is yet to be verified4.
In [54], it has been shown that the project-out inverse compositional method performs well
only on visual objects with small amounts of shape and appearance variability.

In [33] a more powerful method is proposed, where the MinimumDescription Length
(MDL) of the whole training set is optimised. The method affords non-Gaussian distributions
in shape and texture, although the results reported in this work utilise a linear model only. It
also evaluates the model fit criterion in the image frame, rather than the more conventional
model frame. This, they argue, alleviates the problem resulting from model frame evaluation,
where the landmarks may distort to minimise the effects of hard-to-model regions in the im-
age, resulting in erroneous correspondences. In any case, evaluation in the image frame is
required here, due to the MDL criterion used. As such, the method requires aninversewarping
procedure to project the model’s appearance onto the image frame. This is a much more com-
putationally demanding procedure than the forward warpingprocedure, even for the piecewise
affine warp, utilised in this work. Furthermore, the gradients of the objective function must be
evaluated using numerical differentiation techniques. Toimprove efficiency, a coarse-to-fine
procedure is implemented, where the landmarks are perturbed through asmoothdeformation
field, controlled by a set of knots, placed at increasingly fine locations throughout the coarse-
to-fine procedure. Finally, the same authors have publisheda number of other similar works,
see [128] for example, which utilise essentially the same procedure, with a more theoretical

3Note that although a common objective is minimised at each step, it is done so in an alternating fashion, where
the shape model, shape parameters, appearance model, appearance parameters, and the correspondences are each
chosen to minimise the objective, keeping the others fixed whilst doing so.

4The experiments presented in [9] include a synthetic box anda person specific database.
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treatment and customisable warping functions.
Although not designed specifically for LDMs, an interestingidea is presented in [63] that

lends itself nicely to the problem of correspondence learning. Here, the orderings of vectorised
images are optimised in order to maximise the likelihood of the data being generated by a Gaus-
sian distribution. As the objective is convex, it obtains the globally optimal ordering of pixels
for all images in the database. From these orderings, a densecorrespondence set between im-
ages can be obtained. Choosing a set of these as landmarks, the correspondences required of
LDM model building can be readily obtained. However, the Gaussian assumption may be a
poor one, especially when other objects, apart from the visual object of interest, are present
in the image. For example, clothing worn by subjects in a facedatabase will not generally be
Gaussian distributed. To tackle this problem, the same author extends the method to model
nonlinear distributions in [64], where the aim now is to maximise the likelihood of a KPCA.
Unfortunately, the resulting problem is nonlinear, affording only a locally optimal solution.
The main drawback of utilising this method for LDM correspondence learning is that it effec-
tively solves a Maximum Likelihood (ML) problem. No priors are placed in the deformation
of the shapes between images, resulting in an overestimation of the shape variability.

The methods described above are representative of the currently existing methods for auto-
matic LDM building. Although they exhibit reasonable performance on constrained databases,
a solution for the general case is still an open problem. As such, in practice, the annotation
process is still performed manually or using a semi-automatic approach [1].

2.3 Linear Deformable Model Fitting

LDM fitting is the process of finding the model parametersp = [ ps ; gs ; pa ; ga ] that
best describe the object in an imageI . Due to the nonlinearity of the problem, LDM fitting is
usually achieved through an iterative process that sequentially updates the model parametersp

through an update function:

∆p = U (3;p) ◦F (I ;p), (2.18)

whereF is a feature extraction function that represents the imageI from the perspective
of the LDM at its current parameter settings,∆p are the updates to be applied to the current
parameters andU is the update model that may depend on the current model parameters. A
good coupling betweenU andF is generally required to ensure accurate predictions of the
updates.

There exists a large variety of LDM fitting procedures, some of which are specialised to
specific visual object categories, while others are tuned tospecific applications. Despite the
various approaches, all LDM fitting methods share the same five principle goals [101]:

• Accuracy: From an analytic perspective, the extraction of a fitted LDM’s parameters is
nothing more than a front end to the analysis of information contained in the image. As
such, the accuracy of fitting is often vital to the utility of inference made using the LDM’s
parameters. Although uncertainty regarding fitting accuracy can be incorporated into
the analysis, degradation of the results may be difficult to avoid, or underestimation may
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result due to overregulaisation. This can be seen, for example, in the case of audio-visual
speech recognition [88], where analysis of simple patch extracts outperforms analysis
using AAM features due to fitting inaccuracies. On the other hand, highly accurate
fitting may not be essential to the usefulness of LDMs in a particular application. Many
graphical applications, avatar animation [49] for example, can still be implemented with
aesthetically pleasing results despite achieving less than perfect fitting.

• Efficiency: Although better fitting efficiency is desirable in any application, in some
cases it may be more important than others. When online processing is desired, such as
in the online analysis of medical data [149], highly efficient fitting procedures are vital.
On the other hand, in many problems for which LDM’s can be utilised, for example
photograph/video reanimation [17], efficiency, though desirable, is of less importance.

• Robustness and Generalisability: In many problems, the visual object of interest may
exhibit large amounts of variability in its application domain compared to its available
training data. As such, robustness to these unmodelled variations is highly desirable, and
in many cases, vital in moving an application from development to production. How-
ever, there are cases in which the domain of the application is very constrained, where
variabilities from the training data is minimal. Since incorporating robustness gener-
ally involves complexifying the fitting algorithm, it is sometimes desirable to deploy
non-robust fitting procedures in these constrained cases.

• Automatic behaviour: Minimising or even eliminating user intervention in the fitting
procedure is an important goal, especially in real time applications. However, due to the
complexities involved in the fitting problem in general, some models may require user
input in order to achieve good fitting accuracy [101].

• Applicability : A good fitting procedure should generalise well over a largedomain of
parameterisations. Although algorithms specific to a particular parameterisation may
better fulfil some of the other goals described above, their applicability may be limited,
and their contribution to the field in general, weak.

Fulfilling the five aforementioned goals is desirable in any fitting procedure. However, most
methods favour the fulfilment of some of these goals over others. The choice regarding which
goals to address is generally problem dependent, reflected by the numerous fitting algorithms
in the literature. In the following sections, a discussion of the prevailing methods for LDM
fitting is presented, in which the main goals that are (partially) fulfilled are identified in each.

2.3.1 The Search and Constrain Approach

One of the earliest methods for LDM fitting was proposed in conjunction with the first sta-
tistically based LDM, the ASM [31]. This method, which will be referred to as the “search
and constrain” approach, combines the efficiency of local appearance matching with the reg-
ularising qualities of the LDM’s statistical shape model. The general algorithm alternates the
following two steps until convergence is achieved:
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• For each landmark in the LDM’s shape, find the perturbation from its current location
that minimises the difference between the local appearanceof that landmark and the
image.

• Project the deformed landmarks onto the domain of plausibleshapes, defined by the
LDM’s model of intrinsic and extrinsic shape variations, and regularise the shape pa-
rameters within this space.

This approach has similarities to the Demons algorithm [122], where the second step is re-
placed by a diffusion-like regularisation, projecting thecurrent estimates onto the space of
smooth deformations. The main strength of this approach is its efficiency, since calculating the
deformations of each landmark is performed independently of all others, resulting in a problem
with only a very small parameter set for each.

The ASM’s search and constrain procedure utilises the profile derivative appearance model,
learnt by cropping a set of pixels from the training images along the profile of each landmark,
which is often set to be perpendicular to a predefined connectivity between them. As such,
the ASM utilises a separate appearance model for each landmark that describes the local ap-
pearance of image derivatives along the predefined profiles.Furthermore, in modelling the
linear appearance model, all modes of appearance variations Ma are kept, resulting in a full
Gaussian model. During a search, optimal perturbation for each landmark is constrained to
lie along the profiles of each landmark in the image frame. Consequently, the method utilises
a semi-exhaustive search along the profile, typically at integer locations, 5-7 pixels along the
profile in each direction, where the quality of a deformationfor each landmark is evaluated
using theMahalanobis distance[78].

The projection step generally involves finding the LDM parameters that best fit the per-
turbed landmarks in the image frame, constrained by the regularisation imposed on the param-
eter space:

C ({x}ni=1;ps,gs) = D ({x}ni=1;ps,gs) + λR(ps), (2.19)

where{xi}Ni=1 are the perturbed landmark locations,D penalises the distance between the per-
turbed and projected model’s landmarks (usually set to the least squares error),R regularises
the intrinsic shape parameters by penalising complex deformations, andλ is a weighting factor.
There are two common regularisers used here. The first is to assume the intrinsic parameters
are Gaussian distributed:

Rs(ps) = pT
s Σ−1

s ps, (2.20)

whereΣs is the covariance matrix of the shape. The advantage of this regularisation is that the
problem to be solved becomes one of MAP (Maximuma-posteriori) estimation. The use of a
Gaussian prior on the object’s shape has been successfully utilised in a number of works, for
example [101]. The second type of regularisation is generally implemented by constraining
the intrinsic shape parameters to their feasible domain, generally defined as a box constraint
within ±L standard deviations, or as a hyperellipsoid constraint defined by:

pT
s Σ−1

s ps = L2. (2.21)
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This is equivalent to assuming a uniform prior within the feasible domain, with zero probabil-
ity everywhere else. The advantage of this regulariser is that optimisation can be performed by
alternately solving the data term and constraining the solution, each of which affords an effi-
cient evaluation. The drawback of this approach is that it effectively performs a ML (maximum
likelihood) estimation that may be less robust than a MAP estimate.

Although the search and constrain approach for ASM fitting exhibits good efficiency, its
domain of application is limited. It requires that the visual object of interest exhibits a large
number of strong edges. Furthermore, fitting accuracy and robustness to initialisation condi-
tions for this implementation are limited. One of the main culprits of this drawback is the
limited search domain for the landmark perturbations, which are constrained to lie along the
profile of each landmark, relying on the projection process to regularise the parameter updates
in such a way that the fitting error is reduced. Recently, the domain of the ASM’s search step
has been extended to utilise a 2D region around each current landmark. In [35], a boosted
classifier, utilising the efficient Haar-like features was used to rapidly evaluate the fitness of
landmark perturbations. A logistic regressor was also proposed to predict landmark perturba-
tions, a process that avoids an exhaustive local search.

The utility of the search and constrain approach has also be demonstrated in more complex
3D models. In [102], a 3DMM was fitted to an image by sequentially estimating an optical
flow field between the projected model’s texture and the image, and using the destination of
the flow as the perturbed landmarks in Equation (2.19). The method also achieves significant
computational savings over other 3DMM fitting approaches, by virtue of the bilinear relation-
ship between the perturbed landmarks and the shape and rigidparameters in the constrain step.
One drawback of this approach, which is typical of most search and constrain approaches, is
that each landmark is given equal weighting in the constrainstep. In [139], normalised cross-
correlation between patches in a template image were matched to the image, requiring only one
training image (though a statistical shape model is still required), where the projection process
is regularised by the correlation score. As such, the projection process favours fitting landmark
perturbations that exhibit similar appearance to the template. A more formal treatment of this
problem is presented in [13], albeit in a tracking scenario.Here, fitting does not rely on an
appearance model. Instead, the perturbations are obtainedthrough optical flow estimates, the
anisotropic uncertainty of which is directly incorporatedinto the objective of the constraining
step. By utilising a non-spherical error norm, the information state of the system is maximised,
resulting in a better inference of the desired shape parameters.

2.3.2 Generative Fitting

Generative fitting methods pose fitting as the minimisation/maximisation of some measure of
fitness between the LDM’s synthesised appearance with that of the warped image, with an
optional regularisation over the parameters:

C (I ;ps,gs,pa,ga) = D(I ;ps,gs,pa,ga) + λsRs(ps) + λaRa(pa), (2.22)

whereD is the fitness function,Rs andRa are regularisation functions over the intrinsic shape
and appearance parameters, respectively, and{λs, λa} are design parameters that trade-off the
contribution of the image fitness and parameter regularisation. An illustration of the fitting
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of generative LDM Fitting.

process and its various components is presented in Figure 2.7.

By far the most common fitness function used in LDM fitting is the least squares error, or
a robust variant thereof:

D(I ;ps,gs,pa,ga) =
∑

x∈Ω

ρ
(

[A (x;pa,ga)−I ◦W (x;ps,gs)]
2 ;σ

)

, (2.23)

whereΩ is the spatial domain in the canonical frame, over which the LDM’s appearance is
defined. The functionρ is usually taken either as the identity, in which case the problem is
in least squares form [12; 30; 82], or a robust function, in which caseσ denotes a sensitivity
parameter and the cost function is an iteratively reweighted least squares problem [119]. As
such, the Gauss-Newton method is an attractive optimisation method to implement here, as it
requires only first order derivatives and its convergence properties are well understood [94].
The Lucas-Kanade approach [76], which was implemented in the context of general image
alignment in [8], is essentially a Gauss-Newton optimisation, specialised to the case of ML
image alignment. The main drawback of the Lucas-Kanade method is that it is extremely
inefficient. Despite requiring only first order derivatives, due to the relatively large number
of parameters in an LDM, compared to rigid image alignment, these derivative computations,
along with the Gauss-Newton Hessian and its inversion, are computationally expensive. Refer-
ring to the update form in Equation (2.18), the update modelU relies on the current parameters
p. As such, most generative approaches to AAM fitting either assume some parts of the update
computation are fixed or reformulate the problem such that they are.

One of the earliest methods for generative fitting that achieved reasonable fitting efficiency
was proposed in the context of AAMs in [30]. In this work, Cooteset al. assume that the Ja-
cobian of the least squares problem in Equation (2.23) is fixed. This results in a linear update
model that can be precomputed, allowing rapid fitting to be achieved. In training, the Jacobian
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is obtained by averaging a number of Jacobian estimates in every image, each estimated us-
ing numerical differentiation. Since the fixed Jacobian assumption holds only approximately,
the method utilises a simple step size adaptation procedure, whereby the estimated updates
are sequentially halved until a reduction in appearance reconstruction error is achieved. More
recently, in a method coined adaptive AAM [12], the fixed Jacobian assumption is relaxed by
decomposing it and assuming only the component pertaining to the derivative of the warping
function is fixed. The resulting method exhibits improved accuracy, however, as the linear
update model depends on the current appearance parameters,the fitting procedure is still com-
putationally expensive.

Adaptations of the inverse-compositional image alignment[7] to LDM fitting have also
gained momentum recently. By reversing the roles of the image and the model in the error
function, the derivative of the warping function is fixed, resulting in significant computational
savings. The project-out method [82], for example, minimises the cost in a subspace orthogo-
nal to the modes of appearance variation, resulting in an analytically fixed linear update model.
Despite exhibiting one of the most computationally efficient fitting procedure to date, it works
well only for objects exhibiting small amounts of variabilities [54]. This problem is partially
addressed by the simultaneous method [4], which solves for the shape and appearance param-
eters simultaneously. However, similar to the method in [12], its update model depends on the
current appearance parameters, again resulting in a computationally expensive fitting proce-
dure. Recently, the simultaneous inverse compositional method has been adapted for use in the
3DMM [104]. This requires a reformulation of the composition operation to be applicable to
3D shape models. Furthermore, by virtue of the separate treatment of image and model frames,
they are able to utilise a fixed Jacobian, allowing the linearupdate model to be precomputed.

In real world problems, the visual object in images that are to be fitted by an LDM often
exhibit unmodelled appearance variations. This may be caused, for example, by occlusions.
There have been various attempts to robustify LDM fitting against these gross appearance
differences. One such approach was presented in [97], wherethe multimodal nature of the
reconstruction error histogram is analysed in order to distinguish outliers from inliers. Anal-
ysis, here, involves a selection procedure, where the effects of including particular histogram
modes are assessed through their impact on the matching procedure. Although this procedure
has been shown to accurately distinguish inliers from outliers, the involved procedure can be
computationally demanding, leading to inefficient fitting.Most other attempts to robustify
LDM fitting simply replace the least squares appearance fitting criterion with a robust one.
This approach was taken in [55], where the approach was implemented within the inverse-
compositional framework to promote efficiency. However, since the parameter update model
relies on the current robust scalings, it cannot be precomputed. To reduce computational com-
plexity further, the authors assume the outlying pixels exhibit a degree of spatial coherence
by utilising the same robust weight for all pixels within a predefined regions. This results in
an extremely efficient fitting procedure for person specific cases, achieving real time fitting in
their experiments. An alternative to utilising spatial coherence was proposed in [104], where
pixels exhibiting errors larger than a predefined thresholdare simply taken out of the optimi-
sation procedure, at each iteration. This way, the Jacobianis fixed, allowing efficient fitting
to be achieved. The problem with this approach is that large errors during fitting do not only
correspond to outlying pixels, but also to inlying pixels that are misaligned at the current state
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of optimisation. As such, excluding all pixels with large errors from the fitting procedure will
generally underestimate the parameter update step, leading to slow convergence. More recently
in [99], the efficiency penalty stemming from robustifying the fitting criterion was addressed
by applying the effects of outliers directly on the appearance residual vector. As such, the pre-
computed non-robust update model can be used, allowing efficient evaluation. However, the
procedure is only an approximation of applying the weighting procedure to the Hessian and
gradient of the iteratively reweighted least squares problem, leading to parameter updates that
are biased in favour of the identified inliers. This is partially addressed in that work, through
a type of deterministic annealing procedure, where two setsof robust scaling parameters are
chosen to account for errors in the early and later stages of fitting.

Finally, although most generative approaches utilise a variant of the least squares error,
there are a small number of methods that venture away from this norm. In particular, the
method in [75] adapts the support vector tracking method [3], to the case of AAMs. Here,
the objective is defined as a support vector machine classification score. To achieve efficient
evaluation, Haar-like features, the gradients of which arefixed, are used to process the image.
The main drawback of this approach is that the support vectormachine classification score can
exhibit significant amounts of local minima. This difficultywith the support vector tracking
framework was investigated in [141], where it was found thatdue to the highly nonlinear
fitting criterion, a discriminative approach was capable ofachieving better estimates, using the
relevance vector machine [123] to predict the updates.

2.3.3 Discriminative Fitting

The discriminative approach to LDM fitting directly learns afixed linear relationship between
the featuresF (I ;p) and the parameter updates∆p, given a training set of perturbed model
parameters:

{F (Ii;p
∗
i −∆pi) , ∆p}Nd

i=1 , (2.24)

wherep∗ is the optimal parameter setting for theith sample andNd is the total number of per-
turbations in the training set. The main advantage of this approach is its efficiency, sinceU can
be prelearnt. Compared to methods for generative LDM fitting, there are significantly fewer
existing methods that utilise discriminative LDM fitting. The main methods for discriminative
fitting will be discussed below.

In the original AAM formulation [43], the linear update model was shown to approximately
explain the relationship between the AAM’s normalised appearance residual feature:

F (I ;p) = t̄ + Φtpt −N ◦I ◦W (p) (2.25)

and the parameter updates∆p, around the optimal parameter settingsp∗ for a given image.
N normalises the warped image so as to exhibit similar global lighting gain and bias as the
model’s texture. The updateU is easily found through linear regression on the data set in
Equation (2.24). Although this method was later supersededby the fixed Jacobian method [30],
proposed by the same authors, it serves as an interesting first attempt to apply a discriminative
approach to LDM fitting.

Since the original AAM formulation, research on the discriminative approach to LDM
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fitting has focused mainly on the choice ofF that better adheres to a linear relationship with
the parameter updates. The direct appearance model method [62], for example, uses the PCA
reduced appearance residuals and predicts the shape directly from the appearance. This method
boasts significant memory savings in AAM training as well as improved fitting performance.
In [40], a linear relationship is learnt between the canonical projections of the texture residuals
and parameter updates. The method utilises canonical correlation analysis to find the subspaces
that best adhere to a linear relationship. These methods have been shown to exhibit faster
convergence and better accuracy compared to the original formulation in [43].

Another direction of research involving discriminative fitting is to investigate the utility
of more sophisticated regressors in predicting parameter updates. In [141], the problem of
template alignment and tracking was tackled from a discriminative perspective, utilising the
relevance vector machine [123] to regress parameter updates. The nonlinear decision function
afforded by this approach results in highly accurate fitting, outperforming the generative sup-
port vector tracking approach as discussed in the previous section. However, this method has
yet to be adapted to the problem of LDM fitting. One of the difficulties in doing so is to do with
the type of regressor used, where the kernel functions are evaluated using the raw image fea-
ture, which can be computationally expensive to evaluate, despite the sparsity of the relevance
vector machine. In the case of template matching, at most sixparameters need to be regressed,
such as in the case of affine deformations. In LDM fitting, the model parameters typically
range between 50 and 100. Furthermore, the feature vector used in LDMs generally exhibit a
larger dimensionality, typically in the order of 10000, compared to the(20× 20)-window used
in template matching.

Recently in [150], the computational complexities involved in utilising a nonlinear regres-
sor in discriminative fitting, were addressed through the utility of a boosted set of weak learn-
ers, which are based on the Haar-like features. Although a large number of weak learners need
to be evaluated to regress the updates, typically in the order of 200 for each parameter, since
the Haar-like features afford efficient evaluations through the use of the integral image [72],
the estimation procedure was shown to achieve high efficiency. This method was extended
in [144; 146] to account for prediction inaccuracies by performing the same estimation from
a number of different locations around the initial parameter settings. A generative inference
was then made to select the most likely configuration, based on predictions from the various
perturbed initial settings. Also, a more sophisticated weak learner set was used in these works,
in comparison to the original method in [150], which utilised a multimodal decision function.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a detailed discussion of the LDM has been presented. The main mathematical
tools involved in LDM parameterisation were discussed, relating the various LDM flavours
through a common nomenclature. A short overview of some of the less popular parameter-
isations was also presented. The problem of automatic modelbuilding was then discussed,
highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of the various existing approaches. Finally, an
overview of the various existing LDM fitting procedures was presented, where the methods
were partitioned into three groups based on the principle strategy utilised in each.

Apart from the issues pertaining to LDMs discussed in this chapter, there exist a number
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of other important aspects that would benefit from research.One of these is the issue of ap-
pearance representation. It has been shown in a number of works, for example [65; 68], that
the representation of the LDM’s appearance has significant effects on the performance of the
LDM. However, current research into this aspect entails a ‘hit-and-miss’ approach, whereby
different representations are evaluated without any real indication of optimality. A notable ex-
ception is that presented in [37], where the optimal filtering operation is selected to optimally
smooth the fitting error terrain. Another aspect of LDMs thatis often ignored in the literature
is the effect of LDM fitting performance on the various applications for which it is intended.
For example, the utility of LDMs for face recognition [42; 44], has been evaluated by directly
observing the accuracy of the results. Only a limited amountof research has been done on
investigating the effects of LDM fitting accuracy on the performance of the recogniser. This is
a more difficult problem, however, since it requires a simultaneous treatment of LDM fitting,
its representative power, and the recognition procedure that utilises it.

As a final note, with increasing computational power and theoretical advancement, the
utility of nonlinear methods for representing the shape andappearance of visual objects may
be affordable in the near future. This can be expected to improve the representative power
even further over that afforded by the LDM. As such, it remains important that procedures,
developed now for LDMs, exhibit sufficient flexibility, suchthat their adaptation to more so-
phisticated models can be achieved.
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I miss you, but I haven’t met you yet.

Björk

Chapter 3

The Pairwise Learning of
Correspondences

In order to build the shape and appearance models of an LDM, a set of homologous correspon-
dences across a training set of images must first be available. Although many approaches for
rigid object correspondences are now available (see [25; 70; 90], for example), solutions for
the non-rigid case are still limited. The main difficulty lies in accounting for deformations ex-
hibited by the visual object, where rigid geometric constraints, such as the structure tensor [2;
109], are not applicable. This matter is made worse by the inherent variations in appearance
exhibited by deformable visual objects, making feature based approaches unreliable in all but
the simplest of cases. As such, direct (generative) based approaches must be utilised to account
for the spatial dependencies of the object’s appearance.

In this chapter, a direct method for automatic correspondence learning between pairs of
images is presented. Given a template image, for which a set of manually selected annotations
is available, the aim of correspondence learning is to perform nonrigid registration between
the template and all other images in the training set, such that correspondences over the whole
set of images can be defined, allowing the statistical modelsof shape and appearance to be
built. It relies on the assumption that the shape and appearance deformations in a visual object
between a pair of images are (piecewise)smooth. By virtue of its Bayesian framework, all the
free variables of the problem can be tuned automatically.

A formal description of the correspondence problem is presented in Section 3.1. Sec-
tion 3.2 then outlines the generic Bayesian framework that is utilised in the pairwise learning
procedure, with explications on the densities defining the problem given in Section 3.3. An
approach for solving the Bayesian inference over the correspondences and parameterisations
of the densities is presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The capacity of the pairwise approach
to provide meaningful correspondences is evaluated on the human face in Section 3.6, where
experiments utilising person specific, pose specific and generic person databases are presented.
Section 3.7 concludes this chapter with a general discussion and mention of directions of future
work.

33
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3.1 Problem Statement

Homologous correspondence denotes semantically equivalent locations in different instantia-
tions of a visual object (see Figure 2.1 for an illustration). In manual annotations, this is often
interpreted aesthetically as corresponding locations that are physically meaningful. As such,
subjectivity plays a large role when correspondences are obtained manually, leading to biased
annotations. Furthermore, the subjectivity induced correspondence errors do not, in general,
follow an isotropic Gaussian distribution. This is best illustrated by points on an edge, where
the well known aperture problem can lead different human experts to choose annotations at
different locations along the edge. If the measurement noise is treated as being isotropically
Gaussian distributed, using truncated SVD for example, will lead to biased correspondences.
To make matters worse, some visual objects exhibit visual features that are present in some
instances but not in others, for example a moustache on the human face. Although in this case,
a human expert generally makes an annotation decision globally over all locations, relating
the geometries of the object’s instances, these considerations are still subjective and prone to
differences in interpretation.

In automatic correspondence learning, photometric and geometric similarities constitute
the measure of homology. Photometric similarity encapsulates the intuition that corresponding
points exhibit less appearance differences than non-corresponding points. The intuition here
can be somewhat misleading, however, since there may exist instantiations of the visual object
where corresponding points exhibit the same, if not more, appearance differences than some
non-corresponding points. This is because photometric similarity is inherently a local descrip-
tor that considers correspondences on a per-location basis. Using photometric similarity alone,
therefore, will lead to spurious correspondences. Geometric similarities, on the other hand, are
implemented in such a way as to encapsulate the intuition about the topological rigidity of a
visual object. As such, they are a global constraint on the correspondences, enforcing topo-
logical equivalence amongst the different instantiationsof the visual object. Combined, the
photometric and geometric similarities can be formulated in the well established regularised
data fitting framework [61]:

C
(
I ,I 0, s0 ; s

)
= D

(
I ,I 0, s0 ; s

)
+ λ R

(
s0 ; s

)
, (3.1)

where photometric similarities make up the data termD and the geometric similarities make
up the regularisation termR, with the trade-off between them weightedλ. Here,

{
I 0, s0

}

denote the template image and its annotation respectively.I denotes an un-annotated image
that contains an instance of the visual object of interest, possibly taken under different imaging
conditions, ands denotes then locations inI that correspond tos0 in I 0:

s = [ x1 ; y1 ; . . . ; xn ; yn ]. (3.2)

In discussions that follow, the correspondence set of a particular image will also be denoted as
the “shape“ of an image.

This thesis deals with correspondences in apseudo-densesense. A pseudo-dense set of cor-
respondences is defined as a correspondence set for which manual annotations are still possible,
but are generally impractical for large databases. Examples of LDMs that use a pseudo-dense
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correspondence set include the ASM and AAM. In these models,the correspondences are often
called landmarks as they often correspond to physically salient features, such as eye and mouth
corners in the class of human faces. For most models of this kind, the number of landmarks
range between 50 and 100. Compare this to a sparse annotationof two to four features, often
required by generic structure recovery procedures, such asface recognition systems.

Suitable forms for the data and regularisation terms in Equation (3.1) are problem depen-
dent as they rely on the underlying deformation structure ofthe visual object as well as the
measurement noise of the images. A typical approach, when noother domain knowledge is
available, is to assume the true correspondence set is that which satisfies the photometric con-
straints with the minimum amount of distortion, both in the object’s shape and appearance.
Here, distortion is generally chosen to measure irregularity of the deformations. This relates
to the idea that points that are topologically close on the visual object vary in similar ways.

Regardless of how regularisation is formulated, the cost function in Equation (3.1) is almost
always nonlinear due to the nonlinear relationship betweenthe image intensities and the shape.
As the visual object of interest can be located anywhere within an image, a sufficiently good
initial estimate of the shapes in each image must be available in order for the optimisation
procedure to have a reasonable chance of finding the global minimum or at least a good local
one. In this chapter, it is assumed that a coarse estimate of the location and scale of the visual
object in each image is available. This is typical for many visual databases for computer vision
problems, where images are taken under known conditions, with the object roughly placed at
the centre of the image at a particular distance. In the more general setting, a detector for the
object class of interest may be available to provide this coarse level of information. Otherwise,
manual annotation of the location and scale may be required.It should be noted that this
type of annotation is relatively simple, since only a bounding box is required to obtain a coarse
estimate of location and scale. In Figure 3.1, some images from a typical training set are shown
along with their bounding box, which were found automatically using a publicly available face
detector1.

Finally, the regularisation weightλ in Equation (3.1) is generally unknowna-priori. A
suitable choice forλ is often considered a ‘black art’ as it involves intuition about the problem
as well as a trial and error procedure to refine the initial estimate. When only one regularisation
weight is present in the cost function, a semi-exhaustive search for the optimal weight may
be possible, evaluating the results for a number of different settings. However, the problem
remains on how to evaluate the quality of a chosen setting. Ifground truth data is available
for more than one image, a cross validation procedure can be utilised to find the best weight.
This approach is still problematic however, since the optimal weight for a given image will
depend on the amount of deformation exhibited by the visual object in the image. As such, if
the deformations in a test image exhibit magnitudes that aremarkedly different from those in
the ground truth images, the best regularisation weight obtained from cross validation will be
sub-optimal. This problem is complicated further when morethan one regularisation weight is
involved in order to account separately for different sources of deformations.

1http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary
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Figure 3.1: Some example images from the IMM Face database [89] with their automatically detected
bounding box.

3.2 A Bayesian Framework

From a Bayesian perspective, the aim of pairwise correspondence learning is to maximise the
likelihood of the shape in an image, given the pre-annotatedtemplate. Formally, the problem’s
objective is to maximise:

p
(
s | I ,I 0, s0

)
=

∫

p
(
s,θ | I ,I 0, s0

)
dθ

=

∫

p
(
s |I ,I 0, s0,θ

)
p
(
θ | I ,I 0, s0

)
dθ. (3.3)

Here,θ denotes both the type and parameterisation of the probability density functions (PDFs)
describing the distribution of the correspondences. As such, the (joint) Bayesian inference
estimation process essentially integrates over all possible shape posterior densities, with each
weighted by the model’s likelihood given the data

{
I ,I 0, s0

}
. However, integrating over all

possible types of PDFs is not possible in general. As such, a sub-family of densities is usu-
ally chosen, with the integration performed over the parameterisation of that density alone. It
should be noted here that the likelihood of each image in the database is assumed to be param-
eterised separately, independent of the density parameterisation of all other images. Further-
more, these likelihoods are also assumed to be dependent only on the shape for their respective
image. By virtue of the separate parameterisations, this formulation has the ability to account
for the variations in deformation magnitudes and image noise within the training set. In other
words, the model is specialised to each image in the databaseseparately.

The second term in the right most part of Equation (3.3) is theprior over the PDF’s param-
eterisation, which can be decomposed as follows:

p
(
θ | I ,I 0, s0

)
∝ p

(
I ,I 0, s0 | θ

)
p(θ). (3.4)
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In practice, the data likelihood can be found through a marginalisation over the shape:

p
(
I ,I 0, s0 | θ

)
=

∫

p
(
I ,I 0, s0, s | θ

)
ds ∝

∫

p
(
I | s, s0,I 0,θ

)
p
(
s | s0,θ

)
ds.

(3.5)
Furthermore, when no other information regarding the parameterisation is available, as is of-
ten the case for automatic correspondence learning,p(θ) is commonly assumed to be a non-
informative (uniform) prior, leading to the marginalised maximum likelihood (MML) estimate.
Substituting this form into Equation (3.3), we note that even for the case whereθ denotes pa-
rameterisations exclusively, the resulting form is generally quite complex, the analytic inte-
gration of which is rarely tractable. Therefore, Equation (3.3) is often approximated by [41;
84]:

p
(
s | I ,I 0, s0

)
≈ p

(
I | s, s0,I 0,θ∗) p

(
s | s0,θ∗) whereθ∗ = max

θ

p
(
θ | I ,I 0, s0

)
.

(3.6)
In other words, rather than integrating over all possible densities, it is simpler to maximise
inference over the density that maximises the likelihood over the data. Although this approxi-
mation is not connected formally with the formulation in Equation (3.3), this open gap between
a very general theoretical formulation and a more humble practical approach is a pitfall widely
observed in the literature. The effects of this approximation rely on the nature of the densi-
ties themselves and as such are problem dependent. In the case wherep

(
θ | I ,I 0, s0

)
is a

delta function, Equation (3.6) is no longer an approximation, however this will not generally
be the case. It should be noted here that the aim of this section is not to bridge the gap be-
tween the true and approximate formulations, but rather to pose the automatic correspondence
learning problem in a formal Bayesian framework and to pointout that most currently existing
approaches to solving this problem can be derived from this framework, each with their own
approximations.

Using the approximate formulation in Equation (3.6), pairwise correspondence learning
can be achieved by first calculatingθ that maximises Equation (3.4), fixing the densities in
Equation (3.6) usingθ that was found previously, and finally maximising it with respect to the
shape. Contrast this with the typical approach for automatic correspondence learning, where
the maximum of Equation (3.6) is sought for a number of different settings ofθ, choosing
the correspondence set that optimises some heuristic measure of quality, which in many cases
simply involves a subjective decision on that which qualitatively looksthe best.

In practice, however, there exist some difficulties with this framework. In most cases,
the likelihood of the images is defined by some measure of fit between an appearance model
and thewarped image, defined through the correspondences with which the relationship is
generally nonlinear. As such, regardless of how the prior over the correspondences are de-
fined, the marginalisation in Equation (3.5) will not resultin an analytically integratable form
for many interesting families of densities. Therefore, an approximation must be made here,
whereby the likelihood density, in particular its components pertaining to the warped image,
is approximated by a simpler form that affords an analytic solution to the integration. With
this approximation, automatic correspondence learning, then, involves an iterative procedure
that interleaves estimates ofθ∗ ands, improving the approximation of the true density in the
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Algorithm 1 Generic Pairwise Learning of Correspondences: A MML/MAP Approach

Require: {I 0, s0} (template),I (image),s (initial correspondence estimate),θ (initial pa-
rameter estimate)

1: while !converged{s} do
2: Approximatep

(
I ,I 0, s0, s | θ

)
with a form that affords analytic integration.

3: Optimise:θ∗ = maxθ p
(
θ | I ,I 0, s0

)
.

4: Optimise:p
(
s | I ,I 0, s0

)
≈ p

(
I | s, s0,I 0,θ∗) p

(
s | s0,θ∗).

5: end while
6: return s

marginalisation each time. A summary of this procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1.
The formulation presented above is also known in the statistical community as the method

of “hierarchical priors” [50]. Similar formulations have previously been utilised in [66] for
optical flow estimation and in [151] for the problem of image completion, though in that work
the integration is performed through a Monte Carlo simulation. In these works, the method is
coined the combinedmarginalised maximum likelihood/maximum a posteriori(MML/MAP)
estimator in reference to how the density parametersθ (also called “hyperparameters”) and the
shapes are respectively estimated. An instantiation of this approach for solving the pairwise
correspondence learning problem requires a number of interrelated components to be expli-
cated, namely:

• The specific parameterisation of the visual object’s deformations that define the corre-
spondences.

• The densities describing the deformations as well as their approximations that allow
tractable solutions to be attained.

• Optimisation procedures for steps 3 and 4 or Algorithm 1.

These three components will be dealt with in detail in the following sections.

3.3 Defining the Densities

There is a large body of research on pairwise nonrigid registration, especially in the domain of
medical image analysis (see [71; 152] for surveys). However, there is a lack of consensus on a
number of important aspects of the problem. Amongst others,variations in the different meth-
ods include the parameterisation of deformations, the measure of photometric similarity and
the type of regularisation used. Although the choices for some of these components are prob-
lem dependent, in this section, prototypes for the conditional distribution models governing
an image’s shape and appearance, given that of the template,are presented, encoding domain
knowledge regarding deformation smoothness. It should be noted that other prototypes may
also be posed within the Bayesian framework presented in Section 3.2.

Examining Equations (3.5) and (3.6), the two densities thatneed to be defined for a par-
ticular specialisation of the MML/MAP method are the image likelihoodp

(
I | s,I 0, s0,θ

)

and the prior over the shapep
(
s | s0,θ

)
. Here, specialisation involves defining the family of
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densities used to describe them as well as the parameterisation of the chosen family of densi-
ties. Once the forms of these densities have been defined (remember thatθ is assumed to only
define the parameterisation of a chosen family of densities), optimisation strategies for both
the model and correspondences can be developed using the MML/MAP’s alternating two step
procedure.

3.3.1 Defining the Likelihood

In Equation (3.6),p
(
I | s, s0,I 0,θ∗) denotes the likelihood of an image for a chosen shape

and parameterisation. This quantity, which is maximised ina maximum likelihood problem,
corresponds to the data term in the Equation (3.1). In the simplest case, this data term takes
the form of a least squares problem:

P∑

i=1

[
I

0 ◦W
(
xi; s

0
)
−I ◦W (xi; s)

]2
, (3.7)

where{xi}Pi=1 denotes the template’s pixel set over which the likelihood of the image is evalu-
ated. Here,W is a warping function, which acts as an interpolator for pixel locations between
those defined by the shapes. In other words, the shape defines a parameterisation that controls
the spatial deformation field. This least squares data term is equivalent to assuming the distri-
bution of appearance differences between the template and image follows that of an isotropic
Gaussian2. This assumption is often invalid, especially for complex visual objects such as
the human face, which generally exhibit large amounts of inter-subject appearance variability
due to intrinsic variations or different imaging conditions. As such, a number of approaches
to pairwise registration use more sophisticated measures of image-to-template similarity. For
example, recent methods in variational optical flow use a robust error function to account for
discontinuities in the appearance between images [22]. Image processing, such as evaluat-
ing error over the image gradients [23], is also utilised in these works, to minimise extrinsic
lighting effects. Other approaches use statistical measures of similarity such as Mutual Infor-
mation [93] and the correlation ratio [100] to handle differences in imaging modalities between
the template and image.

Rather than choosing a more suitable similarity measure to account for the appearance vari-
ations between the template and image, another approach is to allow the template’s appearance
to deform, along with its shape. If the model for appearance deformation matches that of the
visual object, then, at the optimal shape and appearance deformations, the template-to-image
appearance residuals can be fully described by the measurement (image) noise. Assuming a
Gaussian distribution on image noise, the likelihood function can be written as

p
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I | s, s0,I 0,θ
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σ
√
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2σ2

P∑
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[A (xi;w)−I ◦W (xi;u,v)]2
}

, (3.8)

2An isotropic or spherical Gaussian distribution exhibits equal variances in all directions.
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whereσ2 is the variance of image noise and:

s(3n) =

[
s0

0(n)

]

+





u(n)

v(n)

w(n)



 (3.9)

is a redefinition of the shape into a set of deformations, defined with respect to the template,
both in the spatial and appearance domains, defined by(u,v) andw, respectively. Here,

A (x;w) : ℜ2 ×ℜn → ℜ = I
0(x) + M (x;w) (3.10)

is an appearance generating function, with:

M (x;w) : ℜ2 ×ℜn → ℜ (3.11)

denoting the appearance deformation function, and:

W (x;u,v) : ℜ2 ×ℜ2n → ℜ2 (3.12)

is a warping function withW (xi;0,0) = xi. Note that the appearance deformation function
M is parameterised byn variables, the number of landmarks. Although the choice here may
seem somewhat arbitrary, the reason for this choice will become clear in the discussion on
deformation priors in the next section. With the parameterisation of the likelihood in Equa-
tion (3.8), maximising the MAP objective now involves a maximisation over thespatial defor-
mationandappearance deformationsimultaneously.

In general, however, the appropriate choice for the appearance generating functionA may
be difficult to deduce from domain knowledge. As such, in thisstudy, the appearance gen-
erating function is used in conjunction with a robust similarity measure to define the image
likelihood:

p
(
I | s, s0,I 0,θ

)
=

1

ZL(τ)
exp {−τDPW (I ;u,v,w)} , (3.13)

whereτ is the component ofθ, which parameterises the image likelihood density. The partition
(normalising) functionZL ensures the form in Equation (3.13) is a PDF:

ZL(τ) =

∫

ℜn

∫

ℜn

∫

ℜn

exp {−τDPW (I ;u,v,w)} du dv dw. (3.14)

The term in the exponential in Equation (3.13) is given by:

DPW (I ;u,v,w) =

P∑

i=1

ψ
(

[A (xi;w)−I ◦W (xi;u,v)]2
)

, (3.15)

with ψ denoting the robust similarity measure. The idea here, is tochoose the appearance
generating function that can account for appearance differences which exhibit slow spatial
changes, leaving the robust penaliser to account for local peaks.
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3.3.2 Defining the Prior

With the reparameterisation of the correspondences as a setof spatial and appearance defor-
mations, as stated in Equation (3.9), the prior in Equation (3.6) can now be written as:

p
(
s | s0,θ

)
= p(u|α) p(v|β) p(w|γ) (3.16)

whereα, β andγ, also components ofθ (i.e. θ = {τ, α, β, γ}), define the parameterisations
of the spatial and appearance prior densities. Following the convention set out in [66; 151], the
components ofθ will be referred to in this dissertation ashyperparameters. In Equation (3.16),
it is assumed that thex, y and appearance deformations are independent of each other.Also,
it should be noted that the dependency of the prior on the template’s shape is subsumed by the
reparameterisation that now defines the problems in terms ofdeformations rather than shapes
directly.

The choice of the prior PDFs should reflect domain knowledge about the types of defor-
mations expected of the visual object. In the absence of any other information, a common
choice is to assume that they are either smooth or piecewise smooth. This assumption, which
has been used widely in the variational optical flow and stereo matching problems (see [61;
110; 145], for example), is based on the intuition that points that are close to each other move
in similar ways. For visual objects, it also relates to topological rigidity since, if close points
exhibit similar motion, then local topology will belooselypreserved.

Although the smoothness constraint has become the regulariser of choice for spatial de-
formations, the applicability of this assumption for appearance deformations of visual objects
is yet to be verified. Numerical experiments motivating thisassumption are presented in Sec-
tion 3.6, hence it suffices to present here the intuitive reasons for choosing such a constraint
for appearance deformations. There are two sources of appearance variation in visual objects:
extrinsic and intrinsic. Extrinsic variations are the result of imaging conditions, such as light-
ing intensity and direction. Consider the case where the visual object is a projection of a 3D
object onto the image plane. If the surface of the object is (piecewise) smooth, the appear-
ance difference between the object’s projection under ambient and directional light varies in a
(piecewise) smooth fashion over the image (see Figure 3.2).Therefore, assuming (piecewise)
smooth appearance deformations is equivalent to assuming the object’s surface is (piecewise)
smooth, which is a reasonable assumption in many cases, in particular for the human face,
with which this thesis is mainly concerned. Intrinsic appearance variations, on the other hand,
are more difficult to quantify. In general, they present abrupt changes in appearance, for ex-
ample wrinkles on a human face. These variations can also be represented by a piecewise
smooth function. However, the number of pieces will generally be quite large. For example,
the variation of appearancealonga wrinkle can be approximated by a smooth function.

To realise the smoothness constraint in a Bayesian framework, the priorsp(u|α), p(v|β)

andp(w|γ) are characterised by Gibbs priors of the form:

p(p|ν) =
1

ZP (ν)
exp{−νRPW (p)}, (3.17)

replacingp with u,v or w andν with α, β or γ for thex, y and appearance deformations,
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Figure 3.2: Examples of piecewise smooth variations in appearance due to changes in extrinsic lighting
conditions. Images are taken from the Yale Face Database B [51].
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Figure 3.3: Examples of prior penalisers̺.

respectively. Here,ZP is the prior’s partition function, which depends on the parameterν.
The Gibbs energyRPW is designed to impose (piecewise) smoothness on the deformations,
taking the form:

RPW (p) =
∑

(i,j)∈E
κij ̺

([
p(i) − p(j)

]2
)

, (3.18)

whereE denotes the edges of a 2D graph whose nodes are defined by the template’s spatial
shapes0. For example, in an irregular grid, the edges denote the sides of the triangles in the
shape’s triangulation. The constantsκij determine the contribution of an edge to the total
energy through a monotonically decreasing kernelκij = K (x0

i ,x
0
j ). A common kernel to use

here is the inverse of the squared distance between nodes [61]:

K
(
x0

i ,x
0
j

)
: ℜ2 ×ℜ2 → ℜ =

1

‖x0
i − x0

j‖2
, (3.19)

wherex0
i denotes theith landmark in the template’s shapes0. The same form is used for all

three axes of deformations. It should be noted here, that a separate template shapes0 can be
used in the computation ofE and subsequently,κij , for the appearance deformation prior. This
may involve a different number of template landmarks as wellas their locations, which can be
chosen to better represent appearance deformations of the visual object of interest. This option
is not pursued in this study, however, where the same template shape for both the spatial and
appearance deformation priors is maintained.

In Equation (3.18),̺ denotes a distance function that penalises the squared difference
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between the deformations of adjacent nodes. A choice of the identity function for̺ allows only
smooth deformations since the energy term, then, penalisesdiscontinuities quadratically. For
piecewise smooth deformations a number of different distance functions have been proposed.
Two of these are illustrated in Figure 3.3, together with theidentity function. Semi convex
functions, such as the regularised variant of theL1 norm:

̺
(
v2; ǫ

)
=
√

v2 + ǫ, (3.20)

which corresponds to the total variation regularisation [106], have been used widely in vari-
ational optical flow [22; 23; 110]. They allow a limited amount of abrupt changes in the
deformation field, by virtue of their fixed rate of penalty, whilst being somewhat insensitive
to the small regularisation parameterǫ, often included for numerical reasons only. Distance
functions that decrease the rate of penalty beyond a threshold, such as the saturated quadratic:

̺(v2; ǫ) =
v2

ǫ2 + v2
, (3.21)

positively favour the presence of edges in the deformation fields. As such, non-convex dis-
tance functions enforce the smoothness constraints less than their semi-convex counterpart.
The resulting energy is also much more dependent on the threshold used, requiring its tuning
in many applications. Although these two classes of robust distance functions are both capable
of preserving discontinuities, semi-convex functions place more restraint on them. In the case
of LDM correspondence learning, the number of discontinuities is relatively small compared
to that in general optical flow or stereo matching for example, where there may be many in-
dependently moving objects in the scene as well as occlusional effects. As such, semi-convex
functions may better approximate the deformations exhibited by the visual object in the case
of LDM correspondence learning. Furthermore, due to the decreasing penalty rate of non-
convex distance functions, optimisation here may be slower, since the magnitude of the errors
is not directly reflected by the gradients. Finally, the use of a non-convex penaliser adds extra
nonlinearities to an already nonlinear problem, increasing the likelihood of an optimisation
terminating in a local minimum.

3.3.3 Parameterising Deformations

Despite utilising a pseudo-dense correspondence set, the appearance of an image that is used
to evaluate the likelihood of an image in the MAP framework must, in general, be dense. A
pseudo-dense representation of appearance will require a set of pixels within the template to be
chosena-priori, in order to assess the quality of the learnt correspondences. Due to intrinsic
variations of appearance within a visual object, choosing salient pixels from the reference
frame will often result in a sub-optimal formulation, sincetheir homologous locations in other
images may not be salient. Therefore, pseudo-dense LDMs require a warping function to
interpolate the projections of the landmarks for all pixelswithin the template’s valid domain.
In effect, the warping function extends the deformation of LDM landmarks to a deformation
over the whole appearance domain.

The optimal type of warping function to use here will generally depend on the visual object
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of interest. Two of the most common examples are the thin plate spline [10] and the piecewise
affine warp [83]. In this thesis, the piecewise affine warp will be considered exclusively, as it
affords an efficient evaluation of the warp as well as of its gradient. For clarification, consider
the linear warping function:

W (x; s) : ℜ2 ×ℜ2n → ℜ2 = Axs (3.22)

whereA
(2×2n)
x is an interpolation matrix, which can be precomputed for every valid location

in the set:
{xi}Pi=1 ∈ Ω = hull

{
s0
}
. (3.23)

Both the piecewise affine warp and the thin plate spline sharethis functional form3. How-
ever, in the case of the thin plate spline, the matrixAx is dense, whereas, for the piecewise
affine warp it is extremely sparse (see Appendix A). In fact, in each row of the piecewise affine
warp’sAx, only three entries are non-zero, each pertaining to one of the vertices of the triangle
containing the location of interest in the template. Referring to Appendix A, and parameter-
ising the warp using landmark deformations(u,v), the explicit form of the piecewise affine
warp is given by:

W (xp;u,v) = xp +

[
1− αp − βp αp βp 0 0 0

0 0 0 1− αp − βp αp βp

]












u(i)

u(j)

u(k)

v(i)

v(j)

v(k)












, (3.24)

where:
xp ∈ tri

{

s0
(2i−1:2i), s

0
(2j−1:2j), s

0
(2k−1:2k)

}

. (3.25)

The values forαp andβp are as given in Equation (A.2), specialised to thepth valid location
in the template. From this, it is clear that the computational savings of the piecewise affine
warp compared to the thin plate spline grows linearly with the number of landmarks in the
model. Finally, if the correspondences are later used to build an AAM, the use of the piecewise
affine warp in learning will better couple the correspondences with their utility, later, for AAM
fitting.

To account for differences between the template and the image, the pairwise method pro-
posed in this chapter allows the template’s appearance to deform along with its shape. The
choice of how the appearance generating function is parameterised should reflect the type of
appearance differences expected within the training set. However, it should also be noted that
the deformable template is used in conjunction with a robustpenaliser over the differences be-
tween the synthesised appearance and that of the object in the image. As such, the system has
the capacity to tolerate localised extreme errors. Therefore, a parameterisation that accounts for
appearance differences which varyslowly through the spatial domain, should be chosen here.

3Strictly speaking, the thin plate spline also has an affine term, but it does not effect the exposition in this
section.
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For this, a piecewise affine appearance deformation model seems a natural choice. Following
the reformulation of the piecewise affine warp as a scalar valued function in Appendix A, the
piecewise affine appearance generating function takes the form:

M (xp;w) =
[
1− αp − βp αp βp

]





w(i)

w(j)

w(k)



 (3.26)

for xp as in Equation (3.25), wherew(i) denotes the appearance deformation at location
s0
(2i−1:2i) in the template (similarly forw(j) andw(k)).

3.4 Marginalised Maximum Likelihood Estimation

The MML estimation of the densities’ hyperparameters involves maximising the data likeli-
hood, with marginalisation over the shape, given in Equation (3.5). Using the reparameterisa-
tion in Equation (3.9), this can be written:

p
(
I ,I 0, s0 | θ

)
∝
∫

ℜn

∫

ℜn

∫

ℜn

p(I |u,v,w, τ) p(u|α) p(v|β) p(w|γ) du dv dw. (3.27)

Examining the forms of the image likelihood and deformationpriors in Equations (3.13)
and (3.17), it is clear that an analytic form of this integraldoes not exist in general. This
is the case, even ifψ in Equation (3.15) and̺ in Equation (3.18) are both set to the iden-
tity function4, due to the generally nonlinear relationship between the image intensities and
the deformations in Equation (3.15). Therefore, in order toobtain an estimate of the opti-
mal parameterisations of the densities without resorting to numerical integration methods, the
densities in Equation (3.27) must be approximated in such a way that the integral affords an
analytic solution. For this, the likelihood and prior densities are approximated with Gaussians.
Since the improper integral of a Gaussian can be evaluated analytically, the integral of the joint
density, which becomes the product of Gaussians, can then befound.

3.4.1 Gaussian Approximated Prior

Consider first the prior terms given by the form in Equation (3.17). When assuming strictly
smooth deformations, the prior densities are already in Gaussian form:

p(p|ν) =
1

ZP (ν)
exp

{

−1

2
pT (2νH)p

}

, (3.28)

again replacingp with u,v orw, andν with α, β orγ for thex, y and appearance deformations,
respectively. The Gaussian’s covariance is(2H)−1, with:

H =
∑

(i,j)∈E
κij

(

1
(n)
i − 1

(n)
j

)(

1
(n)
i − 1

(n)
j

)T
, (3.29)

4This scenario corresponds to assuming strictly smooth deformations with Gaussian image noise.
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where1(n)
i is an-length vector with1 in theith entry and zero everywhere else. The partition

function is given by:

Z (ν) =

∫

ℜn

exp

{

−1

2
pT (2νH)p

}

dp =
(2π)

n
2

det(2νH)
1
2

∝ ν−n
2 . (3.30)

However, when describing piecewise smooth deformations, through the utilisation of a robust
penalty function in the energy term, the prior does not take on a Gaussian form. In this case,
the following change of variable is used:

p = pc + ∆p and dp = d∆p, (3.31)

wherepc denotes the current estimate of the deformation and∆p denotes some perturbation
from the current estimates. In nonrigid registration involving a nonlinear distance function, a
typical approach is to linearise the distance function using the current deformation estimates
pc, then solve the linearised form with respect to the perturbations∆p [4]. The same idea can
be applied here, whereby taking a first order Taylor expansion of ̺ about the current squared
deformation residuals, results in:

̺

([

pc
(i) + ∆p(i) − pc

(j) −∆p(j)

]2
)

≈ ̺
(
r2ij
)

+∇̺
(
r2ij
) [

∆pTHij∆p + 2hT
ij∆p

]
,

(3.32)

where∇̺
(

r2ij

)

is the derivative of the robust penaliser, evaluated atr2ij , and:

rij = pc
(i) − pc

(j) , hij = rij

(

1
(n)
i − 1

(n)
j

)

and Hij =
(

1
(n)
i − 1

(n)
j

)(

1
(n)
i − 1

(n)
j

)T
.

(3.33)
Substituting this into Equation (3.18) and completing the square, the regularisation energy can
be written:

RPW (p) ≈ (∆p− p̄)T H (∆p− p̄) +CP , (3.34)

where:
p̄ = −H−1h and CP = r − hTH−1h. (3.35)

Here, the following collected terms have been used:

r =
∑

(i,j)∈E
κij̺

(
r2ij
)

, h =
∑

(i,j)∈E
κij∇̺

(
r2ij
)
hij and H =

∑

(i,j)∈E
κij∇̺

(
r2ij
)
Hij.

(3.36)
With this linearisation, the Gaussian approximation of theprior density takes the form:

p(p|ν) ≈ 1

Z̃P (ν)
exp{−νCP} exp

{

−1

2
(∆p− p̄)T (2νH) (∆p− p̄)

}

, (3.37)
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where the partition function is now given by:

Z̃P (ν) = exp{−νCP }
∫

ℜn

exp

{

−1

2
(∆p− p̄)T (2νH) (∆p− p̄)

}

d∆p (3.38)

= exp{−νCP }
(2π)

n
2

det(2νH)
1
2

∝ ν−n
2 exp{−νCP}, (3.39)

which finally leads to:

p(p|ν) ∝ ν n
2 exp

{

−1

2
(∆p− p̄)T (2νH) (∆p− p̄)

}

. (3.40)

This is a multivariate Gaussian distribution over the deformations∆p.

3.4.2 Gaussian Approximated Likelihood

Let us now consider the likelihood term in Equation (3.27). As previously discussed, unlike
the prior, the image likelihood is not in a Gaussian form withrespect to the deformations,
regardless of howψ is defined. For this, the same change of variable is used as in the treatment
of the prior. Taking a first order Taylor expansion of the warped image and the appearance
generator about the current parameters results in:

I ◦W (xi;u
c + ∆u,vc + ∆v) ≈ I ◦W (xi;u

c,vc) + Ji [∆u;∆v] (3.41)

A (xi;w
c + ∆w) ≈ A (xi;w

c) + Ai ∆w, (3.42)

where:

Ai =
∂M (xi;w

c)

∂w
and Ji = ∇xI (~xi)

[
∂W (xi;u

c,vc)
∂u

∂W (xi;u
c,vc)

∂v

]

. (3.43)

Here, ~xi = W (xi;u
c,vc) is the location in the image frame that corresponds to location

xi in the template and∇xI (~xi) is the image’s spatial derivative at that location. Letting
q = [∆u;∆v;∆w], the likelihood’s energy term in Equation (3.15) can be written:

DPW (I ;q) ≈
P∑

i=1

ψ
(
qTdT

i diq + 2eidiq + e2i
)
, (3.44)

where
ei = A (xi;w

c)−I ◦W (xi;u
c,vc) and di = [ −Ji Ai ]. (3.45)

Taking another first order Taylor expansion, now of the robust functionψ, around the current
appearance residuals, and completing the square, Equation(3.15) can be approximated by:

DPW (I ;q) ≈ (q− q̄)T D (q− q̄) + CL, (3.46)
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where:

D =

P∑

i=1

∇ψ
(
e2i
)
dT

i di (3.47)

q̄ = −D−1

(
P∑

i=1

∇ψ
(
e2i
)
ei di

)

(3.48)

CL =

[
P∑

i=1

ψ
(
e2i
)

]

−
[

P∑

i=1

∇ψ
(
e2i
)
ei di

]T

D−1

[
P∑

i=1

∇ψ
(
e2i
)
ei di

]

. (3.49)

The Gaussian approximation of the image likelihood, then, takes the form:

p(I | q , τ) ≈ 1

Z̃L(τ)
exp{−τCL} exp

{

−1

2
(q− q̄)T (2τD) (q− q̄)

}

, (3.50)

where the partition function is now given by:

ZL(τ) = exp {−τCL}
∫

ℜ3n

exp

{

−1

2
(q− q̄)T (2τD) (q− q̄)

}

dq (3.51)

= exp {−τCL}
(2π)

3n
2

det(2τD)
1
2

∝ τ− 3n
2 exp {−τCL} , (3.52)

which finally leads to:

p(I | q , τ) ∝ τ 3n
2 exp

{

−1

2
(q− q̄)T (2τD) (q− q̄)

}

. (3.53)

As with the prior density, the linearisation of the appearance generator, and subsequently the
robust penaliser, results in a Gaussian density over the deformationsq.

3.4.3 Estimation through Expectation Maximisation

With the Gaussian approximations for the image likelihood and deformation priors in Equa-
tions (3.53) and (3.40), respectively, Equation (3.27) canbe written:

p
(
I ,I 0, s0 | θ

)
∝
(
αβγτ3

)n
2 exp {−C}

∫

ℜ3n

exp
{

− (q− µ)T Σ (q− µ)
}

dq, (3.54)

where:

Σ = τD +





αHu 0 0

0 βHv 0

0 0 γHw



 , µ = Σ−1



τDq̄ +





αHuū

βHvv̄

γHww̄







 (3.55)

and C = αūT Huū + βv̄T Hvv̄ + γw̄THww̄ + τ q̄TDq̄− µTΣµ. (3.56)
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Here,ū andHu take the forms in Equation (3.35) and Equation (3.36), respectively, specialised
to the case of x-spatial deformation, and similarly for the case of y-spatial and appearance
deformations. Evaluating the integral in Equation (3.54) results in:

p
(
I ,I 0, s0 | θ

)
∝
(
αβγτ3

)n
2 exp{−C}det(Σ)−

1
2 . (3.57)

Finally, taking its negative logarithm, the cost function to be minimised, with respect to the
parameterisationθ, is given by:

EMML(τ, α, β, γ) = C− n
2

ln{α}− n
2

ln{β}− n
2

ln{γ}− 3n

2
ln{τ}+ 1

2
ln{det(Σ)}. (3.58)

Although the form of this cost function is quite complex, since it is an optimisation over only
four parameters, a non-gradient based optimiser, such as the simplex [94], can be utilised to
obtain a solution.

An alternative to utilising a general purpose optimiser forminimising Equation (3.58) is
to utilise the Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm [14]. Treating the deformationsq as
hidden variables and the hyperparametersθ = [τ ;α;β; γ] as parameters, the EM algorithm
first finds the expected data log-likelihood:

Q(θ̃;θ) = Ep(q|I ,I 0,s0,θ̃)

[

ln
{
p
(
I ,I 0, s0,q | θ

)}
| θ̃
]

=

∫

ℜ3n

p
(

q | I ,I 0, s0, θ̃
)

ln
{
p
(
I ,I 0, s0,q | θ

)}
ds, (3.59)

given the current estimate of the hyperparametersθ̃. Through the utility of Jensen’s inequality,
this objective function can be shown to upper bound the log ofthe likelihood in Equation (3.57),
and touches it at the current estimate of the hyperparameters θ̃. As such, alternating an E-step
(expectation), which definesp

(
I ,I 0, s0,q | θ

)
using the current hyperparameter estimates,

with an M-step (maximisation) over Equation (3.59), the algorithm is guaranteed to converge
to a local optimum.

Using the identities:

p
(
I ,I 0, s0,q | θ

)
= p

(
I | q,I 0, s0,θ

)
p
(
q | s0,θ

)
(3.60)

and

p
(
q | I ,I 0, s0,θ

)
=

p
(
I ,I 0, s0,q | θ

)

∫

ℜ3n p (I ,I 0, s0,q | θ) dq
, (3.61)

the objective of the M-step takes the form:

Q(θ̃;θ) =

∫

ℜ3n

p
(
I ,I 0, s0,q | θ

)

∫

ℜ3n p (I ,I 0, s0,q | θ) dq
ln
{
p
(
I ,I 0, s0,q | θ

)}
dq. (3.62)

Using the Gaussian approximation for the image likelihood and deformation priors derived in
Sections (3.4.2) and (3.4.1), respectively, and substituting into Equation (3.62), the posterior
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over the deformation updates takes the form:

p
(

q | I ,I 0, s0, θ̃
)

∝
(
αβγτ3

)n
2 exp

{
−(q− µ)T Σ(q− µ)− C

}

(αβγτ3)
n
2 exp{−C} det(Σ)−

1
2

= N
(
q;µ, (2Σ)−1

)
,

(3.63)
whereN

(
q;µ, (2Σ)−1

)
denotes the Gaussian PDF over the deformation updatesq, with

meanµ and covariance(2Σ)−1, both given in Equation (3.55). Using the same approximation
for the data log-likelihood, the M-step involves maximising:

Q(θ̃;θ) =
3n

2
ln{τ} − τ Ep(q|I ,I 0,s0,θ̃)

[
(q− q̄)TD(q− q̄)

]
+

n

2
ln{α} − α Ep(q|I ,I 0,s0,θ̃)

[
(∆u− ū)THu(∆u− ū)

]
+

n

2
ln{β} − β Ep(q|I ,I 0,s0,θ̃)

[
(∆v − v̄)THv(∆v − v̄)

]
+

n

2
ln{γ} − γ Ep(q|I ,I 0,s0,θ̃)

[
(∆w − w̄)T Hw(∆w − w̄)

]
. (3.64)

Taking the derivative ofQ with respect toτ and equating to zero, the image likelihood rate
that maximises the expected data log-likelihood is given by:

τ =
3n

2 Ep(q|I ,I 0,s0,θ̃) [ (q− q̄)T D(q− q̄) ]
. (3.65)

SinceN is a Gaussian, the relation [73]:EN
[
‖e−Φq‖2

]
= ‖e−Φµ‖2 + tr

{
ΦTΦΣ

}
can

be utilised, to get:

τ =
3n

2

[

(µ− q̄)T D (µ− q̄) +
1

2
tr
{
DΣ−1

}
]−1

. (3.66)

Similarly, the prior hyperparameters that maximise the expected data log-likelihood are given
by:

α =
n

2

[

(Puµ− ū)T Hu (Puµ− ū) +
1

2
tr
{
HuPuΣ

−1PT
u

}
]−1

(3.67)

β =
n

2

[

(Pvµ− v̄)T
Hv (Pvµ− v̄) +

1

2
tr
{
HvPvΣ

−1PT
v

}
]−1

(3.68)

γ =
n

2

[

(Pwµ− w̄)T
Hw (Pwµ− w̄) +

1

2
tr
{
HwPwΣ−1PT

w

}
]−1

(3.69)

where:

Pu =
[
I(n×n) 0(n×n) 0(n×n)

]
(3.70)

Pv =
[
0(n×n) I(n×n) 0(n×n)

]
(3.71)

Pw =
[
0(n×n) 0(n×n) I(n×n)

]
. (3.72)

With this, a summary of the complete pairwise learning approach is outlined in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Pairwise Correspondence Learning

Require: {I 0, s0} (template),{Ii}Ni=1 (images),{ui,vi,wi}Ni=1 (initial deformation esti-
mates),{τi, αi, βi, γi}Ni=1 (initial hyperparameter estimates), andNEM (number of EM-
algorithm steps)

1: for i = 1 toN do
2: while !converged{ui,vi,wi} do
3: Minimise Equation (3.75) over{ui,vi,wi} {see Algorithm 3 in Section 3.5}
4: Build Gaussian approximated likelihood and priors{see Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.1}
5: for j = 1 toNEM do
6: E-step: Compute{µ,Σ} {Equation (3.55)}
7: M-step: Compute{τ, α, β, γ} {Equations (3.66), (3.67), (3.68) and (3.69)}
8: end for
9: end while

10: Setsi = s0 + R [ ui ; vi ]
11: end for
12: return {si}Ni=1

Note that in step 10 of the algorithm,R is chosen to alternate thex andy deformations in
accordance with the format of the shape vector given in Equation (3.2).

As a final note on the MML method proposed here, the differencebetween its derivation
of the objective for the hyperparmeters compared with a similar approach proposed in [66]
will be highlighted. In that work, an integrable form for thecomponent within the integral
in Equation (3.27) is obtained by taking anincompletesecond order Taylor expansion about
the current parameter estimates5. The result is a much simplified objective at the expense
of a poorer quality of approximation. Furthermore, interactions between connected points
within the affinity matrix are ignored, simplifying furtherthe objective to minimise. Finally,
the optimisation of the marginalised likelihood in this work is performed directly, rather than
through an EM procedure, since the assumptions made regarding the expansion as well as the
affinity matrix result in the updates taking particularly simple forms.

3.5 Maximising the Pairwise Posterior

With the parameterisations of the image likelihood and deformation priors described in Sec-
tions 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively, and the current estimate of the hyperparameters obtained
from the EM procedure outlined in Section 3.4.3, the MAP objective for pairwise correspon-
dence learning involves maximising:

p(s | I ,I 0, s0,θ) ∝ p(I |u,v,w, τ) p(u|α) p(v|β) p(w|γ) (3.74)

5In [66], the approximation to the energy term within the exponential of the joint likelihood is taken as:

F (p) = F (pc) + (p − p
c)Q(p − p

c), (3.73)

whereF (p) = σD(p) + γR(p) andQ is the Hessian of the combined energy terms (note that no appearance
deformation is used here). By not considering the first orderterm in the expansion, the energy term is already in
the canonical quadratic from, hence a procedure to completethe square is not required.
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with respect to the deformations. Taking its negative logarithm and substituting the forms in
Equations (3.13) and (3.17), the pairwise MAP cost functionto be minimised can be written:

EMAP (u,v,w) = DPW (I ;u,v,w) + λxRPW (u) + λyRPW (v) + λaRPW (w), (3.75)

whereDPW andRPW are defined as in Equations (3.15) and (3.18), respectively,and:

λx =
α

τ
, λy =

β

τ
and λa =

γ

τ
. (3.76)

This cost function takes the same form as the typical regularised data fitting problem in Equa-
tion (3.1), where three regularisation parameters are now involved. Minimising this error func-
tion constitutes a nonlinear optimisation over the deformation parameters. Although second
order methods, such as the Newton method, may be applicable here, it requires the computa-
tion of the Hessian matrix, which is computationally expensive. Instead, an approach similar
to that proposed in [6] is utilised, which alternates between linearising the robust functions and
solving a weighted nonlinear least squares problem, repeatedly until convergence.

Using the change of variable:

u = uc + ∆u , v = vc + ∆v and w = wc + ∆w, (3.77)

where{uc,vc,wc} denotes the current estimates of the deformations and{∆u,∆v,∆w}
denotes the desired updates, by linearising the cropped image and subsequently, all robust
functions as in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, Equation (3.75) can be approximated by:

EMAP (u,v,w) ≈ ∆qTHa∆q + 2hT
a ∆q +

∑

z={u,v,w}

(
∆zTHz∆z + 2hT

z ∆z
)
+C, (3.78)

whereq = [u;v;w]. Here,C is a constant, which does not depend on the deformation updates,
and:

ha =

P∑

i=1

ei∇ψ
(
e2i
)
d Ha =

P∑

i=1

∇ψ
(
e2i
)
ddT (3.79)

hz = λz

∑

(i,j)∈E
κij zij∇̺z

(
z2
ij

)
lij Hz = λz

∑

(i,j)∈E
κij∇̺z

(
z2
ij

)
lijl

T
ij , (3.80)

wherez is eitheru, v or w, and:

zij = zc
(i) − zc

(j) (3.81)

lij =
(

1
(n)
i − 1

(n)
j

)

(3.82)

ei = A (xi;w
c)−I ◦W (xi;u

c,vc) (3.83)

d =





−∇uW (xi;u
c,vc)∇xI (~xi)

−∇vW (xi;u
c,vc)∇xI (~xi)

∇wM (xi;w
c)



 . (3.84)
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Algorithm 3 Optimisation Regime for Solving the Pairwise MAP Problem

Require: {I 0, s0} (template),I (image to fit to),q = [u;v;w] (initial deformations),Ni

(number of iterations) andǫ (convergence tolerance)
1: Compute∇xI ,∇uW ,∇vW and∇wM {Equation (A.5)}
2: for i = 1 toNi do
3: Compute residuals{ei}Pi=1 and{uij , vij , wij}(i,j)∈E {Equations (3.83) and (3.81)}
4: Compute robust weights{∇ψ

(
e2i
)
}Pi=1 and{∇̺u(u2

ij),∇̺v(v2
ij),∇̺w(w2

ij)}(i,j)∈E
5: Compute{hz ,Hz}z={a,u,v,w} {Equations (3.79) and (3.80)}
6: Compute parameter updates∆q {Equation (3.85)}
7: Update current parametersq← q + ∆q

8: if ‖∆q‖2 < ǫ then
9: break.{Convergence achieved}

10: end if
11: end for
12: return u,v,w

With these linearisations, the error function is now in quadratic form. As such, differenti-
ating with respect to the deformation updates∆q and equating to zero, the solution for the
deformation updates takes the form:

∆q = −



Ha +





Hu 0 0

0 Hv 0

0 0 Hw









−1

ha +





hu

hv

hw







 (3.85)

Here, all0 matrices are of size(n×n). A summary of the deformation optimisation procedure
is outlined in Algorithm 3.

As a final note on the MML/MAP procedure, one notices that it isintuitively similar to
typical methods for groupwise correspondence learning (see [9; 133], for example), where
updates of the model and correspondences are interleaved, maximising the correspondences
for a fixed model andvice-versa. Although no proof of convergence is currently available for
such approaches, there have been no reports of algorithmic divergence in any publications on
the groupwise method. In all experiments, presented in the next section, it was found that in
no case did the procedure diverge.

3.6 Empirical Validation

In this chapter so far, a pairwise correspondence learning approach has been outlined, which
leverages on the assumption of (piecewise) smooth spatial and appearance deformations. Util-
ising the approach of hierarchical Bayesian priors, through the MML/MAP method, an al-
ternating procedure was proposed whereby all free variables in the problem, including those
relating to regularising weights, can be tuned automatically for each image. In this section, the
efficacy of the pairwise method is evaluated on a database of human faces.

The database used for all experiments in this section is described in Section 3.6.1. The
performance of the pairwise method is then evaluated on partitions of this database, namely:
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• A person specific database (see Section 3.6.2), where the inter-class variability stems
from variations in the subject’s pose, expression and external lighting effects.

• A pose specific database (see Section 3.6.3), where pose, expression and external light-
ing variations are kept to a minimum, with the main sources ofvariability stemming
from inter-subject variations, such as facial hair.

• A generic face database (see Section 3.6.4), where variations now include inter-subject
variabilities as well as those stemming from identity.

3.6.1 The IMM Face Database

For all experiments in this Section and indeed this thesis, the IMM Face database [89] is
used exclusively. It consists of 240 images of 40 individuals, each exhibiting variations in
pose, expression and lighting. The types of variations for each individual in the database are
exemplified in Plot (a) of Figure 3.4. Note that the sources ofvariation are isolated in all but
the last image, where the subjects exhibit random expression and pose. The first image of every
subject exhibits a frontal pose with a neutral expression. In the second image, the subjects are
again in a frontal pose, this time with a smiling expression.Pose variations are encoded in
the third and fourth images, where the subject varies his/her head yaw angle between±30o,
keeping a neutral expression. The effects of lighting variation are captured in the fourth image,
applying directional light on the subjects’ faces. In the sixth image, the subjects exhibit free
variations in both pose and expression.

A 58-point markup is supplied with the database, allowing the performance of automatic
correspondence learning methods to be evaluated quantitatively. Some examples of this an-
notation are shown in Plot (b) of Figure 3.4. Few other existing databases provide such an-
notations. Notable amongst these are the XM2VTS [85] database, with a 68-point markup6,
and the AR Face database [80], with a 22-point markup7. However, the XM2VTS database ex-
hibits inter-subject variabilities only, with no variations in pose, lighting or expression between
subjects in the database. The AR Face database exhibits an excellent range of variabilities, in-
cluding occlusions due to clothing and glasses. However, the 22-point markup may be too
sparse to capture the spatial variabilities of the human face.

3.6.2 Person Specific Databases

In this section, the ability of the pairwise approach to learn correspondences across a database
of the same subject is evaluated. For this, the IMM Face database is partitioned into 40 groups
of images, each containing only one subject. The pairwise learning algorithm is then applied
to each group separately, setting the template imageI 0 to be the first image in the group (i.e.
the image where the subject is in a frontal pose with a neutralexpression).

There are two aspects of the pairwise procedure that must be evaluated here. The first is
how well the (piecewise) smooth assumptions regarding the spatial and appearance deforma-
tions model the true intra-class variabilities. For this, the correspondences in each image are

6http://www.isbe.man.ac.uk/∼bim/data/xm2vts/xm2vts markup.html
7http://www.isbe.man.ac.uk/∼bim/data/tarfd markup/tarfd markup.html
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: The IMM Face database.(a): example variabilities within the database.(b): examples of
the 58-point markup of the database.
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Figure 3.5: An example of correspondence initialisation using an affinetransformation between de-
tected bounding boxes.

set to their optimal locations (i.e. the manual annotations). The EM-algorithm (steps 4 to 6
in Algorithm 2) is then iterated until convergence, followed by an optimisation of the defor-
mations as outlined in Algorithm 3. This way, the hyperparameters{τ, α, β, γ} are computed
using the correct correspondences, and the amount by which the shape then deforms from its
optimal initial values reflects how well the (piecewise) smooth assumption models intra-class
variabilities, such as pose, expression and lighting. It should be noted here, that although the
correspondences are initialised at their true location, the appearance deformations cannot be,
since no manual labels for these are available. Furthermore, since the EM-algorithm guarantees
convergence only to a local optimum, the values of the hyperparameters used in optimising the
deformations may still be sub-optimal. As such, the resultsof experiments on this aspect of the
pairwise procedure may underestimate the true capacity of (piecewise) smooth deformations
in modelling intra-subject variabilities.

The second aspect to be evaluated is the sensitivity of the pairwise procedure to initialisa-
tion. For this, the initial correspondence estimate is obtained by applying an affine transforma-
tion between the template image and all others in the database. The affine transformations are
computed from pairs of bounding boxes, one in the template and one in another image, which
are found by applying a face detector over the whole database. In this thesis, OpenCV’s8 face
detector is utilised for this purpose, which implements theViola and Jones method [135]. An
example of the initial correspondence estimate obtained from this affine transformation is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.5. Since the initial estimates of the correspondences can be far from their
optimal locations, experiments on this aspect of the pairwise procedure are performed on a
Gaussian pyramid of three levels.

In Figure 3.6, the convergence of the hyperparameters for the optimally initialised corre-
spondences is shown for a number of hyperparameter initialisations. In these experiments,
the robust variant of the image likelihood was used, as were the spatial and appearance defor-
mations (i.e. piecewise smooth deformations are assumed).As described in Section 3.3.2, the
priors are penalised using the regularisedL1 norm in Equation (3.20), withǫ set to0.0001. The
same robust penaliser is used in the image likelihood since it avoids choosing a robust param-

8http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary
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Table 3.1: Person specific experiments with manual initialisation
Experiment Appearance Deformation Image Likelihood Deformation Prior

(a) X robust robust
(b) X robust non-robust
(c) X non-robust non-robust
(d) × robust robust
(e) × robust non-robust
(f) × non-robust non-robust
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the convergence of the hyperparameters using optimally initialised corre-
spondence at four initial settings of of the hyperparameters (shown in the legend).(a): the reduction of
the MML error in Equation (3.58).(b), (c) and (d): the evolution ofτ , α andβ is shown respectively,
throughout the EM-algorithm’s iterations.
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eter, which is required by most other robust penalisers9. Although the choice of theL1 norm
for penalising appearance differences may be suboptimal, its successful application has been
previously demonstrated in numerous variational optical flow methods (see [22; 23; 110], for
example). The local convergence property of the EM-algorithm is illustrated in Plot (a), where
the error in Equation (3.58) is shown to monotonically decrease throughout the iterations. The
evolution of the hyperparameter values throughout the procedure is shown in Plots (b), (c)
and (d). In this particular instance the optimisation finds the same solution for each of the four
trials. The same experiment performed on different images also exhibited similar behaviour.
As such, although the EM-algorithm affords only a local optimum of the error function, exper-
iments indicate that the procedure is fairly insensitive tothe initial choice of hyperparameters
when the shape correspondences are optimally initialised.

Results of applying Algorithm 3 to the deformations, starting with optimal correspondence
and hyperparameter estimates are shown in Figure 3.7, whereresults from all subjects have
been combined. Here, six experiments were performed for each subject, outlined in Table 3.1.
Notice that experiments (d) to (f) do not use the appearance deformation model described in
Section 3.3.1. Instead, the likelihood is evaluated by directly comparing the cropped image
with the template. In experiments (b), (c), (e) and (f), non-robust priors are used to compare
the performance of the assumption of strictly smooth deformations against the assumption of
piecewise smooth deformations. Finally, in experiments (c) and (f), the non-robust likelihood
is utilised to evaluate the applicability of robust penalisers in the case of person specific cor-
respondence learning. Note that all the derivations presented in this chapter can be applied to
the non-robust case by replacing the derivative of the robust penaliser with a value of unity,
wherever it occurs.

Comparing the results of experiment (a) with (b), and (d) with (e), it appears that the use
of a robust penaliser in the priors, which implies piecewisesmooth deformation, has little
effect on the convergence accuracy of the method on this database. Comparing these with
the results for experiments (c) and (f), where a non-robust likelihood is used, one notices a
deterioration in accuracy when the non-robust formulationis used. These results are somewhat
counterintuitive, since the variation in appearance between instances of the same subject is
expected to be small, but the variation in shape, large, due to the varying pose exhibited in
the database. However, the database exhibits varying lighting and expressions, both of which
induce significant appearance differences. It also appearsthat, although the variation in shape
between instances of the same subject is large, the types of exhibited deformations are smooth.
Comparing the results of experiments (a), (b) and (c) with those of experiments (d), (e) and (f),
it is clear that in all cases, the utility of the appearance deformation is well justified as the
performance is improved when it is deployed, albeit only by asmall amount. It is expected that
the appearance model is particularly useful on the images where directional lighting is applied
to the subjects. From these results, it can be concluded thatthe model which best approximates
the generative properties of a person specific model is that which utilises a robust likelihood
penaliser and an appearance deformation model, whilst the utility of a robust penaliser in the
deformation priors has little effect on the global optimum of the formulation.

A final outcome of these results is that the correspondence errors are not spread equally

9The regularisedL1 norm is fairly insensitive to the choice ofǫ that is applied for numerical reasons only.
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Figure 3.7: Performance of the pairwise method on person specific databases starting from optimal
correspondences.(a) to (f): one standard deviation ellipses of converged per-point error for every
landmark in experiments (a) to (f).(g): Accuracy histograms of experiments (a), (b) and (c).(h):
Accuracy histograms of experiments (d), (e) and (f). Note that error is defined as the point-to-point
RMS error, measured from manual annotations.
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amongst the landmarks. Those exhibiting the largest errorsin all six experiments were those
around the nose and jaw line. Due to the significant pose variations within the database, the
nose actually occludes part of the cheek in some images. The result of this is that the shape
deforms to accommodate the difference in appearance in thisregion from that of the template.
Also, since the template is defined in the canonical frame, there exists a depth ambiguity re-
garding where the landmarks on the upper jaw line are actually situated. As such, when fitting
to images with extreme pose difference from the template, insome cases, the pairwise method
fails to extract the correct locations.

The results of applying the optimal parameterisation (experiment (a)) to the bounding box
initialised correspondences is shown in Figure 3.8. It is clear that despite performing optimi-
sation on a Gaussian Pyramid, the problem of converging to a local optimum is still prevalent,
observed through the significant deterioration in the method’s performance compared to its
optimally initialised counterpart. Nonetheless, the models built using this approach may still
exhibit some utility for face fitting.
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Figure 3.8: Performance of the pairwise method on person specific databases using bounding box ini-
tialisation. (a): Accuracy histograms at convergence. Note that the samplingrate of the optimally
initialised histogram is higher than that of the box initialised histogram, explaining the apparent differ-
ences in area under the histograms.(b): one standard deviation error ellipses for each landmark.

A qualitative evaluation of the found correspondences in the experiments described above
can be obtained by building a linear model of shape and appearance over the database and
inspecting the resulting reconstructions. Some examples of this are shown in Figure 3.9. Here,
the model built using manual annotations, those from experiment (a) and (f) with optimal ini-
tialisation, and those from experiment (a) with a bounding box initialisation, are varied between
±3 standard deviations of their first mode of combined appearance variation. Inspecting the
results from automatic correspondence learning, one notices that although some differences in
shape from the manual model can be observed, the appearance reconstructions arecrisp with
no significant ghosting or blurring effects. This is the caseeven for the bounding box initialised
method, which was shown quantitatively to attain much poorer correspondences with respect
to manual annotations.
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Figure 3.9: Reconstruction results of intra-person pairwise learning. The model was built using all
subjects in the database, with the variations shown corresponding the the first mode of combined ap-
pearance variation.
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3.6.3 Pose Specific Database

In this section, the ability of the pairwise approach to learn correspondences across a database
of varying subjects with fixed pose, expression and lightingis evaluated. For this, only the
first image (frontal pose with neutral expression) of each subject in the IMM Face database
is utilised. To evaluate the effects of different templateson the performance of the method,
experiments were conducted using four separate templates:a male subject with a beard, a
female subject, a male subject with no facial hair, and a malesubject with a moustache. The
four chosen templates are shown in Plot (a) of Figure 3.10. For each chosen template, the same
experiments were conducted as in the person specific case, outlined in Table 3.1.

The results of experiments (a) to (f) using the first templatewith optimally initialised cor-
respondences and hyperparameters are presented in Figure 3.11. Comparing the results for
experiments (a) with (b), and (d) with (e), it can be seen thatthe use of a robust deformation
prior has the capacity to improve fitting performance. However, the improvements here are
marginal, especially in experiments that do not utilise an appearance model (i.e. experiments
(d) and (e)). As such, compared to the person specific case, pose specific databases appear
to exhibit more discontinuities in deformation, although their amount is fairly constrained.
However, comparing the results from experiments (b) with (c), and (e) with (f), a significant
deterioration can be observed when a non-robust likelihoodis utilised. This is to be expected,
since the difference between the template and image contains localised regions with large er-
rors, stemming from such sources as facial hair and general difference in appearance between
individuals. Finally, comparing the results of experiment(a) and (d), it is clear that the use of
an appearance model in this case affords an improvement in the accuracy of found correspon-
dences. However, this result is not repeated in the other experiments. A possible cause for this
might be due to the initialisation procedure used for the appearance model parameters. In all
experiments, the appearance model is initialised to zero. As such, in the early stages of optimi-
sation, the effects of appearance difference dominate the shape updates, leading to significant
perturbation of the correspondences. In some cases, the procedure may settle in local minima.
This characteristic may not have been exhibited in the person specific case, since intra-person
appearance differences are fairly constrained. From theseexperiments, it can be concluded that
the optimal parameterisation for a pose specific database, exhibiting variations in identity, is
one that utilises robust penalisers in the likelihood and prior, as well as allowing the template’s
appearance to deform along with its shape.

The results of using the other three templates are similar, where the per-point accuracies of
each in experiment (a) are shown in Plot (b) of Figure 3.10, along with the accuracy histograms
of all four templates. Notice that the landmarks that exhibit the largest errors are those around
the extremities of the model, namely the eyebrows and the chin. This pattern is significantly
different from the person specific case, where the largest errors occur around the upper jaw line
and the region around the noise. Since the main source of variability in this database is due to
identity, the pattern of errors here can be explained as the effects of template-image mismatch.
The variations around the chin and mouth are the result of some subjects exhibiting beards
and/or moustaches. This causes the model to deform around this area. Differences in eyebrow
thickness and shape are also prevalent within the database,leading to variations that can not be
well accounted for by the appearance deformation function.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10: (a): The four chosen templates for the pose specific experiments.(b): the one standard
deviation ellipse of converged per-point error for every landmark, starting from optimal annotations.
(c): converged per-point error using bounding box initialisation.
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Figure 3.11: Performance of the pairwise method on a pose specific databases, starting from optimal
correspondences.(a) to (f): one standard deviation ellipses of converged per-point error for every
landmark in experiments (a) to (f).(g): Accuracy histograms of experiments (a), (b) and (c).(h):
Accuracy histograms of experiments (d), (e) and (f). Note that error is defined as the point-to-point
RMS error, measured from manual annotations.
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Figure 3.12: Reconstruction results of inter-person pairwise learning. The model was built using all
subjects in the database, with the variations shown corresponding the the first mode of combined ap-
pearance variation.
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The results of applying the optimal parameterisation (experiment (a)) to the detector ini-
tialised correspondences are shown in Figure 3.10 for each of the templates. As with the person
specific case, it is clear that despite performing optimisation on a Gaussian Pyramid, the ap-
proach is highly sensitive to initialisation, terminatingin local minima in a large proportion
of the images. Reconstructions from models built using the manual and automatic correspon-
dences for some of the experiments are also shown in Figure 3.12. As with the subject specific
case in the previous section, reconstructions using results of the optimally initialised experi-
ments exhibit good properties. Although some differences in shape from the manual model can
be observed, there are no significant ghosting or blurring effects. However, the reconstruction
results of the box initialised model are far from satisfactory. Here, significant ghosting and
blurring effects can be observed as well as highly unrealistic shape contortions.

3.6.4 Generic Person Database

As a final set of experiments, the ability of the pairwise approach to learn correspondences
across a generic person database with varying identity, pose, expression and lighting, is evalu-
ated. For this, the whole IMM Face database is used, choosingthe first image in the database
as a template (i.e. the results from the previous section suggest that the choice of template has
only a marginal effect on accuracy compared to the parameterisation of the model). Again, the
same experiments were performed as in the person specific case, outlined in Table 3.1.

The results of experiments (a) to (f), using the optimally initialised correspondences and
hyperparameters are presented in Figure 3.13. In contrast to the results in the previous sec-
tions, here a clear trend of accuracy improvement can be observed as the likelihood and priors
are robustified as well as when the appearance deformation model is used. In fact, the im-
provement in accuracy attained by utilising an appearance deformation model is quite marked
compared to those in the previous section. Examining the per-point accuracy images for ex-
periments (a), (b) and (c), one notices that the pattern of errors is a combination of the patterns
for the person specific and constrained generic person cases. This is to be expected however,
since the main difference between the experiments here and those in the previous section, is
the inclusion of pose, expression and lighting variabilityinto the database. As such, the defi-
ciency of the pairwise method due both to intrinsic and extrinsic variabilities are compounded
when both sources of variations are present. However, for experiments (d), (e) and (f), the
errors are much larger than a simple combination of the errors in the two preceding sections.
This can be attributed to the poor modelling capacity of the template when both intrinsic and
extrinsic sources of variability are present. It appears, therefore, that when variations in pose,
expression, lighting and identity are present within the database, the utility of an appearance
deformation model is crucial to attaining good results.

Experiments on the bounding box initialised correspondences were not conducted on this
database. However, the performance of the pairwise method in this case can be expected to
exhibit the same difficulties regarding local minima as those discussed in the person specific
and pose specific cases.
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Figure 3.13: Performance of the pairwise method on a generic person database, starting from optimal
correspondences, using the first image in the database as a template.(a) to (f): the 1 standard deviation
ellipse of converged point-to-point error for every landmark. (a) to (c): results of using an appearance
deformable template.(d) to (f): results of using a purely spatially deformable template.(a) and (d):
results of using robust penalisers for both the likelihood and priors. (b) and (e): results of using a
robust penaliser for the likelihood only.(c) and (f): results of using non-robust likelihood and priors.
(g): accuracy histogram plots of the six cases, defining error as the point-to-point RMS error, measured
from the manual annotations.
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3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, a novel automatic correspondence learningapproach has been proposed that
learns the optimal deformations from a pre-annotated template image to an un-annotated im-
age under the constraint of (piecewise) smooth deformations, both in the spatial and appearance
domains. The approach is formulated within a Bayesian framework, utilising inference with
hierarchical priors to allow all free variables within the problem to be tuned automatically.
Using an EM procedure to maximise the data log-likelihood, the procedure guarantees a lo-
cal solution for each linearisation of the cropped image androbust penalisers. Compared to
existing methods, the pairwise approach described here exhibits a number of advantages:

• A formal description of optimality by virtue of its formulation within a Bayesian frame-
work.

• It affords automatic tuning of the regularisation weight inthe regularised data fitting
analogy.

• The approach allows extensions to take into account extra prior information about the
visual object of interest.

Through experiments on a database of human faces, the strengths and weaknesses of the
approach have been evaluated. From these, it was seen that the use of the appearance defor-
mation model, piecewise smooth deformations and a robust image matching function, gave
significant performance improvements, especially in caseswhere the database exhibits large
amounts of variabilities. However, it was also demonstrated that the procedure is sensitive to
initialisation.

Improvements to the proposed pairwise approach can be made on two fronts. The first is
to integrate domain knowledge about the database at hand. This can take the form of priors
on the correspondences, which can be integrated elegantly into the proposed formulation. For
example, for a dataset of an image sequence, the conditionaldependence between correspon-
dences in consecutive images should be accounted for, possibly assuming (piecewise) smooth
transitions between images. Another example is the case where there exists multiview-stereo
images in the database, in which case dependencies between the multiview-images can be in-
corporated into the formulation. The Bayesian formulationof the pairwise approach allows
these types of domain knowledge to be integrated in a formal manner. When a small num-
ber of correspondences across the images is available, thisinformation can also be integrated
as a prior. It has been shown in [101], that increasing the number of features in deformable
model fitting has the effect of smoothing the optimisation’serror terrain, thereby reducing the
likelihood of the procedure terminating in local minima. Assensitivity to local minima is a
weakness of the proposed pairwise method, investigations into the effects of utilising multiple
priors and likelihood terms constitute a good possibility for future work.

The second area in which improvements may be made is in the assumptions made regarding
the distributions of the visual object. In cases where additional knowledge about the visual
object of interest is available, a more representative distribution function modelling the object
will result in a more constrained problem, and hence a more compact solution. For example,
the number and placement of anchor points for the appearancedeformation may be suboptimal.
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Another is the type of robust penaliser used in the image likelihood. These modifications are
less attractive, however, since the optimal choices for each requires a hit-and-miss approach.

Finally, the general method for automatic correspondence learning proposed in this chapter
can be adapted to the problem of groupwise correspondence learning. An example of how this
may be achieved is presented in Appendix B. In the method presented there, appearance and
shape deformations are modelled as a linear model, which maybetter suit the types of objects
often learnt in correspondence learning than the model presented in this chapter. Furthermore,
the MML criterion is better approximated, since linearisation is required only for the cropped
image, rather than the robust penalisers as well. Due to timeconstraints, this method has not
been implemented at the time of this writing, however it constitutes a strong possibility for
directions of future work.
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He turned the power to the have-nots.
And then came the shot!

Rage Against the Machine

Chapter 4

Iterative-Discriminative Fitting

As discussed in Section 2, there has been a large amount of work done recently in an attempt
to improve the performance of LDM fitting. However, most methods address some of the
fitting goals at the expense of others. The project-out inverse compositional method [83], for
example, boasts extremely rapid fitting at the expense of poor generalisability. As such, despite
the significant advances so far, accurate, efficient, reliable, automatic and applicable fitting is
still an open problem.

In this chapter, a novel discriminative fitting paradigm is outlined, which presents a signif-
icant step forward in addressing all of the aforementioned goals. The main idea is to reduce
the error bounds over the data, rather than the typical leastsquares criterion. Combined with
an iterative scheme, all samples in the training set are guided towards their solution, placing
a higher priority on samples with large errors. As the objective in the discriminative learning
needs only be partially satisfied at each iteration, the approach allows simple regressors, which
generally exhibit better generalisability than more complex ones, to be utilised. Generalisabil-
ity is further promoted through a resampling process between iterations, artificially increasing
the training set size. The approach is highly applicable, with no specific requirements placed
on the model’s parameterisation or the type of feature used to drive the fitting procedure.

The general problem of discriminative fitting is described in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 then
describes the novel approach of iterative-discriminativefitting. Two implementations are then
discussed in detail in Section 4.3, a linear approach and a nonlinear one. Extensions of the
iterative-discriminative approach to robust fitting and background invariance are described in
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Section 4.6 concludes with an overview and a discussion on
directions of future work. The experimental evaluation of the methods proposed in this chapter
can be found in Chapter 5.

4.1 The Discriminative Fitting Problem

Discriminative learning, sometimes considered the opposite or an alternative to generative
modelling, is an approach that attempts to directly learn the input-to-output mapping of a
problem. No effort is wasted on the intermediate goal of explicitly modelling the underly-
ing distributions of the variables and features in the problem. Instead, treating the problem
as a black-box, the mapping function is adjusted purely to satisfy the function approximation
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quantity, over which the performance of the method is later evaluated.
By virtue of the tight coupling between the training objective and evaluation criterion,

discriminative methods have been shown to outperform generative methods in a number of
problems. While the performance of generative methods relies heavily on how well the con-
structed distributions approximate that of the real problem, discriminative methods require
only that the distributions of the training data sufficiently mimic that of the problem. As such,
for constrained problems with sufficient training data, discriminative methods are a natural
choice.

In the context of LDM fitting, the mapping function to be learnt is that which relates the
observation obtained from a perturbed parameter setting tothe optimal updates required to
bring the model into alignment with the visual object in the image. Formally, for the given
training set:

{Ii,pi,∆p∗
i }Nd

i=1 , (4.1)

wherepi and∆p∗
i are the perturbed LDM parameters and their optimal updates,respectively,

for the imageIi, discriminative learning aims to find the update function (regressor)U that
maps the feature extracted from the image at its current parameter settings, to the desired
parameter update:

∆p∗ = U ◦F (I ;p). (4.2)

The feature extraction function:

F (I ;p) : ℜNp → ℜNf , (4.3)

whereNp andNf represent the dimensionality of the LDM’s parameters and the feature vector
(observation), respectively, evaluated at the perturbed parameter settingsp, should be chosen
such that the observation contains all the required information to allowU to perform an ac-
curate estimation of the updates. Some examples of this function include the normalised raw
appearance feature [29]:

F (I ;p) = N ◦I ◦W (p), (4.4)

with N denoting the normalisation function, or the texture residual feature [4]:

F (I ;p) = A (p)−I ◦W (p), (4.5)

whereA is an appearance generating function. In both Equation (4.4) and (4.5),W denotes
the warping function (see Section (3.3.3)).

The training set of perturbed LDM parameters should be chosen to simulate the initialisa-
tion capacity of the detector, used to find the rough locationof the visual object in the image.
As such, the update functions are essentially trained on simulations of real fitting problems,
in which case the performance of the updates on unseen imagesshould approach that on the
training set, if the simulated training cases are close approximations of the real problem.

There are a number of advantages of discriminative based approaches compared to gener-
ative based methods. Some of these are listed below.

• The regressors used to approximate the mapping function canbe specialised to the prob-
lem. This can be achieved, for example, by utilising the sameinitialisation procedure
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on the training set as in the test set. In this way, the distribution of the LDM parameters
with respect to their optimal settings in the training images will closely approximate that
of the test images well.

• The regressors are generally fixed, eliminating the requirement to recalculate the update
model as with many generative methods (see [4; 12], for example). As such, when the
type of regressor chosen is computationally cheap to evaluate, then an efficient fitting
procedure results. Furthermore, the online computationalcost is predictable due to the
fixed update models used. This in turn allows simpler resource allocations for applica-
tions that utilise discriminative LDM fitting.

• Estimates of statistics regarding fitting performance, such as accuracy and frequency of
convergence, can be directly attained from the training procedure without further evalu-
ations on a test set. This allows the construction of likelihoods regarding the predicted
perturbations, for use in further generative inference later if so desired.

• Generalisation can be directly integrated into the training procedure to reflect the confi-
dence over the training set through the use of regularisation in learning.

• Flexibility regarding the trade-off between computational efficiency and accuracy can be
directly designed into the learning procedure through the choice of the regressor func-
tion’s complexity.

• The approach is applicable to many types of deformable objects and is not limited to
specific warping functions, feature vectors or model parameterisation.

Although the advantages of using discriminative LDM fittingare numerous, some drawbacks
of this approach have also been identified. Some of these include:

• The training procedure is generally much more computationally demanding and difficult
to implement compared to that of generative methods.

• The best type of regressor and its coupling feature extractor function for a particular
problem are difficult to deduce from domain knowledge. As such, a hit-and-miss ap-
proach must be utilised in general.

• Discriminative training generally requires a number of parameters that need to be either
selected heuristically, or tuned to optimise some performance criterion over the training
set.

As discussed in Section 2.3.3, in comparison to the generative approach, there exists only a
few methods that tackle the problem of LDM fitting from a discriminative perspective. Perhaps
this is because, despite exhibiting favourable properties, the drawbacks of the discriminative
approach can be difficult to address. In the following sections, a novel discriminative procedure
is proposed for the problem of LDM fitting, which addresses some of the aforementioned
difficulties through a reformulation of the objective in discriminative learning, leveraging on
the peculiarity of general fitting problems.
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4.2 Iterative-Discriminative Fitting

With the discriminative formulation of LDM fitting described above, two questions naturally
arise:

• Does there exist a mapping function that can accurately predict the updates over all legal
states of the model for a given image?

• If one does exist, can it be evaluated efficiently?

The peculiarity of LDM fitting, as opposed to other problems commonly tackled by discrimi-
native approaches, is that for many parameter settings, thefeature vector will generally contain
only a subset of the information required to perform accurate predictions directly. For example,
the feature vector of a model perturbed in translation will not generally contain information re-
garding the boundary of the object in the direction oppositeto that of the translation. As such,
the predictions of the correct update must rely on the correlations between available informa-
tion with that which is not. This relationship may be quite complex, requiring sophisticated
regressors to predict it accurately. These complex regressors, in turn, may require significant
computational resources to evaluate, negating one of the main advantages of discriminative
methods. Furthermore, complex regressors usually exhibitpoorer generalisability, leading to
the requirement of a very large training set to cover, which in turn leads to slower training
times.

To address these difficulties, an alternative discriminative framework will be considered,
whereby aset of weak regressorsare composed together to form a singlestrongpredictor. For-
mally, rather than applying the parameter updates as in Equation (4.2), consider the parameter
adaptation of the following form:

p← p +

Ni∑

i=1

∆pi where ∆pi = Ui ◦F



I ;p +

i−1∑

j=1

∆pj



 . (4.6)

Here,{Ui}Ni

i=1 is the set of fixed weak regressors. The intuition for utilising this particular
form of regressor is as follows. Firstly, weak or simple regressors usually exhibit better gen-
eralisability than more complex ones. Secondly, by virtue of their sequential composition,
observations of the image from a number of different parameter settings result in a richer in-
formation set used to make a prediction. This formulation, which will be referred to as the
iterative-discriminativemethod in the remainder of this thesis, takes inspiration from boosting
methods [47; 81; 134], where a set of weak learners are combined to form a strong one. If
each weak learner can be efficiently evaluated, then an efficient fitting procedure may result.
However, unlike boosting procedures where only the target of the mapping function is modi-
fied with each weak learner added, here the input (observation) is also modified to reflect the
new distribution of samples around their optimum.
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Algorithm 4 Iterative-Discriminative LDM Fitting
Require: I , {U1, . . . ,UNi

} andp

1: for i = 1 toNi do
2: f = F (I ;p) {Get feature vector}
3: ∆p = Ui(f) {Calculate updates}
4: p← p + ∆p {Update current parameters}
5: Constrainp.
6: end for
7: return p

With this framework, discriminative learning then proceeds by simultaneously optimising
theNi update models, given the training set in Equation (4.1), to minimise a cost of the form:

C (U1, . . . ,UNi
) =

Nd∑

j=1

CD

(
Ij,pj , s

∗
j ;U1, . . . ,UNi

)
, (4.7)

wheres∗j are the manual annotations for thejth training sample:

p∗ = min
p
‖s∗ −S (p)‖2. (4.8)

The distance functionCD in Equation (4.7) penalises the difference between the manually
annotated shapes and the predicted model’s shape afterNi iterations. A common choice for
this is the least squares fit:

CD(I ,p, s∗;U1, . . . ,UNi
) =

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
S

(

p +

Ni∑

i=1

∆pi

)

− s∗
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

2

. (4.9)

Compared to texture based error measures, commonly used in generative LDM fitting, this
distance function better encompasses all available information about the optimal parameter
settings, i.e. the manual annotations. With this formulation, the training process essentially
simulates real fitting problems on the set of training imagesand perturbations. If, at deploy-
ment the unseen images and their perturbations resemble those in the training set, then the
fitting performance of the minimiser of Equation (4.7) can beexpected to approach that at
training.

Having trained the update models that minimise Equation (4.7), LDM fitting then pro-
ceeds as outlined in Algorithm 4. Notice the similarities between this method and typical
fixed-update generative fitting approaches, where the main difference is that no checks need
to be made regarding the reduction of texture error or the magnitude of the parameter updates
to deduce convergence. Fitting is simply performed for all trained iterations with no early
termination.
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4.2.1 Training Complexities

Compared to the training procedure of the methods discussedin Section 2.3.2, finding the op-
timal update models by minimising Equation (4.7) presents anumber of difficulties. Firstly,
the cost function is inherently nonlinear with many local minima, due to the composition of
the updates with the feature vectors and the nonlinear relationship between the pixel intensi-
ties and the warping parameters. Secondly, standard numerical optimisation techniques are
not computationally practical for this problem. Since the parameter updates at each iteration
depend on the update models for all previous iterations, theanalytic gradient of Equation (4.7)
is generally extremely complex, resulting in an impractical computational burden. This matter
is made worse by the potentially large number of training samples required to ensure good
generalisability of the update models.

To see this, consider a simple gradient descent on the cost function in Equation (4.7), in
which the parameters of the update models at thetth optimisation step takes the following form:

qt+1 = qt − ηt

Nd∑

i=1

∂CDi

∂q
, (4.10)

whereq is a concatenation of all parameters describing allNi update models andηt is the step
size. Although gradient descent exhibits only linear convergence rates, when the derivatives
can be efficiently evaluated, this approach is an attractiveone due to its simplicity. However,
the deterministic gradient of Equation (4.7) cannot be trivially evaluated due to the dependence
of the updates on those of previous iterations. To see this, note that the deterministic gradient
of CD is given by:

∂CD

∂q
=
∂CD

∂z

∂z

∂q
(4.11)

wherez = [∆p1; . . . ;∆pNi
] is the concatenation of the parameter updates of all iterations.

The derivative∂CD

∂z
can be easily computed from Equations (4.9) and the form of the shape

generating functionS . Now, let us consider the simplest case, where the feature extractor
obtains only the raw warped image:

F (I ;p) = I ◦W (p). (4.12)

and the update models take the simple linear form:

Ui(f) = Gif + bi, (4.13)

where the variables of the optimisation procedure are givenby:

q =
[
vec(G1); . . . ; vec(GNi

);b1; . . . ;bNi

]
. (4.14)

With this, the derivative of thejth parameter update with respect to the bias vector of thekth
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iteration is given by the following recursive form:

∂∆pj

∂bk
=







0 if j < k,

I if j = k,

Gj

(

∇I
∂W

∂p

)(
∑j−1

i=1
∂∆pi

∂bk

)

if j > k,

(4.15)

where the derivative of the warped image∇I
∂W

∂p
is evaluated atp+

∑j−1
i=1 ∆pi. The derivative

with respect to thekth gain matrix is given by:

∂∆pj

∂Gk
=
∂∆pj

∂bk
⊗I ◦W

(

p +

k−1∑

i=1

∆pi

)

. (4.16)

The evaluation of these partial derivatives is computationally intensive and memory demand-
ing, especially those with respect to the gain matrix. Furthermore, the complexity of evaluating
these partials grows exponentially with the number of iterationsNi. This problem is amplified
with the use of more sophisticated feature vectors, especially those that involve a normalisa-
tion, for example that used in [30].

Therefore, optimising the discriminative learning objective simultaneously with respect to
all update models is, if not intractable, very slow for most interesting problems, even for the
extremely simple gradient descent minimiser.

4.2.2 Error Bound Minimisation

Although optimisation of the objective in Equation (4.7), simultaneously with respect to all
update models, is not practical in general, this is not the case for a greedy learning approach,
where each update model is learnt sequentially, starting with the first one to be applied to
the model. As no functional compositions are involved in theoptimisation, no gradients with
respect to the image or warping function are required. This procedure is more akin to traditional
discriminative learning where a direct mapping between thefeature vector and the desired
targets is learnt. However, a straightforward adaptation of matching pursuit type methods
(see [79; 134], for example) for this purpose may not producethe desired outcome. The
problem stems from the typical least squares criterion used. In order to accommodate the
reduction of quadratic error over the whole sample set, someof the more difficult samples
(i.e. those far from their optimal parameter settings) willbe poorly predicted, where in some
cases, they may even be perturbed further away from their desired settings. The distribution of
samples in the next iteration, then, will induce a regressorthat favours minimising the errors
on samples that are far from their optimum at the expense of the better predicted samples. As
such, the effect of using a quadratic penaliser is a cyclic pattern in the distribution of samples.
No continuity between the iterations is enforced here, and convergence may be difficult to
attain.

Due to the aforementioned difficulties with a matching pursuit type approach, a different
objective to be greedily optimised at each iteration needs to be utilised. For this, consider first
that one of the main justifications for the iterative-discriminative method is to allow simple re-
gressors to be utilised at every iteration. As such, the performance of this method is limited by
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the estimation capacity of the regressor in the final iteration. As such, when learnt simultane-
ously, as described in Section 4.2.1, all regressors exceptthe last one to be applied, essentially
act assample redistributorsin such a way that the distribution of the samples around their
optimum in the last iteration can be well regressed. Therefore, the objective in greedy learning
should be designed to mimic the results of a simultaneous optimisation regime.

With this in mind, consider the results by Cooteset al. in [30], that the relationship between
the appearance residuals and the parameter updates in AAM fitting is close to linear only within
a small region around the optimum of each parameter. In fact,this relationship has been shown
to persist, though to a lesser extent, even for the simple warped texture feature [29]. This
region is characterised by error bounds around the optimal parameter settings, within which
the assumption of linearity holds relatively well. As such,if the regressors are trained in such
a way that the distribution of the LDM parameters at the last iteration lie within a small error
bound of the optimum for every training sample, then the use of a simple regressor (the limiting
case being the linear model) in the last iteration can achieve highly accurate predictions.

The question then, is how to design an objective for the greedy training procedure, in order
to achieve small error bounds on all parameters in the last iteration. It is here proposed that
this can be achieved by learning a function that reduces theerror bound in each parameter
over the training set at every iteration, rather than the error itself. The idea is that although
the reduction in error bound that can be afforded by simple regressors at each iteration may be
small, the objective of each regressor does not need to be satisfied to a high degree, since, by
virtue of the compositional regressor framework, the next regressor down the compositional
line improves the global objective further, utilising new observations of the image in order to
do so. Furthermore, since the error bound is reduced throughout the iterations, the distribution
of the observations becomes more constrained, leading to simpler input-to-output mappings
that must be estimated by the regressors. Finally, the aim oferror bound reduction enforces
continuity between successive iterations by virtue of their effects on the distribution of samples
that they perturb. An illustration of this process is shown in Figure 4.1.

Let us denote byU i the regressor for theith LDM parameter at a particular iteration. Then,
the objective of iterative error bound minimisation to be minimised takes the following form:

CEB = max
∣
∣U

i ◦F
(
Ij;p

i
j

)
−∆pi

j

∣
∣+ λR

(
U

i
)
, (4.17)

with pi
j and∆pi

j denoting the LDM parameters and their desired updates for the ith parameter
of the jth sample, andR applies regularisation over the regressor to penalise overcomplex
decision function, which is weighted by a design parameterλ. This problem can be more
easily solved when posed as a constrained optimisation problem as follows:

min ǫi + λR
(
U

i
)

subj to







∆pi
j −U i ◦F

(

Ij;p
i
j

)

≤ ǫ
U i ◦F

(

Ij;p
i
j

)

−∆pj
i ≤ ǫ

ǫ ≥ 0

, (4.18)

whereǫ is the error bound that is to be minimised. This cost functiondirectly trades off the
penalty of large error bounds over each parameter’s distribution against the complexity of the
update model.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the error bound minimisation process. Shown are perturbed samples from
a single image, plotted on an artificial generative objective. Starting at Plot (a), a simple regressor
predicts updates for all samples, as illustrated in Plot (b), yielding a new sample set with a reduced error
bound, as illustrated in Plot (c). This process is continueduntil the desired error bound is achieved or a
reduction of error bound is no longer possible (i.e. the capacity of the weak learner has been exhausted).
Note that at each step it is expected that some samples will bemovedawayfrom the optimum (denoted
by the red samples). Shown also, in Plot (h), is an illustration of the one-step discriminative fitting.
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Algorithm 5 Iterative Error Bound Minimisation
Require: F ,Ni andNd

1: for i = 1 toNi do
2: {Ij ,pj ,∆p∗

j}Nd

j=1 {Sample training data}
3: for j = 1 toNd do
4: for k = 1 to i− 1 do
5: fj = F (Ij ,pj) {Get feature vector}
6: pj ← pj + Uk(fj) {Update parameters}
7: end for
8: fj = F (Ij ,pj) {Get feature vector}
9: end for

10: for j = 1 toNp do
11: U

j
i ← 0 {Initialise ith update model forkth parameter}

12: U
j

i ← minU EEB

(

{fk,∆p∗
k}

Nd

i=1;U
)

{Equation (4.17)}
13: end for
14: end for
15: return U1, . . . ,UNi

Although penalising the complexity of the update model encourages better generalisabil-
ity, the best way to encourage generalisability is to utilise as much training data as possible
in order to cover more of the input space of the system and prevent the need for functional
extrapolation for inputs that are far from the those in the training set. Unlike many discrimi-
native learning problems, LDM fitting has the peculiarity that, since the training data consists
of pairs of parameter perturbations and their updates, which can be generated synthetically,
for a given distribution of initial perturbation errors, the training set is potentially unbounded
in size1. Increasing the training set size also increases the computational complexity of the
training procedure. However, by virtue of the compositional form of the estimation framework
in Equation (4.6), the training set size can be artificially increased without increasing the com-
putational load in learning the regressors. At each iteration, once the optimal update model,
which maximally reduces the error bounds, has been learnt for a given training set, a new set
of artificial perturbations can be resampled from the initialisation distribution and propagated
through all previously learnt update models in a sequentialmanner. The data then serves as
the training set for the regressor of the next iteration. This resampling process further regu-
larises the solution, as unseen samples that were poorly learnt previously, due to overlearning
on the limited training set, are corrected. With this resampling procedure, the whole training
procedure for iterative error bound minimisation is presented in Algorithm 5.

4.2.3 Variations on a Theme

Although the cost function in Equation (4.18) fulfils the objective of error bound reduction, it
is not the only formulation that can achieve this. In some cases, it may be beneficial to consider

1Note that increases in training set size can only be accommodated in the space of deformations, not object’s
appearance, since the number of training images containingthe object is finite.
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variations on this theme, where other peculiarities about LDM fitting are incorporated into the
designed cost function.

One such variation is a soft error bound minimiser. In some instances, it may be beneficial
to minimise the error bound only over a subset of the trainingdata. This may be the case when
there are a few training instances that are uncharacteristically difficult, where the affordability
of the simple regressor may be too small to be useful if it needs to accommodate these cases.
These samples, for example, may be outliers in the data. To allow for this, slack variables can
be utilised to capture the outliers as follows:

min λR(U )+ν ǫ+
1

N

Nd∑

i=1

(ξi+ ξ̂i) subj to







∆pi −U ◦F (Ij ;pj) ≤ ǫ+ ξi

U ◦F (Ij ;pj)−∆pi ≤ ǫ+ ξ̂i

ǫ, ξi, ξ̂i ≥ 0

, (4.19)

where the parameter index has been dropped for clarity,ξ andξ̂ are the slack variables andν is
a positive hyper-parameter that regulates the trade off between error bound minimisation and
the influence of the outliers.

The reduction of error bounds over the data can also be utilised through the use of an
asymptotic penaliser of the form:

CEB = λR(U ) +

Nd∑

i=1

(
ǫ− [U ◦F (Ii;pi)−∆pi]

2
)−1

, (4.20)

where
ǫ = max(∆p2

i ) + δ ; i ∈ {1, . . . , Nd} , δ ∈ ℜ+. (4.21)

The data term in Equation (4.20) asymptotically penalises the distance of each sample from
its optimum, placing more emphasis on samples with large perturbations compared to, for
example, the quadratic loss (see Figure 4.2). As such, it hasthe same effect of reducing the
error bound, albeit indirectly. However, unlike the formulation in Equation (4.19), this cost
function also penalises samples close to the optimum. Although their contribution to the total
cost function is small, the asymptotic cost function ensures that the samples that are already
well predicted are notdislodgedtoo far in order to accommodate a reduction in error for the
more perturbed samples. In Equation (4.19), no penalty is applied on perturbing samples
anywhere within the error bounds; as such, there may be caseswhere samples cluster around
the margin of the error bound, making further reduction in later iterations more difficult.

4.3 Linear and Nonlinear Prototypes

As described in Section (4.2), one of the difficulties involved in utilising discriminative learning
methods is how to choose a suitable class of regressors to useon a particular problem. This
problem is complicated by the requirement to select the feature extraction function that best
couples with the chosen regressor. When utilising the iterative-discriminative approach, this
problem becomes even more difficult since the most appropriate regressor to use, and hence
its coupling feature extractor, may differ between the iterations. Nonetheless, there are a few
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Figure 4.2: Objective functions used in iterative-discriminative fitting, along with the quadratic pe-
naliser.

guidelines by which the choice of regressors can be steered:

• The regressor should allow for efficient evaluation to promote a rapid fitting procedure.

• The regressor should exhibit enough capacity to significantly reduce the error bound at
each iteration.

• The form of the regressors should allow the optimisation of the training objective to
attain a good, if not global, solution.

For most regressors, the first two guidelines can be contradictory since simple regressors gen-
erally allow efficient evaluation but exhibit poor capacityandvice versa.

In this section, the suitability of two classes of regressors is discussed: the linear and non-
linear regressors. Details regarding their construction and training process for both variants of
the iterative error bound minimisation procedure are described in detail.

4.3.1 Linear Updates

Linear regressors are by far the simplest and most efficient of regressors. They take the form:

U (f) = Gf + b, (4.22)

whereG(Np×Nf ) is the gain matrix ,b(Np) is the bias andf (Nf ) is a feature vector. This update
model has been used successfully in a number of LDM fitting methods, most notably in the
AAM literature [43; 83]. However, the utility of this model in most generative fitting methods
is limited by two factors:

• A fixed linear update model cannot accurately account for thevarious error terrains
about the optimum in different images. The linear regression [43] and project-out [83]
methods, for example, exhibit this drawback.

• Utilising adaptive linear update models usually requires acostly process of re-calculating
it for every iteration. The adaptive [12] and the simultaneous inverse compositional [4]
methods, for example, exhibit this drawback.

However, it is argued here that when utilising a fixed update model within the compositional
framework of Equation (4.6), coupled with a training regimethat reduces the error bounds over
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the data, the full capacity of this simplest of regressors can be taken advantage of. Due to the
simplicity of linear models, they are expected to only reduce the error bounds marginally at
every iteration. However, when combined, the total reduction in error bound may be sufficient
for many applications.

Details regarding the training procedures for both the constrained optimisation and asymp-
totically penalised objective are presented below. Since regressors for each parameter are
trained separately, in the following discussions let:

G =
[

gT
1 ; . . . ;gT

Np

]

and b =
[
b1; . . . ; bNp

]
, (4.23)

where the subscript denoting parameter indices has been dropped for clarity of exposition.
With this, the regressor for any parameter takes the form:

U (f) = 〈g, f〉 + b. (4.24)

The regularisation used for this linear model is performed separately for each parameter, and
takes the form of anL2-norm of the gain vector:

R(U ) = gT g. (4.25)

Asymptotically Penalised Training

Utilising a linear regressor in the error bound reduction objective in Equation (4.20), the prob-
lem now takes the form:

CEB = λgT g +

Nd∑

i=1

(
ǫ− [〈g, fi〉+ b−∆pi]

2
)−1

. (4.26)

Note that this asymptotic penaliser is convex within the convex set:

{
(g, b) | − √ǫ < 〈g, fj〉+ b−∆pj <

√
ǫ , j = 1, . . . , Nd

}
, (4.27)

i.e. the intersection ofNd convex sets, each composed of the region between two parallel
hyperplanes. Due to the choice ofǫ in Equation (4.21), the null model (U ← 0) lies within
this convex region. As such, starting with the null model andperforming steepest descent with
a line search allows the globally optimum update model to be found.

Unlike the optimisation problem discussed in Section 4.2.1, the gradient of this cost func-
tion is easily computed:

∂CEB

∂b
=

Nd∑

i=1

θi and
∂CEB

∂g
= 2λg +

Nd∑

i=1

θifi, (4.28)

where:
θi = 2ri

(
ǫ− r2i

)−2
; ri = 〈g, fi〉+ b−∆pi. (4.29)

Although second order optimisation methods, such as the Newton method, are not generally
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viable for this problem, due to the high dimensionality ofg, efficient first order methods can be
utilised here. One example is the limited memory BFGS algorithm (L-BFGS) [74], a variant of
the quasi-Newton optimiser BFGS, which avoids the cost of storing and updating the estimate
of the cost function’s Hessian inverse. Given the L-BFGS step directiond, the line search is
performed by solving:

α∗ = min
α

αλ‖d‖2 +

Nd∑

j=1

(

ǫ− [α〈d, [fj ; 1]〉+ 〈g, fj〉+ b−∆pj]
2
)−1

(4.30)

subject to:

0 ≤ α ≤ min

(±√ǫ− 〈g, fj〉 − b+ ∆pj

〈[fj ; 1],d〉

)

; j ∈ {1, . . . , Nd}, (4.31)

where the sign of
√
ǫ is chosen to represent the asymptote in the direction of the update. In

fact, due to the convexity of the cost function within the bounds onα, convex line search
methods [38] can be utilised to achieve rapid optimisation.

Constrained Optimisation Training

Utilising a linear regressor in the error bound reduction objective in Equation (4.18), the prob-
lem becomes that of a quadratic program:

min
λ

2
gTg + ǫ subj to







∆pi − 〈g, fi〉 − b ≤ ǫ
〈g, fi〉+ b−∆pi ≤ ǫ
ǫ ≥ 0

. (4.32)

This formulation can generate a globally optimal solution for the parametersg andb. However,
more interesting perhaps is the formulation obtained from Equation (4.19), which yields:

min
λ

2
gT g + ν ǫ+

1

N

N∑

i=1

(ξi + ξ̂i) subj to







∆pi − 〈g, fi〉 − b ≤ ǫ+ ξi

〈g, fi〉+ b−∆pi ≤ ǫ+ ξ̂i

ǫ, ξi, ξ̂i ≥ 0

. (4.33)

The resulting problem then becomes that of the linearν-Support Vector Regression (ν-SVR)
method [108]. As the training of support vector regression is a global optimisation process,
a global solution for the gain and bias is also obtained. Therefore, one of the advantages
of utilising a linear model within this framework is that off-the-shelfν-SVR learners can be
directly utilised for training here, where rapid training procedures, such as sequential-minimal
optimisation [92], have been implemented.

Based on work onν-SVR, further insight into the role of the hyper-parameterν can be
gained. Of interest to the problem of LDM fitting, it denotes the upper bound on the fraction
of samples that lie outside the error boundǫ. This can be very useful when an estimate of the
number of outliers or difficult cases is knowna-priori. In turn, this implies that choosingν ≥ 1
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will result in ǫ = 0 that is equivalent to minimising the L-1 norm over the whole training set
with respect to the model parameters. In general, however,ν should be chosen to be a small
fraction, such as0.001, in order to enforce the objective of error bound minimisation.

4.3.2 Nonlinear Updates

Due to the limited predictive capacity of linear models, it may be necessary for some prob-
lems to utilise a nonlinear regressor to obtain accurate results. The main difficulty in utilising
nonlinear regressors is choosing an appropriate one for thetask. Since there is a plethora of
nonlinear regression forms to choose from, this problem is non-trivial in general.

Nonetheless, following the guidelines defined in Section (4.3), in this section, two suitable
regressors for the problem of LDM fitting are proposed. In each case, regressors for each
parameter in each iteration are trained separately from each other. The final update model,
then, is a concatenation of the updates for every parameter:

∆p = U ◦F (I ;p) =
[
U

1(f); . . . ;U Np(f)
]
, (4.34)

As with the linear case, simultaneous training of the regressors for each parameter requires
prior information regarding the relationships between theperturbations of each parameter,
which is not generally available. Furthermore, this prior information may be difficult to in-
tegrate within the error bound minimisation framework. It should be noted however, that the
relationship between the perturbations is implicitly encoded into the procedure through the
compositional framework, where the training set for a particular iteration is a result of predic-
tions in previous iterations over all parameters.

In this thesis, a linear expansion of weak learners is proposed as the prototype of nonlinear
regressor to use. Formally, the update function for thekth parameter at any iteration takes the
following form:

U
k(f) =

Nb∑

t=1

αk
t L

k
t (f) ; L

k
t ∈ L, (4.35)

whereL k
t is a weak nonlinear learner, a number of which can combine to form a strong

ensembleU k. Here,L is adictionary of weak learners. The choice of regressor within this
prototype then depends on the scope ofL.

Asymptotically Penalised Training

There are two requirements of the weak function setL for discriminative fitting. Firstly, their
evaluation must be computationally cheap, such that efficient fitting can be achieved with a rea-
sonably sized ensemble. Secondly, they must be sufficientlyrich, such that complex regression
functions can be accurately estimated by a linear combination of them. The Haar-like feature
setH, popularised by Viola and Jones in [135], acts as a good basisfor the weak function set
as they fulfil both of the required criteria: efficient evaluation using the integral image and a
capacity for complex representations through their similarity to Haar wavelets. In particular,
extensions to the original Haar-like features [72] may alsobe beneficial to consider, as they
include diagonal features, useful for approximating rotations.
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For the asymptotically penalised error-bound objective utilising this type of weak learner,
a boosting-like procedure appears to be a viable solution. Starting with an empty ensemble,
one weak learner at a time is appended to the ensemble:

U
k

t+1 = U
k

t + αk
t L

k
t , (4.36)

choosing(αk
t ,L

k
t ) to maximally decrease the objective function for each addition. Utilising

this boosted regressor in the error bound reduction objective in Equation (4.20), the problem
now takes the form:

CEB(αT ,LT ) =

Nd∑

i=1



ǫ−
[

∆pi −
T∑

t=1

αtLt(fi)

]2




−1

, (4.37)

for theT th learner to be added to an ensemble at a given iteration, subject toαT ∈ [a, b] and
LT ∈ L, where the parameter indexk has been dropped for clarity. Here,

a = max

(
(∆p̂i)

2 − ǫ
LT (fi)

)

, b = min

(
(∆p̂i)

2 + ǫ

LT (fi)

)

(4.38)

with:

∆p̂i = ∆pi −
T−1∑

t=1

αtLt(fi) (4.39)

being the current residual target updates afterT − 1 learners have been added to the ensemble.
As each entry in the sum is convex, the objective of each roundof boosting is also convex.
Therefore, for a givenLT (f), the optimalαT can be found through a 1D line search between
a andb. Again, note that since the cost is convex, convex line search procedures can be utilised
here, to rapidly find the best solution.

To regularise the solution, shrinkage is performed on the ensemble [48]. This common
regularising method involves shrinking the optimalα for the newly selectedL by a factor
η ∈ [0, 1] before adding it to the ensemble. This approach is preferable compared to a direct
regularisation term in the cost function as in Equation (4.20) since the weak learners are added
one at a time.

A common choice ofL that utilises these features is the one-dimensional decision stump:

L (f) =

{

+1 if sH (f) ≥ sθ
−1 otherwise

, (4.40)

whereH is a Haar-like filtering function,θ is a decision threshold ands ∈ {1,−1} is a
parity direction indicator. Although this weak function has been utilised in many works, for
example [72; 135; 147], it has some major drawbacks. Firstly, most functions in this set are
non-discriminative in the sense that, for a givenH , the best choice ofs andθ will still result in
a poorL . Secondly, for those which are discriminative, the optimalchoice ofs andθ must be
found through trial and error, an expensive process. This isespecially potent in a discriminative
fitting problem, where the size ofH is extremely large due to the size of the image region to
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Algorithm 6 Weak Learner Sampling Algorithm

Require: {f ,∆p}Nd

j=1,H andnb

1: Calculate weight of each sample:(ǫ− |∆pi|)−1

2: Sample a Haar-like featureH ∈ H {see [72]}
3: Build H+ andH− histograms{Eqn. (4.42) & (4.43)}
4: Compute weak learnerL {Eqn. (4.41)}
5: Find optimalα through 1D line search{Eqn. (4.37)}
6: return (α,L )

be analysed, which is around 5 to 10 times that of the images used in [135; 147].

Rather than using the weak function set described above, theresponse binning approach
in [96], which maximises the utility of weak learners derived from the Haar-like features, will
be followed here. In their method, the weak learners of a classification problem, take the form
of the relative inequality between histograms of the positive and negative examples:

L (f) =

{

+1 if H+(H (f)) > H−(H (f))

−1 otherwise
(4.41)

whereH+ andH− are 1D histograms of the distribution of the feature evaluations on the pos-
itive and negative examples, respectively. This method affords a multimodal decision surface
whilst maintaining efficiency, as it requires only a table lookup for its evaluation.

To adapt this approach for regression, a few modifications need to be made. The objective
function to be minimised in Equation (4.37) aims to reduce the spread of the training data
about the optimum. Therefore, in formulatingL , preference should be made on reducing the
error over samples with large, compared to small, error. To this end,H+/− is defined as the
histogram of weighted samples with positive/negative target values:

H+(v) =
∑

H (fi)=v

1

ǫ−∆p̂i
; ∆p̂i > 0 (4.42)

H−(v) =
∑

H (fi)=v

1

ǫ+ ∆p̂i
; ∆p̂i < 0, (4.43)

where∆p̂i is given in Equation (4.39). The idea here to buildL , such that the functional
direction is in that which reduces the error over the most difficult samples in each bin, with the
aim of reducing sample spread.

The only parameter that needs adjusting for this weak function set is the number of bins in
the histogramsnb. Too many bins may cause overlearning in sparsely sampled bins, but too
few bins may not capture enough of the nonlinearity of the target function, limiting the capacity
of these learners. In this thesis,nb is fixed at an empirically good value and overlearning is
avoided by settingL at sparsely sampled bins to zero (i.e. avoid making decisions that are not
well supported by the training data). A summary of the generation of a weak learner is given
in Algorithm 6.
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Constrained Optimisation Training

Noting the reduction of the constrained problem in Equation(4.18) to a linearν-SVR prob-
lem in Section 4.3.1, a straightforward extension to a nonlinear regressor can be obtained by
projecting the feature vector into a reproducing kernel Hilbert space leading to the nonlinear
ν-SVR formulation [108]. This procedure is viable for this problem since the algorithm can be
cast solely in terms of dot products in Hilbert space, which can be expressed through a positive
definite kernel:

K (x1,x2) : ℜNf ×ℜNf → ℜ = 〈ψ(x1), ψ(x2)〉 (4.44)

whereψ is the nonlinear map that relates the input space to Hilbert space. The choice ofK
will generally be problem dependent, but typical choices include the radial basis function:

K (x1 − x2) = exp

{−‖x1 − x2‖2
2σ2

}

; σ > 0 (4.45)

and the polynomial kernel:

K (x1,x2) = 〈x1,x2〉d ; d ∈ N (4.46)

Although these nonlinear regressors certainly have much greater capacity than the sim-
ple linear kernel, they are much more expensive to evaluate.In the linear case, the support
vectors lie within the input space, allowing the gain vectorto be obtained directly as a linear
combination of the support vectors:

g =

Nk∑

i

βivi, (4.47)

wherevi is theith support vector out ofNk andβi is related to the dual variables of theν-SVR
formulation (see [108]). For nonlinear kernel types, the support vectors live in the Hilbert
space, preventing them from being evaluated explicitly, instead taking the form:

U (f) =

Nk∑

i=1

αiK (f ,vi), (4.48)

whereαi is the expansion coefficient for theith support vector.
The main reason for the efficiency penalty, when using nonlinear kernels, is due to the eval-

uation of the kernel function, which generally involves an inner product between two vectors
of the size of the observation. Despite the various claims ofsparsity, support vector algorithms
are notorious for keeping a large number of support vectors in comparison to other methods,
such as the relevance vector machine [124] or kernel matching pursuit [134]. As such, these
kernel evaluations generally need to be performed over a large number of support vectors.

In order to build an efficient fitting procedure utilising thekernel expansion as a regressor,
the dimensionality of the feature vector to be evaluated by the kernel function must be reduced.
A number of methods exist for dimensionality reduction, however, in this thesis, PCA will be
used exclusively since it allows the dimensionality of the data to be reduced by a factor of 10 in
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many problems whilst sacrificing little accuracy. In fact, as opposed to modelling appearance
of registered data (such as in LDM model building), the majormodes of variation obtained by
applying PCA to the feature vectors will stem, in a large part, from the misalignments rather
than variations of appearance within the objects class. As such, PCA is a natural choice for
dimensionality reduction here, since it preserves the features that are important to fitting (i.e.
those that pertain to misalignment).

The typical PCA expansion is given by:

f = f̄ + Φb, (4.49)

wheref̄ is the mean feature vector,Φ is the matrix of modes of variation andb is the PCA
expansion coefficients. To accommodate for the distribution of appearance of the feature vec-
tors, a separate basis matrixΦ is learnt for each iteration. This way, representational power
is concentrated on the problem at hand. To account for globallighting variations, the feature
vectors can be normalised to a mean of zero and a variance of one before applying PCA. With
this, each weak learner in the linear expansion form in Equation (4.35), takes the form:

Li(f) = K
(
ΦT

[
N (f)− f̄

]
, vi

)
, (4.50)

whereN is the lighting normalising function. By applyingν-SVR learning on the expansion
coefficients, a rapid fitting procedure can be obtained.

4.4 Robustification

One of the major difficulties in utilising discriminative approaches for LDM fitting is how to
robustify the algorithm against outliers due to occlusional effects or appearance variation not
present in the training set. Since discriminative methods learn an input-to-output mapping
function, if the types of occlusion are predictable, then byincluding examples of the occluded
object in the training set, a mapping function that is robusttowards these occlusions can be
learnt. However, in general, the types of occlusions are notknowna-priori. Furthermore, even
if the types of occlusions are known, for most cases, an extremely large training set will be
required to accommodate the various instantiations of eachocclusion. This in turn will in-
crease the computational complexity of the training procedure, for example, when occlusions
occur due to objects lying in the line of sight between the object and the camera. A training
set accounting for this very general type of occlusion must include examples of varying sizes,
appearance, shape and location of the occluding object, an intractable task for most discrimi-
native learning algorithms.

In generative LDM fitting, however, significant advances have been made to robustify the
fitting procedures. The main reason for successful robustification here is by virtue of the gener-
ative framework, where model fit, and hence convergence, is measured through the difference
between the LDM’s synthesised appearance and that of the image, warped to the canonical
frame using the LDM’s synthesised shape. Outlying image pixels generally exhibit much
larger differences with the synthesised appearance compared to inliers when the LDM is well
aligned to the object in the image. By utilising a robust error function, which penalises large er-
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rors less severely than the typical quadratic penaliser, anobjective function can be constructed
that shares the same global optimum as the true problem. Optimisation of this objective is
typically performed through an iteratively reweighted least squares formulation.

There are two main difficulties with robust generative fitting, however. Firstly, the itera-
tively reweighted least squares formulation does not allowa fixed update model to be precom-
puted since it depends on the weights allocated to the various components of the cost function.
A straight forward implementation, using for example the Gauss-Newton procedure, will re-
sult in inefficient fitting. This difficulty is addressed in [55] by assuming spatial coherence of
outliers, assigning the average weight of a region in the canonical frame to all error compo-
nents pertaining to that region. As a result, a significant proportion of the computation can be
precomputed2, allowing a real time fitting algorithm to be implemented (albeit for a simple
person-specific model). More recently in [99], the authors consider contributions of specific
errors to a single LDM parameter, allowing the fixed linear regression matrix to be utilised.
Only the feature vectors is modified to reflect the confidence regarding the outlier likelihood of
a feature. Although potentially more efficient than that in [55] for models with a large number
of parameters, the predicted parameter updates are only approximations to the true iteratively
reweighted least squares, biased in favour of inliers of thecost function.

The second difficulty with robust generative fitting is an artifact of the generative construc-
tion itself. When the model is misaligned, such as in the early stages of fitting, the distinction
between inliers and outliers is difficult to deduce. As such,downweighting the contribution of
pixels with large errors, or completely excluding them as in[104], may ignore useful informa-
tion from inlier pixels that exhibit large errors due to misalignment. In fact, most information
regarding misalignment is contained within pixels with large error. For this reason, ignoring
these pixels in the fitting procedure may lead to slow convergence or even convergence failure.
This problem is directly addressed in [97], where the multimodal nature of the error histogram
is analysed in order to distinguish between inliers and outliers. The method discards the con-
cept of domain thresholds for inlier and outlier errors. Instead, error modes are selected for
inclusion in the optimisation procedure according to theirimpact on the matching process.
However, the mode analysis procedure is computationally expensive, leading to inefficient fit-
ting. In [99], the authors partially address this problem byperforming a form of deterministic
annealing, where two sets of robust scaling parameters are chosen to account for errors in the
early and later stages of fitting. However, since at early stages the scaling factor is chosen
to include large errors, the estimations at these early iterations may be severely influenced by
outliers, leading to significant perturbations.

4.4.1 Robust Feature Extraction

To robustify the discriminative fitting methods described in this chapter, the sources of dif-
ficulty regarding outliers must first be considered. In general, including occluded instances
into the training set is not viable. However, the space of unoccluded instances is generally
restricted to a smaller, albeit nonlinear, subspace. As such, an unoccluded feature vector can
be represented using a parameterisation in this reduced space. For example, consider the non-

2Note that the spatial coherence assumption results in precomputable parts since it is implemented within an
inverse-compositional framework.
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linear kernel regression prototype described in Section (4.3.2), where the feature vector is
represented as a linear combination of modes of variation. Extraction of the reduced subspace
coordinates, used for regression through a nonlinear kernel, is performed via a least squares fit
between the true and synthesised feature vector:

ELS(b) = ‖f −
(
f̄ −Φb

)
‖2. (4.51)

When encountering a feature vector with outliers, this least squares fit will be biased towards
the outliers. However, a robust error norm is utilised here,as in the case of generative fitting,
the effects of outliers on the estimation of the reduced space coordinates can be lessened.

Consider the robust least squares fit:

ERLS(α, β,b) =

Nf∑

i=1

ψ
([

f(i) − α
(
f̄(i) + Φ(i,:)b

)
− β

]2
;σi

)

, (4.52)

whereσi is the robust scaling parameter for theith feature,α denotes the global lighting scal-
ing andβ the bias. Note that the inclusion of global lighting parameters is required here since
normalising the feature vector, as described in Section (4.3.2), will include the outlier effects
in the normalisation, which in turn will result in a biased estimate ofb. The aim of robust
feature extraction, then, is to obtain the parametersb that minimise the cost function in Equa-
tion (4.52). This nonlinear problem can be solved by iteratively approximating the problem as
one of weighted least squares. Using the change of variablep = [α;β;b], the cost function
can be written:

ERLS(p) =

Nf∑

i=1

ψ

([

f(i) − Φ̂(i,:)p
]2

;σi

)

where Φ̂ =
[
f̄ 1 Φ

]
. (4.53)

Letting p = pc + ∆p, then expanding the squared term within the robust penaliser, and
taking a first order Taylor expansion of each penaliser around the current estimation error,
Equation (4.53) can be approximated by:

ERLS(p) ≈
Nf∑

i=1

ψ

([

f(i) − Φ̂(i,:)p
c
]2

;σi

)

+∇ψ
([

f(i) − Φ̂(i,:)p
c
]2

;σi

)

×
[

∆pT Φ̂T
(i,:)Φ̂(i,:)∆p− 2pT Φ̂T

(i,:)

(

f(i) − Φ̂(i,:)p
c
)]

. (4.54)

Taking the derivative of this approximated form with respect to ∆p, and equating it with zero,
the incremental updates, which are to be applied additivelyto p, are then given by:

∆p =





Nf∑

i=1

ωiΦ̂
T
(i,:)Φ̂(i,:)





−1 Nf∑

i=1

ωi

(

f(i) − Φ̂(i,:)p
c
)

Φ̂T
(i,:), (4.55)

whereωi = ∇ψ
([

f(i) − Φ̂(i,:)p
c
]2

;σi

)

is the derivative of theith robust function, evaluated
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at the current squared estimation error. The features used to regress an update are then given
by:

b =
1

p∗
(1)

p∗
(3:), (4.56)

wherep∗ is the solution to Equation (4.53).

Examining the forms of the parameter update in Equation (4.55), one notices that no deriva-
tives with respect to the image pixels or warping functions need to be computed. As such,
compared to its relating form in generative fitting, the updates here are significantly more ef-
ficient to evaluate. However, unlike the fitting problem in a generative formulation, the robust
fitting must be performed until convergence for each LDM parameter update, since the sub-
space representation changes throughout the fitting procedure to account for the distribution of
feature vectors at the various error bounded regions. As such, the fitting procedure can still be
quite computationally demanding when evaluated as is.

The main bottleneck of the computations here is the computation of the Gauss-Newton
Hessian that involvesNf additions of Hessian sized matrices. One way to reduce the com-
putation here is to assume a degree of spatial coherence of the outliers as in [55]. Rather
than assuming each component of the feature vector is weighted separately, a single weight
is applied to components of the feature vector that exhibit spatial coherence. Subdividing the
feature vector intoNc non-overlapping, spatially coherent regions:

R = {R1 ∪ . . . ∪RNc}, (4.57)

the Hessian can be approximated as:

Nf∑

i=1

ωiΦ̂
T
(i,:)Φ̂(i,:) ≈

Nc∑

k=1

ϕkHk, (4.58)

where:
Hk =

∑

i∈Rk

Φ̂T
(i,:)Φ̂(i,:), (4.59)

andϕk is set, for example, to the mean weights withinRk [55]:

ϕk =
1

size(Rk)

∑

i∈Rk

ωi. (4.60)

Other possibilities forϕk include the median or mode of the distribution [4]. With thisapprox-
imation, all regional Hessians{Hi}Nc

i=1 can be precomputed, resulting in onlyNc, compared
toNf , Hessian sized matrix additions to compute the Hessian.

Although the spatial coherence approximation can significantly reduce online computa-
tional costs, since the whole appearance fitting procedure must be performed once for each
iteration of LDM fitting, the resulting algorithm is still comparably slow. The optimisation at
each step can be accelerated significantly, however, if a good initialisation is available. Since
the expansion coefficientsb describe the appearance of the image at the current settingsof the
LDM’s shape, and the update modelU predicts perturbations to the LDM’s shape parame-
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ters, which in turn give rise to the appearance of the image atsome new shape setting, there
may exist a mapping between the parametersb and those in the next iteration of the fitting
procedure:

M : ℜNfi → ℜNfi+1 , (4.61)

whereNfi
denotes the number of appearance expansion coefficients fortheith iteration. Since

the dimensionality of the expansion coefficients is relatively low, compared to that of the origi-
nal feature vectorf , sophisticated regressors can be learnt for this mapping, including Support
Vector Regression, Neural Networks or boosting type approaches. However, in this thesis, only
the utility of a linear regressor for this purpose is investigated since it allows a rapid evaluation,
it does not involve any free parameters to be tuned and optimal solutions can be obtained in
closed form. Specifically, given a trained nonlinear iterative-discriminative fitting model, as
described in Section 4.3.2, a set of optimal expansion coefficients for each iteration can be
obtained by fitting the model to outlier-free images. The mapping function can then be learnt
by solving the linear system:

M
(Nfi

×Nfi+1
)

i+1

[
bi

1 . . . bi
N

]
=
[
bi+1

1 . . . bi+1
N

]
, (4.62)

with respect toM, whereN denotes the number of fitting trials performed by the non-robust
fitting model. Although the linear model has a restricted predictive capacity, a highly accurate
mapping function is not necessary here, since it is used onlyto obtain a reasonable initialisation
for the optimisation of Equation (4.53).

Along with the two efficiency promoting modifications described above, a summary of the
robust feature extraction algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 7. Notice that in the first iteration,
the appearance is initialised to its average (i.e.b = 0), which is the best initialisation when
no other information is available. Also note that the lighting parameters(α, β) of a previous
iteration are used as an initial estimate in the current iteration.

4.4.2 Independent Robust Scalings

In the formulation for robust feature extraction in Equation (4.52), one immediately notices
the use of different robust scaling parameters for each element in the summation. These robust
scalings should generally be set such that inliers are quadratically penalised, assuming Gaus-
sian noise, with a decreasing rate of penalty for outliers. For example, in the Gemman-McClure
robust penaliser [15; 16]:

ψ(r;σ) =
r2

r2 + σ2
, (4.63)

the inlier region, where errors are penalised quadratically, is
[

− σ√
3
, σ√

3

]

, with a decreasing rate

of penalty outside of it. In the case where the linear expansion in Equation (4.49) is chosen such
that all modes relating to variations other than those due tonoise are retained, separate robust
scalings for each term are not required. This is because the remaining directions pertaining to
image noise can generally be assumed to exhibit similar variance (i.e. the eigenspectrum for
these modes is relatively flat).

However, as discussed in Section 4.3.2, since most information pertaining to misalignment
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Algorithm 7 Robust Feature Extraction with Spatial Coherence

Require: bi−1, αi−1, βi−1, f i,Ri, {Hi
j}

N i
c

j=1,M
i, Φ̂i

1: if i = 1 then
2: Initialise to average appearance:bi ← 0 , αi = 1 andβi = 0
3: else
4: Initialise expansion coefficients using mapping function:bi = Mibi−1

5: end if
6: Initialise total parameter vector:p =

[
αi;βi;bi

]

7: while !converged(ERLS ) do
8: Compute residual vector:r = f̄ i − Φ̂ip

9: Compute weights:{ωi}
Nfi

i=1

10: Compute spatially coherent weights:{ϕi}Nc

i=1 {Equation (4.60)}
11: Compute the Hessian matrix{Equation (4.58)}
12: Calculate parameter increment∆p {Equation (4.55)}
13: Update parameters:p← p + ∆p

14: end while
15: Compute lighting invariant featuresbi {Equation (4.56)}
16: return bi, αi andβi

is captured within the first few modes of variation, utilising the whole gamut of directions of
variability will lead to unnecessary computational complexity in evaluating the kernel func-
tions as well as the robust fitting of the appearance expansion coefficients. As such, if rapid
fitting is desired, a smaller cutoff fraction of total variation to retain must be employed, in
comparison to that of modelling where typically 95-98% of variation is retained. The effect
of this severely truncated representation is that the resulting errors for the different elements
of the feature vector will exhibit different variance. Furthermore, these errors will generally
exhibit some degree of correlation with each other.

Although the use of independent robust scalings in Equation(4.52) ignores the correlations
between the feature elements, this approximation is much better than using a fixed scaling fac-
tor for all elements. How well this approximation holds and what effect it has on the resulting
fitting algorithm will generally be problem dependent. For an arbitrarily truncated representa-
tion, the procedure for obtaining the robust weightings is as follows. Initially, when performing
PCA on the feature vectors of a particular iteration of the error-bound minimisation procedure,
all the modes of variation are be retained3. The projection of every feature vector onto the PCA
space can then be performed. Given the number of modes to retain, either through manual se-
lection or through a variation retention scheme, the variance for each feature element can be
computed by first subtracting the components of the generative model pertaining to thenoise
modes using the previously computed expansion coefficientsfor each image. Then the vari-
ance of the residuals between the generated feature vector using the truncated representation
and the true feature vector can be computed independently for each element.

Finally, the choice of which robust penaliser to use in Equation (4.52) should be made

3Note that since the dimensionality of the feature vectorNf is generally much larger than the number of avail-
able feature vectorsNd, at most(Nf − 1) modes of variation can be found.
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such that the exponential of the cost function represents the likelihood of the cropped image
as closely as possible. However, since the nature of the outliers is generally unknown, the
optimal choice is difficult to deduce. In [119], the performance of the robust normalisation
inverse compositional algorithm is evaluated using a number of different robust penalisers.
The authors found that the best performing penaliser was that which assumed the derivative
takes the form of a Gaussian probability density function:

ωi =
1

σi

√
2π

exp

{

−
r2
(i)

2σ2
i

}

, (4.64)

with separate variances for each pixel, wherer is the vector of appearance residuals between
the current feature and that predicted by the appearance model.

4.5 Background Invariance

All instances of the iterative error bound minimiser described in Section (4.3) essentially learn
the background of the training images, and utilise it to predict LDM parameter updates. This
is due to the training set at each iteration that includes feature vectors extracted from perturbed
locations, which in many cases includes some background pixels. In applications where the
background is predictable, such as in medical image analysis for example, this trait of discrim-
inative fitting is a desirable one, since the boundary between the object and background is a
good feature to use in predicting parameter updates. However, in the more general case, learn-
ing all possible backgrounds is not viable. As such, fitting algorithms trained on a particular
background will perform poorly on images with different backgrounds.

The robust formulation discussed in Section 4.4, can provide a level of invariance towards
backgrounds, however, due to the nonlinear estimation of the features to regress, this approach
can be expected to be less efficient than its non-robust variants described in Section 4.3. When
fitting speed is of the greatest importance, and when no occlusional effects are expected in the
image, utilising the robust formulation to account for background variability is less desirable.

In the original AAM formulation [30], background robustness is induced by excluding
background pixels from the Jacobian estimation process. For true generative methods, such as
those in [83; 104], where the update model is generated directly from background free com-
ponents (i.e. the mean appearance and their modes of variation), there is no specialisation to
any particular background. However, when initialisation is far from the optimum, with a large
proportion of the image under the current warp estimate consisting of background pixels, these
approaches are prone to terminating in local minima. Recently in [118], background sensitivity
was tackled by combining the accurate fitting of AAM’s with contour extraction properties of
an active contour. Here, the active contour essentially provides the AAM with an initialisation,
which includes a minimal amount of background pixels in its feature vector. Although this ap-
proach can be utilised to initialise the iterative-discriminative methods described in Section 4.3,
it relies on the visual object of interest exhibiting a strong boundary with its background. Fur-
thermore, the approach is somewhat inelegant, requiring a separate procedure to account for
the drawbacks of LDM fitting, rather than addressing the drawbacks of the fitting procedure
itself.
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4.5.1 Invariance through Exclusion

Rather than augmenting the fitting procedure with some peripheral detector, or relying on ro-
bust procedures to account for background variability, in this section, a method that leverages
on the iterative-discriminative framework is proposed. Inorder to do so, some of the charac-
teristics of the extracted feature vector, pertaining to background pixel influence, must first be
considered:

• Elements of the feature vector that are influenced by background pixels generally cor-
respond to locations in the canonical frame that lie in and around the peripheral of the
canonical shape.

• As fitting proceeds and the boundary of the object becomes better estimated, the region
in the canonical frame influenced by the background reduces in area.

Considering these characteristics in the context of iterative error bound minimisation, it appears
that a strategy of excluding the background influenced pixels from the extracted features, which
are then used to predict the parameter updates, is a pragmatic one.

However, in an online setting, there is no easy way of distinguishing background from fore-
ground pixels. Instead, we rely on one more observation, which is that the basin of convergence
of most LDM fitting problems is well within half the object’s size in parameter deformation.
As such, if all elements of the feature vector, which are influenced by background pixels in
any of the training instances, are excluded from the regression process, for many problems,
the resulting feature vector may still contain sufficientlyrich information to make good pre-
dictions, in order to reduce the error bound. As fitting proceeds, the number of feature vector
elements excluded from update predictions decreases, resulting in a richer information set by
which predictions to refine the solution can be made.

If this approach for background invariance is utilised, thesize of the feature vector varies
between iterations. Furthermore, for implementation withthe kernel based non-linear method
described in Section 4.3.2, PCA must now be performed solelyover the components of the
feature vectors that are not affected by the background. Thesame can be said for the robust
method described in Section 4.4. At each iteration, the feature vectors for each training sam-
ple are first collected, along with labels for each element ofthe feature vector, which denote
whether the element corresponds to the background. A foreground mask is then built, which
retains only features that are labelled as foreground in a large proportion of the sample set,
for example 99%. Only features that are covered by the mask are then used to train the up-
date model for that iteration. Using the trained backgroundinvariant model for fitting, then,
involves the extra step of selecting the feature vector elements that are covered by the mask at
each iteration. This procedure can be performed extremely efficiently, since it involves only a
binary operation between the feature vector and the mask.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a new framework for LDM fitting has been proposed. Through the utilisation of
an iterative-discriminative paradigm along with the objective of error bound minimisation, the
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approach is designed to accommodate fitting for models that exhibit large amounts of intrinsic
variability, a problem that is difficult to solve using generative methods. Example prototypes
utilising linear and nonlinear regressors are presented along with details of their training and
fitting procedures. An extension to handle occluded images is also presented, for an instance
of the nonlinear case. Invariance towards unknown and varying backgrounds is also presented,
which leverages on the iterative-discriminative framework through a feature selection proce-
dure.

The basic framework, along with its various extensions is designed to address the five
goals of LDM fitting. Efficiency is afforded through the utility of simple fixed update models
and some approximations for the robust case. Accuracy and reliability are leveraged on the
predictive capacity of discriminative methods. Applicability is also afforded through the dis-
criminative framework, which makes no assumptions regarding the LDM’s parameterisation,
its warping function or the feature vector used. The automaticity of the method relies on the
availability of an external crude detector. However various approaches for efficient and accu-
rate object detectors are now numerous, complementing the drawback of locality of the fitting
procedures described in this chapter.

Future work on the iterative-discriminative approach willentail improvements to the train-
ing procedure of the iterative-discriminative approach. In particular, aspects pertaining to op-
timal parameter selection, such as the number of iterations, number of weak learners of the
asymptotically trained nonlinear method, the regularisation parameter, and the inclusion rate
of the background invariant method, all of which must be set manually in the forms presented
in this chapter. Efforts to reduce training complexities may also prove to be a worth while
endeavour.
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It’s not your fault that you’re always wrong.
The weak ones are there to justify the strong.

Marilyn Manson

Chapter 5

Iterative-Discriminative Fitting -
Experimental Evaluation

In Chapter 4, a novel approach to LDM fitting, the iterative-discriminative method (ID), was
proposed. It leverages on the concept of error bound minimisation, where the error bound over
the training data is reduced at each iteration, rather than the more conventional least squares
error. This approach was designed to allow simple regressors, with limited predictive capacity,
to be utilised. Through a shift in the fitting objective, fromdirectly solving for the optimal step
to only reducing the error over worst cases, with the expectation of further reductions down the
line, the use of highly sophisticated regressors can be avoided. Furthermore, the error bound
minimisation paradigm provides a continuity of objective between the iterations, which favours
overall performance over specific instances of the problem.

In this chapter, the efficacy of ID is evaluated in the contextof generic face model fitting.
This is a difficult problem, which has yet to be addressed adequately in the literature. Most
methods tackling this problem have been shown to sacrifice one or more of the five goals
of deformable model fitting, outlined in Section 2.3, in order to address some of the others.
Through the extensive experiments presented in this chapter, ID is shown to be a powerful
general technique, which makes significant inroads into solving the problem of generic face
fitting. Not only does it exhibit excellent generalisability, its overall fitting accuracy is superior
to a number of existing methods for LDM fitting. Furthermore,the significant performance
improvement is attained without sacrificing computationalefficiency.

In Section 5.1, the general experimental framework is discussed, where a number of base-
line methods, used in a comparative setting with the variousprototypes of ID, are outlined. The
applicability of linear regressors in ID is evaluated in Section 5.2, where both variants of the
training procedure, described in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.1,are assessed for merit. The extension
of the approach to nonlinear regressors, utilising the novel Haar-like feature based regressor
described in Section 4.3.2, is then evaluated in Section 5.3. The ability of ID to handle oc-
clusions, addressed through a robustification of the kernel-based nonlinear approach, outlined
in Section 4.4, is evaluated in Section 5.4. Finally, the background invariant extension, de-
scribed in Section 4.5, is assessed in Section 5.5. This chapter concludes in Section 5.6 with a
summary of the experiments conducted and a discussion on directions of future work.
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5.1 Experimental Setup and Baseline Methods

The methods described in Chapter 4 are unique in that they do not depend on the type of
warping function, the feature vector used or even the parameterisation of the deformations.
This makes them applicable for many instantiations of modelbased fitting. Since LDMs form
the focus of this thesis, in order to evaluate ID’s performance, one of the more popular flavours
of LDMs, the Active Appearance Model (AAM), is used as a prototype. First proposed in [43],
the AAM utilises a piecewise affine warp to crop the image at the current parameter settings
(see Section 3.3.3). It models the object of interest as a 2D visual object, composing the linear
intrinsic shape and appearance variations with global transformation functions (a similarity
transform for shape and a linear lighting model for appearance), to project the model onto the
image frame.

There are numerous approaches to AAM fitting, most of which stem from a generative
perspective. To evaluate the ID’s performance, it is compared against five existing methods for
AAM fitting, namely:

The Fixed Jacobian Method (FJ), first proposed in [30], uses the combined appearance rep-
resentation, which accounts for correlations between the intrinsic shape and appearance
parameters (see Section 2.1.3). It uses the normalised appearance residual feature to
drive the fitting, where it is assumed that the Jacobian of theappearance residuals is fixed
for all settings of the model parameters. Since this assumption holds only loosely, the
method requires the use of an adjustable step size, where at each iteration the predicted
parameter updates are continually halved until a reductionin the appearance difference
between the model and the cropped image is attained. The method affords reasonable
fitting speeds by virtue of its fixed Jacobian assumption, with the main bottleneck being
the appearance generation procedure.

The Project-out Inverse Compositional Method (POIC), first proposed in [83], adapts the
inverse compositional framework in [58] for use in AAMs. Thegenerative cost func-
tion, which assesses fitness through the difference betweenthe model’s appearance and
the cropped image, is grouped into two components: one that lies within the subspace of
appearance deformations, and another one that is orthogonal to it. As such, the procedure
requires optimisation over the shape parameters alone, assuming the optimal choice (in
a maximum likelihood sense) of the appearance parameters ischosen at each iteration.
Since the derivatives are computed in the canonical frame, by virtue of its inverse com-
positional framework, most of the problem’s computation needs to be performed only
once at training. As such, the fitting procedure affords an extremely rapid evaluation,
requiring only a matrix-vector multiplication, without the requirement to compute the
model’s appearance explicitly. The approach affords similar computational efficiency to
the shape based AAM proposed in [29]. However, the use of a fixed linear update model
is better justified in POIC, since it is derived analyticallyfrom a generative perspective.

The Simultaneous Inverse Compositional Method(SIC), which was proposed in [4] for gen-
eral image alignment, and evaluated as an AAM fitting procedure in [54; 91], directly
solves the appearance residual cost function in the canonical frame. Although the deriva-
tive of the warping function can be precomputed, unlike POIC, the linear update model
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cannot, since it relies on the current appearance parameters. As such, SIC can be very
computationally demanding, especially when the visual object exhibits large amounts of
variability, reflected through the number of shape and appearance modes. An example
of this is in the generic face fitting problem with which this chapter is concerned. As
such, for the purpose of comparison with ID, the implementation used in this chapter
is the efficient approximation of SIC, where the linear update model is built using the
assumption that the appearance parameters are fixed. However, rather than evaluating
the update model using the current estimate of the appearance parameters, as proposed
in [4], it is evaluated at the mean appearance (i.e. all intrinsic appearance parameters are
set to zero), allowing the update model to be precomputed. The idea of using the current
estimate of the appearance parameters to build the update model is only applicable when
the current estimates are close to their true values. Since this chapter deals with model
fitting rather than tracking, in which case the appearance parameters from the previous
frame may be close to their values in the current frame, building the linear update model
using the current parameter estimates will generally be a poor approximation. Further-
more, extracting the initial appearance estimates from theinitial cropped image will also
be inaccurate, since the appearance model will essentiallyfit to appearance variations
caused by misalignment rather than intrinsic variations inthe visual object’s appearance.
As such, when assuming the variations in the visual objects appearance is Gaussian, the
optimal choice for computing the update model is the mean image, which on average is
closest to all instances of the visual object. With this approximation, SIC also affords
rapid fitting. However, compared to FJ, it is less efficient since it uses an independent
representation of variability (i.e. modelling shape and appearance separately).

The Normalisation Inverse Compositional Method (NIC), also proposed in [4], uses the in-
verse compositional parameter update model for template matching (the template here
being the mean appearance), which is applied to the mean subtracted cropped image,
normalised with respect to the directions of appearance variability. Compared to POIC,
this approach requires the extra steps of: (1) Projection ofthe error image (mean sub-
tracted cropped image) onto the subspace of appearance variations, (2) Generating the
model’s appearance from the projected coordinates in the space of appearance variations,
and (3) Subtracting the generated appearance from the errorimage. As such, not only is
the approach slower than POIC, it is also slower than the efficient approximation of SIC
described above. However, as will be seen through the experiments in this section, NIC
has the ability to outperform the other variants of the inverse compositional approach on
a generic face database.

The Robust Inverse Compositional Method (RIC), first proposed in [53], robustifies the in-
verse compositional method through the use of a robust penaliser. The method, which
is based on NIC, replaces the least squares fitting criterionwith an M-estimator (robust
penaliser), leading to an iteratively reweighted least squares fitting procedure. A reduced
computational complexity is attained by assuming a degree of spatial coherence of the
outliers, where errors in each triangle of the piecewise affine warp are weighted equally.

All five of these baseline methods are implemented in the C++ deformable model library
DeMoLib, which was developed as part of this dissertation (see Appendix C). Apart from the
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Table 5.1: Appearance Model Details for 4-fold Cross-validation
Experiment P Ms(95%) Mt(95%) Mc(98%)

1 34092 19 100 78
2 28267 20 99 77
3 28244 20 101 79
4 28086 20 97 75

P ,Ms,Mt andMc as described in Section 2.1

five methods described above, there exists a large number of other methods for AAM fitting.
However, most of these focus on feature vectors and image processing techniques, to make
the assumption of linearity better justified, rather than onformulations of the fitting procedure
itself. An overview of other existing methods is presented in Section 2.3.

All experiments in this chapter are performed on the IMM Facedatabase [89], which is
described in Section 3.6.1. To evaluate the non-robust methods, the database was divided into
4 equally sized parts, where each subject is contained in only one part, separating subjects used
for training and testing. A 4-fold cross validation was thenperformed on each method, training
on data from three parts and testing on the remaining part. This procedure was repeated four
times, utilising different training and test sets in each. For the baseline methods described
above, the models were trained on three levels of a Gaussian pyramid to help avoid local
minima in their generative cost functions. The same shape and appearance models were used
in all methods, the details of which are given in Table 5.1 foreach of the four subdivisions at
the lowest pyramid level. In each case, 95% of the total variation in shape and appearance and
98% of the combined appearance variation was retained.

To evaluate the fitting performance of the baseline methods,the AAM parameters were
randomly perturbed from their optimal settings, 100 times in each test image, within±10o,
±0.1,±20 pixels, and±1.5 standard deviations of rotation, scale, translation and non-rigid
shape parameters, respectively. These ranges were chosen to mimic the initialisation capacity
of a generic face detector. Each method was then iterated to convergence, or a maximum of 20
iterations per pyramid level. The combined results of the 4-fold cross validation experiments
are presented in Figure 5.1, where the convergence rates, average accuracy of converged trials
and fitting times are shown in the legend. Here, convergence is declared if the final point-
to-point RMS error is smaller than at initialisation (i.e. the algorithm does not diverge). A
similar measure of convergence has been used in the extensive experiments, presented in [8;
6; 4; 5]. The reported fitting times were obtained from running the code, implemented in the
C++ libraryDeMoLib (see Appendix C), on a 3GHz machine with 1GB of RAM, and do not
include the time taken to build the Gaussian pyramids.

From these results it is clear that FJ is the most stable, affording a79.73% convergence
rate. It also affords the best average convergence accuracyat 6.41 point-to-point RMS error.
Although it exhibits a slower fitting time than POIC, it is significantly more efficient than either
SIC or NIC. Out of the three variants of the inverse compositional method, POIC achieves the
best average convergence accuracy. However, its convergence rate is much poorer than the
other methods, affording only51.93% converged samples. This is in line with the results
presented in [54], where it is argued that POIC is suitable only for person specific models.
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Figure 5.1: Performance comparisons between the non-robust baseline AAM fitting methods.(a): FJ
vs. POIC.(b): FJ vs. SIC.(c): FJ vs. NIC. In the legend, “F” denotes the convergence rate, “A” denotes
the average accuracy of converged trials in point-to-pointRMS error, and “T” denotes the average fitting
time of converged trials. The histograms were built, only from samples that converged.
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Although SIC affords a convergence rate improvement over POIC, it still performs poorly,
affording only61.67% convergence. It is suspected that this is related to the large number of
parameters involved in the optimisation, resulting in a higher likelihood of getting trapped in
local minima than FJ (note that SIC uses an independent appearance model). Although the
true SIC implementation may improve results here, the fitting times required by this method
are impractical for the size of the models used in generic face fitting (see Table 5.1). Even
the efficient approximation used in these experiments is around three times slower than FJ,
requiring on average622.87ms to fit an image. From a small number of separate experiments,
it was found that the full SIC implementation can further increase fitting time by a factor of ten
or more. Finally, a small improvement in convergence rate and accuracy over SIC is afforded
by NIC. However, this is achieved at the cost of higher computation times.

In Figure 5.2, the effects of initialisation on the accuracyof converged samples is shown.
The plot shows a clear trend of performance deterioration asthe model is initialised further
from its optimal settings. This trend is exhibited by all four non-robust baseline methods and
is a characteristic typical of generative fitting regimes, which tend to terminate in local minima,
despite their application, here on a Gaussian pyramid. As will be seen in the sections to come,
this is one area where ID comes into its own, affording good performance over the whole range
of initialisations.

In conclusion, out of the four non-robust baseline methods evaluated in this section, FJ per-
forms the best, both over convergence accuracy and frequency. Although it exhibits a slower
fitting time compared to POIC, it is still significantly faster than either SIC of NIC. As such,
in the following sections, the various flavours of the ID approach are compared with FJ exclu-
sively.

5.2 Linear Fitting

The first variant of ID is that which utilises a linear regressor to update the AAM parameters
(see Section 4.3.1). There are two options for the cost function to be used to train the method.
For the asymptotically penalised cost function (see Section 4.3.1), which will be subsequently
referred to as the asymptotically trained linear iterative-discriminative method (ATLID), the
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Figure 5.3: Examples of the normalised raw cropped image feature used inthe linear iterative-
discriminative approach.

limited memory BFGS algorithm (L-BFGS) [74] was used to optimise the regressor for each
AAM parameter, independently of all others, in each iteration. For the error bound constrained
cost function (see Section 4.3.1), which will be subsequently referred to as the constrained op-
timisation trained linear iterative-discriminative method (COTLID), thelibsvm library [24]
was used to solve theν-SVR problem for each AAM parameter.

As with the baseline methods described above, a 4-fold crossvalidation procedure was
used to evaluate the two linear methods. In each case, the training set consisted of feature
vectors obtained by perturbing the AAM parameters from their optimal settings within the
ranges described in Section 5.1. For all experiments in thissection, a sample size ofNd =

2000 was used at each iteration. As for the feature vectors themselves, the normalised raw
cropped image was used (see Equation (4.4)), examples of which are shown in Figure 5.3. The
advantage of using these features is that they can be obtained extremely rapidly, requiring only
a warping process followed by a normalisation procedure, centering the average feature values
at zero, and scaling to a standard deviation of one. Finally,it should be noted here that in
order to reduce training times, the canonical shape used in these methods, which defines the
size of the feature vectors, is scaled down by one half of thatused in the baseline methods in
Section 5.1. However, the model’s fitting is still performedon the original image. Although
better performance may be obtained by using the full scaled model, since more information
would be available to make the parameter update predictions, the training time was deemed
impractical for the experiments in this section. Even the scaled down version required around
eight hours of training for each of the models.

In both variants of the linear ID method, a suitable choice ofthe regularisation parameter
λ must be set manually. In Figure 5.4, the combined results of the 4-fold cross validation
experiments on both methods using four different settings of λ are presented, where the model
was trained and fitted with 10 fitting iterations. Here, the rate of convergence of each trial
is shown in the legend. Notice that the generalisability of both methods improves asλ is
increased, as can be seen through the convergence rates. This is to be expected as larger values
of λ promotesimpler solutions through the selection of a regressor with smallerL2-norm.
Examining the histograms of the converged samples, an initial improvement fromλ = 0.001

to λ = 10, followed by a deterioration with a further increase toλ = 1000 is noticable.
Whenλ is chosen at too small a value, the training procedure under-regularises the regressors,
leading to reduced generalisability. However, when chosentoo large, the regressors become
over-regularised, restricting their predictive capacity. As such, the results here highlight the
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Figure 5.4: Convergence performance of the linear method trained on four settings of the regularisa-
tion parameterλ on the IMM Face database.(a): results of a model trained using the asymptotically
penalised objective.(b): results of a model trained using the linearν-SVR method. Convergence rates
of each trial are shown in the legend.

importance of selecting the most appropriateλ in order to maximise the capacity of the linear
update model. Further improvement may be obtained by performing similar experiments on
closer spaced values ofλ, however, due to the lengthy training time involved, this was not
pursued here.

In Figure 5.5, the performances of the two variants of the linear ID method, trained with
λ = 10, are compared against each other, along with the FJ method. An examination of Plot (a)
shows that, although ATLID exhibits a slightly better convergence rate, at 99.88% compared
to the 99.62% of COTLID, the accuracy of its converged trialsis inferior to that of COTLID.
This is expected, however, since the ATLID requires that theerror bound overall samples is
reduced, rather than merely a large fraction of samples, as in COTLID. In these experiments,
COTLID was trained withν = 0.001, which places the error bound at 99.9% of the samples.
Compared to FJ, both ATLID and COTLID perform significantly better, both in convergence
rate as well as in convergence accuracy. In fact, the averageconverged accuracy of the two
methods is about twice as good as that of FJ. The effects of initialisation on the convergence
accuracy of ATLID, COTLID and FJ can be seen in Plot (b). From this, the reason for the sig-
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Figure 5.5: Performance comparison between ATLID, COTLID and FJ.(a): convergence accuracy his-
tograms.(b): effects of initialisation on convergence. In the legend, “F” denotes the convergence rate,
“A” denotes the average accuracy of converged trials in point-to-point RMS error, and “T” denotes the
average fitting time of converged samples. The histograms were built only from samples that converged.

nificant performance improvement achieved by ATLID and COTLID becomes apparent. The
average convergence accuracy of FJ deteriorates the further initialisation is from the optimum,
due to its generative framework, which tends to encounter local minima before it reaches the
global one. In contrast, the deterioration of ATLID and COTLID, which is based on a discrim-
inative framework, is not as dramatic, maintaining a good average convergence accuracy up to
a capture range of around 20 pixels point-to-point RMS, which corresponds to the limit of the
pertubations used in training. It should be noted, however,that FJ does exhibit a higher propor-
tion of converged samples with very small fitting errors (seePlot (a)). This can be attributed
to FJ’s generative fitting regime, where given good initial conditions, and the approximation
regarding the fixed Jacobian is reasonable (i.e. the subjecthas similar shape and appearance to
the mean of the model), then highly accurate fitting can be expected. ATLID and COTLID, on
the other hand, are specifically trained to attain goodoverall performance.

Despite the significant improvement in the performance of ATLID and COTLID compared
to FJ, it is afforded without sacrificing computational efficiency. Both methods, which af-
ford similar computational costs, fit an image in around one-tenth the time it takes FJ. The
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significant computational savings can be attributed to theefactors: (1) The normalised raw
appearance feature is much cheaper to evaluate than its appearance residual counterpart, (2)
No step size adaptation is required in fitting, and (3) The model is trained and fitted with 10
iterations only. In fact, even compared to POIC, perhaps themost efficient fitting procedures
to date, the fitting times of ATLID and COTLID are still significantly better (see Figure 5.1).

In conclusion, the linear update model serves as an excellent regressor for ID. Full ad-
vantage is taken of its limited capacity by the iterative error bound minimisation framework,
allowing high convergence rates and overall accuracy, whilst affording what is perhaps one
of the most efficient AAM fitting regimes to date. The good performance reported here was
achieved on the highly challenging task ofgeneric person fitting, where previous methods have
sacrificed fitting efficiency in order to tackle such a task. This method does exhibit the draw-
back of extended training times. However, when training time is of no concern, this method
provides an excellent substitute for current AAM fitting regimes.

5.3 Haar-like Feature Based Fitting

In Section 4.3.2, two variants of ID were proposed, which utilise nonlinear regression func-
tions. The first method utilises a novel regressor based on the Haar-like features [72]. In the
second method, a kernel-based regressor is used, which takes, as its features, the coordinates
in a reduced subspace of the cropped image. In this section, we will be concerned with the
first method exclusively, which will be referred to as the Haar-like feature based iterative-
discriminative Method (HFBID). The second method involvesa large number of design pa-
rameters, which include the regularisation parameter as well as those that define the kernel
function. These parameters must be selected heuristicallyor through a cross validation pro-
cedure. As such, due to the extended training times involved, evaluation of the kernel-based
nonlinear ID method will not be pursued here, deferring it toa future study. However, the
framework of the kernel-based method serves as a basis for the formulation of the robust ID
method, which was developed in Section 4.4, and is evaluatedin Section 5.4

To evaluate the performance of HFBID, again, the 4-fold cross validation procedure, out-
lined in Section 5.1 was utilised. The training data was obtained in a similar manner to that
described for the experiments in Section 5.2, utilising a sample size ofNd = 2000 at each
iteration. The Haar-like based features described in Section 4.3.2 were evaluated on the raw
cropped image feature. In order to build the summed area tables (SAT), the raw cropped image
is placed inside a rectangle that fits the canonical shape exactly. Pixels within the rectangle that
are not within the convex hull of the canonical shape are set to zero. As with the linear fitting
experiments in the previous chapter, here the scaled down version of the canonical shape is
used to reduce training time. To encourage invariance to global lighting effects, the normalised
Haar-like features are employed, requiring two SATs to be built (see [72] for details). In fact,
since the extended Haar-like features are used here, two pairs of SAT images are built: one for
upright features and another for rotated features.

Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of the training samples atdifferent stages of the training
process. Plots (a), (c) and (e) illustrates the capacity of the weak function set, described in
Section 4.3.2, to significantly reduce the spread of these samples despite the relative small
value ofNd, which amounts to a very sparse sampling ofH. From Plot (b), (d) and (f) it is
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of the training samples of the IMM database throughout HFBID’s training
process on the pose parametera, the x-translation parameter and the first nonrigid shape parameter.
(a), (c) & (e): Redistribution of samples about the optimum as weak learners are added to the ensemble
of the first iteration. Legend denotes the number of weak learners in the ensemble.(b), (e) & (f):
The effect of resampling between iterations. Legend denotes (iteration)/(number of weak learners in
ensemble of that iteration).
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Figure 5.7: Convergence performance of HFBID, trained at four different numbers of featuresN .
The symbols “F” and “T” in the legend denote the convergence rate and the average fitting times,
respectively.

clear that with the modest training set size used, the boosting process by itself significantly
overlearns the data, as shown by thespreading-outof the resampled data in the next iteration.
However, this artifact of the boosting process is more than compensated for in the next iteration,
where the final distribution is even less spread than its predecessor. This trend is continued
throughout the iterations and for all parameters.

HFBID requires three free parameters to be set: the shrinkage factorη, the number of
features for the regressors in each iterationN , and the number of features to evaluate before
choosing one to be added to the ensembleNt. In the experiments presented here, a shrinkage
factor ofη = 0.5 is used in all cases. To increase the likelihood of selectingthe optimal feature
to be added to the ensemble at any stage of the boosting procedure, the value ofNt should be
as large as possible. However, increasingNt also increases the training time of HFBID. For
all experiments in this section,Nt = 200 was chosen as a good compromise between training
time and model quality.

The effects of varyingN were investigated by performing cross validation experiments on
the method, trained at four different settings ofN . Due to time constraints, only one sub-group
of the IMM Face database was evaluated here. The results of these experiments are presented
in Figure 5.7, where the convergence rate and fitting times are shown in the legend. From
these results, it is clear that increasingN deteriorates the generalisability of the method, as
can be seen through the reduction of the convergence rate. Furthermore, increasingN also
increases the computational complexity of the method, as the regressors contain more weak
learners to evaluate. On average, an increase of around0.1ms in fitting time results from
adding an additional feature to the regressor. In terms of accuracy, utilisingN = 50 provides
a significant improvement overN = 25. However, increasingN further only deteriorates the
accuracy as the method, as it overlearns the training data.

To compare HFBID against the other methods discussed so far,a 4-fold cross validation
experiment was conducted, settingN = 50 in each case. The results of all four experiments
combined are presented in Figure 5.8, where the COTLID and FJmethods are also shown for
comparison. The convergence rate, average accuracy of converged samples, and fitting times
are shown in in the legend. From these results it is apparent that HFBID exhibits significantly
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Figure 5.8: Performance comparisons between HFBID, COTLID and FJ.(a): convergence accuracy
histograms.(b): effects of initialisation on convergence. In the legend, “F” denotes the convergence
rate, “A” denotes the average accuracy of converged trials in point-to-point RMS error, and “T” denotes
the average fitting time. The histograms were built only fromsamples that converged.

better performance than FJ. However, it is outperformed by COTLID in all respects. Although
the difference in average fitting time and convergence rate of the two methods was marginal,
HFBID failed to achieve the same fitting quality as COTLID. A possible cause for this may
be the small sample sizeNt, from which a feature is selected to be appended to the ensemble.
This results in a very sparse sampling of the space of possible features, which leads to trained
ensembles that are sub-optimal. Finally, examining Plot (b) in Figure 5.8, HFBID exhibits
similar behaviour to COTLID, maintaining a good average convergence accuracy up to around
20 pixels initial point-to-point RMS error, albeit with slightly larger errors.

In conclusion, although nonlinear regressors can potentially provide more accurate predic-
tions than their linear counterpart, their training procedure is generally more complicated. In
the case of HFBID, only a local solution for the predictor canbe attained due to the greedy
learning properties of the boosting procedure used to trainthe method. Furthermore, a true
implementation of the boosting procedure, which requires the evaluation of all possible fea-
tures before appending one to the ensemble, is not computationally feasible for most problems,
due to the large number of possible Haar-like features. Due to these training complexities, in
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Figure 5.9: Examples of synthetically occluded images, used for evaluating RID. Left: black occlu-
sions of 5% of landmarks.Middle: white occlusions of 10% of landmarks.Right: random occlusions
of 20% of landmarks.

practice, the simpler linear models may be a more effective regressor to use within the ID
framework.

5.4 Robust Fitting

In Section 4.4, ID is made robust, utilising kernel-based regressors on observations with re-
duced dimensionality, as presented in Section 4.3.2. The main idea is to perform robustification
at the feature extraction stage, making the effects of occlusion or unseen appearance variations
transparent for the remainder of the fitting procedure. Thisis achieved by performing genera-
tive appearance fitting on the observations, utilising a reduced linear subspace representation.
In order to reduce the computational complexity of the robust feature extraction procedure,
two measures are taken. First, the outliers are assumed to exhibit a degree of spatial coher-
ence, similar to that proposed in [55]. Secondly, a linear mapping function is utilised to obtain
good initialisation of the appearance parameters, relating their values between consecutive it-
erations, to encourage rapid convergence of the robust feature extraction procedure.

To evaluate the efficacy of the robust iterative-discriminative method (RID), the linear ker-
nel was used, since it requires only the regularisation parameter to be set manually. Most
nonlinear kernels require the manual setting of one or more kernel parameters, for example
the kernel width of the radial basis functions, which may be difficult to select without a cross-
validation procedure. It should be noted here that the performance of RID using a linear kernel
can be expected to be poorer than the non-robust linear methods evaluated in Section 5.2. This
is because the linear regressors take, as input, a feature vector of reduced appearance subspace
coordinates, rather than the observations themselves. As such, the prediction space of linear
RID is more restricted than that of its non-robust counterpart, which performs predictions di-
rectly on the whole observation vector. However, since the utilised features represent the main
directions of variations of the perturbed appearance space, reasonable performance can still be
expected. As discussed in Section 4.4, this is because the major directions of the perturbed
appearance subspace mainly correspond to variations caused by misalignment, rather than the
visual object’s intrinsic appearance variations. For all experiments in this section, the feature
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Figure 5.10: Convergence performance of RID, trained on four different settings of the regularisation
parameterλ. Here, the images used for training and testing are the same,albeit with different perturba-
tions.

vectors are obtained by applying PCA to the raw cropped image, with truncation placed at 90%
of the total variation of the samples.

Since the IMM Face database contains no images with occlusions, two sets of experiments
were conducted to investigate RID. In the first, the databasewas divided into two groups, where
the first group consisted of images of subjects with facial hair (such as a moustache and/or
beard), and the other of subjects without any facial hair. RID was then trained on the second
group, leaving the first group for testing. A similar approach for evaluating robust AAM fitting
was presented in [99], where facial hair, which is not modelled in the trained fitting procedure,
is used to represent real outliers. In the second set of experiments, occlusions are generated
synthetically on images in the second group (i.e. the group on which the fitting procedure is
trained). The synthetic occlusions consist of filled circles with a radius of 10 pixels, placed at
random landmark locations and filled with either black, white or uniformly sampled random
values, in order to evaluate the effects of different occlusion types on fitting performance.
Experiments were then conducted on images with 5%, 10% and 20% occluded landmarks.
Examples of the synthetically occluded images are shown in Figure 5.9.

Since the variant of RID evaluated here utilises a linear kernel, the training procedure
requires only the regularisation parameterλ to be chosen. In Figure 5.10, the effects of varying
λ on the performance of RID is shown. In each case, the trainingprocedure involvedNd =

2000 samples. Note that the results here are obtained by evaluating the fitting procedure on the
sameimages as it was trained on, hence the uncharacteristicallyhigh convergence rate1. As can
be seen, the effects of varyingλ in RID is similar to that on ATLID and COTLID in Section 5.2,
and HFBID in Section 5.3. Choosing a value forλ that is too large leads to over-regularisation,
resulting in poor accuracy, and choosing too small a value leads to poor generalisability, due to
under-regularisation. It should be noted here that due to ID’s resampling procedure, choosing
an unsuitably smallλ does not necessarily lead to highly accurate predictions over the training
set, since, although the same images are used in training andtesting, the samples of AAM
observations obtained at perturbed settings are different. As such, under-regularisation exhibits

1In theν-SVR method used to train the liner regressors, a value ofν = 0.001 was used which guarantees that
at least99.99% of the samples lie within the error bound.
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reduced generalisability on the training set also. This effect can be seen by examining the
effects of decreasingλ from 1.0 to 0.5 in Figure 5.10.

In order to obtain a comparative measure of RID’s performance, it was compared with RIC
(see Section 5.1). The implementation used here closely follows that described in [55]. An
important aspect of RIC, not mentioned in of any publications dealing with it (see [5; 55; 119]),
is the effect of using the spatial coherence assumption regarding outliers on the convergence
rate of the algorithm. Since the robust weights applied to the Hessian and the gradient are
not commensurate, through experimentation it was found that the parameter updates predicted
by RIC consistently underestimate the step size. The resultof this is a slow convergence rate
when the true weights are used to build the gradient, but the spatially coherent weights are
used to build the Hessian. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 5.11, where two cases are
considered:

• The spatially coherent robust weights are used to build boththe Hessian and gradient in
each iteration (C-RIC).

• The spatially coherent robust weights are used only to buildthe Hessian, with the true
robust weights used for the gradient as described in [55] (NC-RIC).

As can be seen, C-RIC affords a significantly faster rate of convergence than NC-RIC, finding
a minimum after67 iterations, with a large proportion of the error reduced after only20 iter-
ations. NC-RIC, on the other hand, did not reach convergence, even after200 iterations. The
slow convergence of the NC-RIC can be attributed to the way inwhich the spatially coherent
weights are chosen as the average over a region. From the effects this has on the convergence
rate, it is clear that the sum of the true robust weights in a particular region is smaller than the
sum ofNR copies of the average robust weight, whereNR is the number of pixels within that
region. As such, by using non-commensurate weights, NC-RICselects updates closer to the
gradient direction rather than the desired Gauss-Newton update, leading to slow convergence.
Finally, it should be noted that RID also exhibits a similar characteristic to RIC in this respect,
since it uses the same assumption regarding spatially coherent outliers.

In Figure 5.12, the performance of RID is compared against C-RIC and NC-RIC on the
first group of the IMM Face database (i.e. the group where all subjects exhibit facial hair). The
two RIC variants were trained on three levels of a Gaussian pyramid, on the same set of images
as RID was, in order to reduce the effects of local minima on its generative fitting regime. To
limit fitting time, C-RIC and NC-RIC were limited to 20 and 50 iterations per pyramid level,
respectively. RID was limited to 20 appearance fitting stepsin the first fitting iteration, where
the appearance parameters are initialised to zero, and for the other iterations, appearance fitting
was limited to 3 iterations. Note that due to the use of an appearance parameter mapping
function, RID only requires a large number of appearance fitting steps in its first iteration,
where initialisation is poor. For the other iterations, themapping function provides a good
initial estimate of the parameters, allowing convergence to local minima to be reached in far
fewer steps.

Examining Plot (a) in Figure 5.12, it is clear that RID is not capable of achieving the
same level of performance as its non-robust counterparts, discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
It achieves only90.77% convergence with an average accuracy of converged samplesof 5.78
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Figure 5.11: The effects of assuming spatially coherent occlusions in RIC. (a): initial setting from
which the AAM is fitted using RIC.(b): the evolution of robust fitting error of for RIC using commen-
surate (C-RIC) and non-commensurate (NC-RIC) robust weights. (c) and (d): the AAM’s shape and
appearance at convergence using C-RIC.(e) and (f): the AAM’s shape and appearance at convergence
using NC-RIC.
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Figure 5.12: Performance comparisons between the RID, C-RIC and NC-RIC.(a): convergence accu-
racy histograms.(b): effects of initialisation on convergence accuracy.

point-to-point pixel RMS. Furthermore, processing time issignificantly slower, requiring on
average,1155.58ms to fit an image. Nonetheless, compared to RIC it exhibits superior per-
formance in all respects. The poor performance of both variants of RIC can be attributed to
their evaluation on a generic person database. Previous results regarding its performance, re-
ported in [55; 119], utilise only models with very limited variabilities. Since RIC is essentially
a robustification of NIC (see Section 5.1), it can be expectedto perform in a similar way to
NIC. In fact, comparing the results for RIC in this section with that of NIC in Section 5.1,
one notices the similarities in convergence rates, averageconvergence accuracy and even the
convergence accuracy histograms. It should be noted thoughthat RIC does not perform as well
as NIC, possibly due to the approximations made regarding spatial coherence of the outliers.
Out of the two RIC variants, C-RIC exhibits better average converged accuracy but poorer
generalisability than NC-RIC. The better accuracy of C-RICmay be attributed to the fact that
difficult samples do not converge with C-RIC, excluding their effects on the computed average
converged accuracy. Examining Plot (b) in Figure 5.12, the utility of the ID approach is again
evident in the consistently good average convergence accuracy of RID as initialisation becomes
poorer, up to around 20 pixels point-to-point RMS error. As expected, RIC performs poorly in
this respect, where, as with FJ, POIC, SIC and NIC, its average convergence accuracy deterio-
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Table 5.2: Summary of the Synthetically Occluded Results
5% Occlusion 10% Occlusion 20% Occlusion

A (RMS) F (%) A (RMS) F (%) A (RMS) F (%)
Black 4.43 92.40 4.02 96.39 5.11 85.25
White 4.29 91.67 4.77 87.03 6.65 65.54
Random 4.41 92.72 4.34 93.03 4.72 90.73

A = Average converged accuracy F = Convergence rate

rates the further initialisation is from the true settings of AAM parameters. Finally, unlike the
results reported in [55], where RIC affords real time fitting, here, the average fitting time is in
excess of one second for C-RIC and seven seconds for NC-RIC. Again, this can be attributed
to the large variabilities exhibited by the model, both in shape and appearance, which lead
to an expensive parameter update procedure, which involvestwo inversions of Hessian sized
matrices at each iteration.

In Table 5.2, results of the experiments on the synthetically occluded images are sum-
marised. Although experiments where the occlusions are black and values are randomly se-
lected give mixed results, the white occluded images show a strong trend of deterioration as
the amount of occlusion is increased. Also, the performanceon the white occluded images is
inferior to both the black and randomly occluded images, both in convergence rate and accu-
racy, over all settings of occlusion percentage. It seems, therefore, that the robust feature fitting
procedure is more sensitive to occlusions with high intensities. One explanation for this is that
the robust feature extraction procedure is more prone to terminating in local minima with this
type of occlusion.

In conclusion, although the robust variant of the inverse-compositional method that utilises
a linear kernel fails to achieve the same level of performance as its non-robust variants, it
still provides a significant step forward over the robust inverse compositional method on a
generic face database. Through the utility of appearance parameter mapping, and assuming
spatially coherent outliers, the method is capable of fitting an image with outliers in around
one second. Although better performance may be achieved by utilising nonlinear kernels in
the regressors, processing times will also increase due to the complexity in evaluating nonlinear
kernels. Furthermore, the problem of regularisation is complicated in this case, since not only
must the regularisation parameter be set, but also the parameter pertaining to the nonlinear
kernel.

5.5 Background Invariant Fitting

The final variant of ID, which is proposed in Chapter 4.5, is that which accounts for back-
ground variabilities through a feature selection procedure at each iteration. Here, a pixel of the
observed image is selected for inclusion in the feature vector, if it is identified as a foreground
pixel (i.e. that pertaining to the visual object of interestin an image) in a large proportion of
the training samples. Apart from this, all other elements ofthe fitting procedure follow that
of the basic ID approach. Although any of the variants described previously can be used as a
prototype, only the COTLID prototype is evaluated here because it performed the best in the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.13:Chrominance based background segmentation.(a): training data for backgroundclassifier.
(b): examples of background segmentation.

previous experiments, deferring evaluation of the other prototypes as future work.

In order to segment background from foreground in the IMM Face database images, a non-
parametric chrominance based background classifier is built from examples of foreground and
background pixels. The training data used for this classifier is shown in Plot (a) of Figure 5.13,
which consists of image patches from the database, selectedmanually. The classifier consists of
two 2D-histograms of the background and foreground pixels in CIE-Lab’s chrominance space,
smoothed appropriately. The label of a pixel is then assigned as background or foreground
depending on which of the histograms has a larger value at coordinates describing the pixel
of interest, in chrominance space. Some examples of the results of using this background
classifier are presented in Plot (b) of Figure 5.13. Since a small number of images in the IMM
Face database are in greyscale, the background classifier cannot be used on these images. For
this reason, for all experiments in this section, those images are removed from the experiment’s
image set. In the 4-fold cross validation experiments, the remaining image set is partitioned
into four equally sized groups in such a way that each subjectoccurs in only one of these
groups.

In training the background invariant iterative-discriminative method (BIID), at each iter-
ation samples are obtained, both from the original image as well as the background masking
image. Before learning the regressors for each parameter, the utility of each cropped pixel
for inclusion in the feature vector to be used for regressionis evaluated based on how many
times it is identified as foreground over the whole sample set(in these experiments, as with
those in previous sections, a sample size ofN = 2000 is used at each iteration). A thresh-
old for pixel inclusion was set at 99%, where pixels labelledas background in more than 1%
over the sample set are removed from the feature vector. The choice for this threshold may
appear somewhat arbitrary. However, if it is set too large, not enough pixels will be retained,
resulting in insufficient data to perform accurate linear regression. On the other hand, if chosen
too small, then an unacceptable number of components in the feature vector may correspond
to background pixels during fitting, leading to unpredictable fitting behaviour. Training BIID
with λ = 10, which has been shown in Section 5.2 to give good results on COTLID and
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Figure 5.14: Left to right, row-wise: the evolution of features chosen for inclusion throughout the
fitting procedure of BIID. Aqua coloured pixels denote thoseexcluded from regression.

ATLID, the evolution of the features chosen for inclusion throughout the fitting procedure is
illustrated in Figure 5.14. Notice that the region influenced by the background initially resides
over large areas around the periphery of the canonical shape, but reduces in size as iterations
progress and samples become more constrained around the optimum parameter settings.

To investigate the effects of varying background on BIID, three sets of experiments were
performed using the 4-fold cross validation technique. In each, the background of the test
images was set either to black (a pixel value of zero), white (a pixel value of 255), or a randomly
sampled value within the range[0, 255]. The combined results of each of the three experiments
is shown in Figure 5.15. Examining Plot (a), one immediatelynotices that the convergence rate
over experiments with white background images is significantly poorer than experiments on
the black or random background images, affording only90.27% convergence. This significant
difference can be attributed to the fact that during the fitting procedure, some samples will be
perturbed into configurations where some background pixelswill be included in the feature
vector used for regression. The fact that this occurs, despite the procedure of feature exclusion,
can be explained by three factors:

• Not all pixels were excluded from the feature vector that were labelled as background in
some of the samples (i.e. only 99% of them).

• Even if an exclusion rate of 100% is used, this may still occur, due to the finite sample
set used for excluding background pixels from the feature.

• Since performance on unseen images is expected to be poorer than that on the training
set, some test instances will be updated into these undesirable configurations.

The effects of this on the black and random background is not as dramatic since the magnitude
by which they perturb an update is smaller. Notice that the performance on the random back-
ground images is slightly poorer than on the black background images. Examining Plot (b),
it seems that the effects of background variability is more pronounced with poor initialisation,
as can be seen from the deterioration of the performance on the white background images,
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Figure 5.15:Performance evaluation of BIID on three different backgrounds: black, white and random.
(a): convergence accuracy histograms.(b): effects of initialisation on convergence.

compared to the black and random ones, as initialisation error is increased above12 pixels
point-to-point RMS. Finally, it should be noted here that the accuracy of converged samples in
the white background image seems to be better than the black and random background images.
This performance difference is superficial, however, sincethe difficult samples, which diverge
on images with a white background, are excluded from the computation of the average accu-
racy. In the cases with black and random background, these difficult samples still converge.
However, their accuracy suffers due to the perturbation caused by the inclusion of background
pixels in the estimation of their updates.

In conclusion, BIID has been shown to effectively handle background variabilities, espe-
cially in the case where the variations exhibit low intensities. Although performance deterio-
rates when the background pixels have very high intensities, the performance of BIID is still
superior to the baseline methods discussed in Section 5.1, in all respects.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the efficacy of ID has been evaluated in the context of generic face model fitting.
Three aspects of the problem were assessed here: performance in an outlier free setting, ro-
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bustness towards outliers, and invariance to background variability. For each of these, separate
ID prototypes were evaluated, each specialised to the aspect of the problem being assessed. As
a result, the conclusion may be drawn that ID is a powerful technique that excels in dealing
with the problem of generic face model fitting.

In the outlier free case, three prototypes were evaluated: ATLID, COTLID and HFBID.
All three were shown to outperform four existing baseline methods in convergence accuracy.
Most notably, however, was their significant improvement inconvergence rate, attaining con-
vergence in almost every trial. Furthermore, the computational complexity of these prototypes
is much smaller than the baseline methods, even compared to POIC, which is perhaps the most
efficient AAM fitting procedure to date. Compared to HFBID, ATLID and COTLID exhibited
marginally better performance. However, this may be attributed to the small sample size of
features used in the HFBID’s boosting procedure.

In the case of images with outliers, such as those caused by unmodelled appearance or
occluding objects, the efficacy of the RID prototype was assessed. Through extensive exper-
iments, both over synthetically occluded images as well as real unmodelled appearance vari-
ations, it was shown that RID significantly outperforms RIC in all aspects. However, due to
its robust feature extraction procedure, which involves a generative appearance fitting process,
the fitting times afforded by RID are much slower than its non-robust counterparts. Nonethe-
less, on the generic face fitting problem, where the model typically exhibits a large number of
modes of variation, RID is still more efficient than RIC.

Finally, the ID prototype BIID was used to assess the abilityto handle background variabil-
ities. It was found that when the background variations are well behaved (i.e. they exhibit small
intensities), then BIID has the potential to approach the performance of ATLID and COTLID.
However, when the background exhibits high intensities, the generalisability of BIID suffers.
Nonetheless, compared to the non-robust baseline methods,BIID still exhibits better perfor-
mance, even with a white background. Furthermore, BIID affords extremely rapid fitting, even
more so than ATLID and COTLID, since the number of features inits regressors is compara-
tively reduced.

There are a number of avenues for future work on the ID prototypes that can be pursued.
One of the most straightforward is to investigate the effects of choosing better parameters
to use in the various discriminative learning problems. This might include a more elaborate
selection scheme for the regularisation parameterλ, the tuning of various sample set sizes, such
asN , Nd andNc, or the choice regarding non-linear kernels for use in a non-linear regressor.
Another task for further development is to evaluate the effects of combining the features of
the various prototypes. Although separate prototypes wereutilised in this chapter, in order
to assess the various aspects of generic face model fitting, it should be possible to combine
the various prototypes into one. For example, COTLID can be combined with RID and BIID
to obtain a robust background invariant prototype that trains its linear regressors using theν-
SVR method. Finally, the utility of ID would benefit from addressing its main drawback: its
extended training time.
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Black then white are all I see in my infancy.
Red and yellow then came to be, reaching out to me,
lets me see.

Tool

Chapter 6

Conclusion

The aim of this study has been to investigate the utility of the Linear Deformable Model (LDM)
for the task of modelling deformable visual objects, as wellas the automatic extraction of their
structure from images. The main drawbacks of the LDM, namelythe difficulty of automatic
data collection and the opposing criteria of efficient, accurate and reliable structure recovery
(fitting), are addressed, at least in part, through a principled treatment of these problems. The
novel solutions proposed in this thesis are empirically evaluated through extensive experimen-
tation on the challenging task of human face modelling and fitting.

The problem of data collection arises due to the LDM’s parameterisation that uses statisti-
cal models of shape and appearance to represent a deformablevisual object. These statistical
models are simultaneously LDM’s greatest strength and weakness. They constitute a strong
global prior on the space of allowable variations, allowingonly valid instantiations of the vi-
sual object to be generated. However, a large number of correspondences across a training set
of images is required in order to facilitate the learning of these statistical models of shape and
appearance. Manual selection of correspondences is both tedious and error prone, biased by
the subjectivity of the human expert. Furthermore, for someflavours of the LDMs, such as the
3DMM, manual annotation is not tractable since a dense correspondence set is required. The
automatic extraction of correspondences, on the other hand, also presents significant difficul-
ties. Inherent differences in appearance between various instantiations of the same deformable
visual object means that correspondences found through photometric criteria alone are of-
ten misleading. As such, geometric constraints must be deployed to complement inference
from photometric constraints. However, unlike the problemof rigid object correspondence,
the shape variations inherent in deformable visual objectspresent a significant challenge since
well established geometrical relations between images arenot applicable. The resulting prob-
lem is therefore underconstrained, requiring the incorporation of domain knowledge into the
formulation in order to attain meaningful correspondences. How the problem should be posed
in order to make the best use of domain knowledge, however, isnontrivial.

The recovery of a visual object’s structure from an image is often tackled by an LDM
through an analysis-by-synthesis procedure. Stemming from its generative construction through
the utility of statistical models of shape and appearance, fitting is posed as a nonlinear optimisa-
tion problem, whereby the LDM’s parameters are iterativelyperturbed such that its appearance
best matches the image region defined by the LDM’s shape. The difficulty lies in computing
the parameter updates, a process that generally requires the computation of the cost function’s
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gradient. For many visual objects, this is a computationally expensive procedure, leading to an
inefficient fitting procedure. Although there exist numerous approximations that are capable of
reducing the computational burden involved, they tend to deteriorate the fitting accuracy due
to a mismatch between the true objective and its approximation. Some reformulations have
also been proposed such that portions of the computation canbe moved to the training phase.
However, some of these reformulations fail to reduce the computational cost sufficiently, while
others can accommodate only simple visual objects that exhibit small amounts of variations.
Another difficulty is a product of the generative formulation that is deployed. Since the rela-
tionship between the LDM parameters and the image’s pixel values is generally nonlinear, the
cost function often exhibits many local minima, in which thefitting procedure can potentially
terminate. Although the effects of local minima can be reduced through the utility of multiple
features as well as optimising on a Gaussian pyramid, this difficulty has not yet been addressed
in its entirety. Finally, there also exist problems with model generalisability, where the training
and test images are mismatched, leading to unreliable fitting.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

This dissertation makes contributions towards solving each of the drawbacks of LDMs de-
scribed above. A summary of these contributions is outlinedfor each of these below.

6.1.1 The Pairwise Learning of Correspondences

In Chapter 3, the problem of deformable visual object correspondence was tackled from a di-
rect pairwise perspective. There, pseudo-dense correspondences between a template and all
other images was pursued by deforming the template, both in shape and appearance, such that
it best matched the other images. A formal treatment was afforded by formulating the problem
within a Bayesian Framework. It was shown that the popular regularised data fitting problem,
often deployed in existing nonrigid correspondence learning methods, can be derived directly
from the proposed formulation. Using the method of hierarchical priors, complemented by the
marginalised maximum likelihood/maximum a posteriori(MML/MAP) iterative optimisation
scheme, the proposed approach affords the automatic tuningof all free parameters in the prob-
lem. In particular, weightings between the data and regularisation terms in the regularised data
fitting problem, which correspond to the hyperparameters ofthe Bayesian formulation, were
optimised in conjunction with the correspondences. In mostexisting works, these weights are
often chosen manually, requiring a trial and error procedure to find their best setting. Finally,
the EM procedure was deployed for the task of optimising the hyperparameters, affording
simple forms for their updates that guarantee that at least alocal optimum is reached, with-
out resorting to general purpose numerical optimisation techniques that generally require the
manual selection of various optimisation parameters, suchas the step size.

To instantiate this general approach for correspondence learning, specific instances of the
image likelihood and priors over deformations were proposed. Geometric constraints were
placed on the deformable template through the assumption that deformations exhibit piece-
wise smoothness. This was achieved by penalising differences between deformations of adja-
cent landmarks in the object’s shape using an M-estimator, weighted by their proximity in the
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template. This is a realisation of the smoothness assumption, which implies a level of topolog-
ical rigidity. Priors over deformations were then modelledas Gibbs priors, with the weighted
sum of neighbouring deformation differences constitutingthe Gibbs energy. To account for
differences in appearance between various instantiationsof the deformable visual object, the
template’s appearance was allowed to deform along with its shape. To restrict the space of
possible variations, the appearance model was constrainedto represent appearance differences
that vary slowly over the template. In this case, an extension of the piecewise affine warp was
proposed that is capable of modelling piecewise affine appearance differences between the tem-
plate and the image. To account for large appearance differences that are spatially localised
and unaccounted for by the appearance model, the matching residual was embedded within an
M-estimator. The image likelihood, then consisted of the robust error measure between the
template and the image in its energy term. To address the difficulty of evaluating the integral in
the MML problem, the image likelihood and deformation priors were approximated by Gaus-
sian PDFs, which resulted in the joint likelihood of the complete data (i.e. shape and image)
also taking the form of a Gaussian PDF. This form affords an analytic solution to its improper
integral. The approximation was attained by applying a firstorder Taylor expansion over the
image and all robust estimators in the formulation. A full derivation of this approximation was
presented, allowing adaptations to similar problems to be made easily.

Empirical Evaluation

The efficacy of the proposed pairwise method was empiricallyevaluated on three types of
datasets: a person specific, pose specific and a generic person dataset. The person specific
dataset included variations in pose, expression and lighting. The pose specific dataset included
variations in identity with fixed pose, lighting and expression. Finally, the generic person
dataset consisted of a combination of the sources of variation in the other two datasets. Two
sets of six experiments were conducted on these datasets. The first set of experiments were
designed to evaluate the modelling capacity of the proposedpairwise method by starting the
optimisation from manually annotated correspondences. Inthe second set of experiments, the
sensitivity of the proposed method to local minima was investigated by using a bounding box
detected initialisation. In each set, the six experiments constitute different combinations of
robustifications of the likelihood and priors. From the six conducted experiments in the first
set, it was found that, in a person specific case, the effects of assuming piecewise smoothness
as compared to strictly smooth deformations had little effect. In the pose specific dataset, the
effect of this choice was more pronounced, with a slight improvement in accuracy observed by
utilising robust deformation priors. In contrast, the effects of utilising the piecewise smooth
assumption in the generic person dataset was quite marked, as significant deterioration in per-
formance was observed when only strictly smooth deformations were allowed. From the same
set of experiments, the utility of the appearance deformation was also demonstrated. As with
the piecewise smooth assumptions on spatial deformation, the effects of allowing the tem-
plate’s appearance to deform along with its shape became more pronounced as the complexity
of the dataset increased from the person specific to the pose specific to generic person datasets.
The conclusion can therefore be drawn that in the pairwise setting, modelling deformations as
piecewise smooth and allowing the appearance to deform, also in a piecewise smooth fashion,
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exhibits the best overall modelling capacity. However, theresults from the second set of exper-
iments suggest that the good modelling capacity of the proposed method comes at a the cost
of sensitivity to local minima. For this reason, in order to attain meaningful correspondences,
the proposed pairwise method should be used in conjunction with either a more sophisticated
initialisation mechanism than a bounding box or extra features to smooth the objective func-
tion. The proposed pairwise approach presents itself readily for adaptations to other similar
problems. An example of this was presented in Appendix B, where a full derivation of the
adaptation of the proposed approach to the problem of groupwise correspondence learning
was presented.

6.1.2 Iterative-Discriminative Fitting

In Chapter 4, a novel approach to LDM fitting was proposed: theiterative-discriminative ap-
proach. It leverages on the predictive capacity of discriminative methods coupled with the
iterative framework of generative fitting. Utilising the error-bound minimisation paradigm, a
continuity in objective is enforced between the iterations, guiding samples at all locations to-
wards their respective optimum, placing a higher priority on those that are poorly predicted.
The approach promotes the realisation of a fitting procedurethat achieves the bestoverall per-
formance rather thanspecificinstances of the visual object. The utility of error-bound minimi-
sation also has the effect that the objective at each iteration only needs to be partially satisfied.
This allows simple regression functions to be utilised as predictors at each iteration. This in
turn leads to a rapid fitting procedure and better generalisation, since simple predictors exhibit
better generalisation properties than more complex ones. The proposed training procedure
also promotes further generalisability through a resampling process that artificially increases
the training set size without significantly increasing training time. Finally, it has been shown
that the proposed method is highly applicable, with no specific requirements placed on the
model’s parameterisation or the types of features used to drive the predictions.

To realise the iterative-discriminative approach, a number of prototypes were proposed,
each of which were designed to tackle different components of the LDM fitting problem. The
first prototype was one that utilised a linear predictive model. Two training procedures were
proposed for this prototype. In the first, asofterror bound minimisation was achieved though
the utility of the linearν-SVR’s framework. This method enforces error bound minimisation
over a large proportion of the samples, with the remaining ones captured through the use of
slack variables. The second proposed training method enforces strict error bound minimisation
over all training samples. For this, a new cost function was proposed for its training, namely
the asymptotic penalty. This cost function asymptoticallypenalises errors on samples as a
function of the parametric distance from their optimal settings. An optimisation strategy for
this convex cost function was also presented, deriving the forms for its direction update and
line search components.

The second proposed prototype of the iterative-discriminative approach was one that utilised
a nonlinear regression function that consisted of a convex combination of a set of nonlin-
ear weak learners, learnt through a boosting-like procedure. This prototype was proposed to
account for cases where the capacity of a linear model is insufficient to afford accurate predic-
tions. To attain high efficiency, a novel multimodal weak learner was proposed that uses the
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Haar-like features to drive their predictions. A complete training procedure was outlined for
this prototype that involved an adaptation of the asymptotic penaliser to the one dimensional
case. To handle more general predictive models, a second nonlinear prototype of the iterative-
discriminative method was proposed that utilises the nonlinearν-SVR method for its training.
In order to reduce computational complexities in fitting, this prototype utilised a dimensionally
reduced feature, attained by applying PCA to a training set of raw features.

To account for fitting problems where the visual object exhibits occlusional effects or un-
modelled appearance variations, the second nonlinear prototype was robustified at the feature
extraction stage. This involved minimising the appearancedifference between an occlusion
ridden raw feature with that generated by a linear model, composed within a robust error mea-
sure, once for each iteration of the fitting procedure. Although the forms of the appearance
parameter updates are much simpler than their counterpart in generative fitting problems, since
a full optimisation must be performed at each iteration, theresulting method can still be com-
putationally expensive. Two measures were takes to reduce the computational cost involved
here. In the first, the previously proposed assumption regarding the spatial coherence of out-
liers was used to minimise the computational complexity of the Hessian in its Gauss-Newton
optimisation scheme. The second measure used to reduce computational cost was the util-
ity of a parameter mapping function that related appearanceparameters between consecutive
iterations of the whole fitting procedure. This mapping function allows reasonable initial esti-
mates of the appearance parameters to be computed, allowingthe Gauss-Newton optimisation
to attain convergence in fewer iterations than if a random initialisation was utilised.

The last iterative-discriminative prototype proposed in Chapter 4 was one that accounted
for background variability. This was achieved by excludingthose features that were labelled
as part of the background in a preselected small fraction of training samples from the features
passed to the regressors. This method relied on the assumption that a reasonable initialisation
of the model is available, in which case background effectedfeatures reside on the periphery
of the visual object only. As fitting iterations proceed and estimates of all samples improve
through the satisfaction of error bound minimisation, the background affected region around
the periphery of the object reduces in size, allowing more features to be used to attain better
predictions.

Experimental Evaluation

In Chapter 5, the various prototypes proposed in Chapter 4 were empirically evaluated on the
difficult problem of generic face fitting. The AAM parameterisation was utilised in all experi-
ments, where in order to provide a relative scale of performance, five existing baseline methods
for AAM fitting were also implemented. Through comparisons of their respective 4-fold cross
validation experiments, the two linear prototypes of the iterative-discriminative approach were
shown to significantly outperform all other non-robust baseline methods in overall conver-
gence accuracy and reliability. Furthermore, this significant improvement was attained whilst
affording an extremely rapid fitting time, even more so than the project-out inverse composi-
tional method, which is commonly considered the fastest LDMfitting method. Although the
Haar-based nonlinear prototype also exhibited significantperformance improvements over the
baseline methods, its performance was not as impressive as its linear counterparts. This can be
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explained by the fairly coarse selection of weak learners and parameters used in the boosting
procedure, which was required due to time constraints placed on this study. However, a bet-
ter selection and a larger number of weak learners can be expected to improve on the results
reported here.

The robust extension of the nonlinear prototype was compared against a prominent robust
generative fitting procedure. As a complementing contribution, an investigation was made into
the choice regarding commensurate and non-commensurate robust weights used in computa-
tion of the updates of the robust generative method. It was found that the use of commensurate
scalings gives an improvement in performance of this method. However, compared to the
robust iterative-discriminative prototype, it was significantly outperformed in convergence ac-
curacy, reliability and fitting time. An investigation intothe effects of outlying pixel values
was also performed on the robust iterative-discriminativeprototype. It was found that outliers
with larger values affected the fitting procedure more severely than smaller valued outliers.

Finally, the efficacy of the background invariant method wasevaluated on a partition of
the database for which background segmentation could be achieved automatically, where the
affects of different background values on this prototype’sperformance was investigated. As
with the other prototypes, this method was shown to significantly outperform the baseline
methods in all respect. Compared to the linear iterative-discriminative prototypes, it failed to
achieve the same level of accuracy and reliability, although it did exhibit smaller fitting times.
The efficacy of the method deteriorated however, when background pixels exhibited very large
values.

6.2 Future Work

The contributions presented in this dissertation constitute general frameworks within which a
number of extensions and further experimental evaluationscan be performed. Some directions
for future work for both major areas of contribution are outlined below.

Automatic Model Building

By virtue of its Bayesian framework, the formulation of the proposed approach for pairwise
correspondence learning allows a number of extensions to bepursued:

• Additional Features: The high sensitivity of the pairwise method to local minimais a
product of the highly nonlinear cost function that it attempts to optimise. It has been
shown previously in [101] that the addition of a number of different features into an ob-
jective function has the effect ofsmoothing outfluctuations in the cost function, reducing
the likelihood of an optimisation terminating in local minima. The same approach can
be applied here, where features take the form of multiple prior and likelihood terms.
This may include an image gradient based likelihood, as utilised in variational optical
flow [22; 110]. Another example is to use a small set of manually annotated correspon-
dences to constrain fitting [101]. Since there are a large number of such features that
can be included into the framework, a trial and error procedure must be utilised here, in
order to find the best set of features for a given problem.
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• Reparameterisation: The approach proposed here is not dependent on the parameterisa-
tions of the likelihood and priors. Although reasons for thechoices made here are given
at the time of their introduction, they may be suboptimal. Examples of this include the
type of M-estimator used, both in the likelihood and prior, the kernel used as a weight-
ing function in the prior, and the parameterisation of the warp and appearance generating
function. Modifications of any of these components does not affect the general deriva-
tion of the approach proposed here, only the particular instances of the equations.

• Groupwise Extension: As mentioned earlier, an adaptation of the pairwise approach
proposed here has been fully derived in Appendix B for the problem of groupwise cor-
respondence learning. This method can potentially providebetter modelling capacity
than the pairwise method, since it uses a linear model to represent shape and appear-
ance, composed with extrinsic normalising functions, which has been shown to perform
well in the related problem of LDM fitting. Furthermore, its approximation of the joint
likelihood required by the MML procedure may be better sinceit requires only a first
order Taylor expansion of the cropped image, rather than of the robust functions as well.
An obvious next step in future work, therefore, would be to implement and evaluate its
efficacy.

Accurate, Reliable and Efficient Fitting

The proposed iterative discriminative approach forms a framework within which various mod-
ifications can be made to improve the performance of LDM fitting. Amongst others, directions
of future work may include:

• Optimal Parameters: Although extensive experiments comparing the performance of the
various prototypes of the iterative-discriminative approach with some prominent fitting
methods have been performed in this study, less rigour has been applied on the task
of choosing the optimal parameters with which to train the methods. These parame-
ters include the various regularisation parameters, the number of features and various
other thresholds, such as the inclusion rate of the background invariant method. Since
discriminative methods can be quite sensitive to the choiceof these parameters, further
improvements can be expected of these methods when the optimal parameters are cho-
sen. However, this requires a lengthy cross validation procedure1.

• Optimal Regressors: Although an example of an implementation using a nonlinearre-
gressor has been presented, there are a large number of nonlinear predictors that can be
utilised here. It is a straight forward process to apply different types of nonlinear kernels
to the nonlinear prototype proposed here. In fact, usingDeMoLib that has been pro-
vided with this dissertation in the enclosed CD-ROM, experiments on this aspect can be
readily performed, requiring only a significant processingtime for their training.

• Feature Combination: The various prototypes of the iterative-discriminative approach
address a particular aspect of the problem of LDM fitting. There is no reason why these

1The training procedure of each of the prototypes of the iterative-discriminative approach presented in Chapter 5
took around eight to ten hours each, on a 3GHz Pentium 4 machine.
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prototypes cannot be combined into one. For example, combining the robust and back-
ground invariant method may result in a prototype that is capable of handling occlusions
without being affected by background variabilities. Also,the iterative-discriminative
method proposed here can be combined with a slow but accurategenerative fitting pro-
cedure to further improve fitting performance, where the iterative-discriminative method
provides an excellent initialisation to the generative method such that it can avoid local
minima and afford faster convergence.



Appendix A

The Extended Piecewise Affine Warp

The piecewise affine warp, commonly used in AAM representations [30; 83], is a spatial trans-
formation function for which thereference frameis divided into a set of non-overlapping re-
gions such that all locations within each region are warped using the same affine transforma-
tion. These regions are generally defined by some type of triangulation of a point set, such as
the Delaunay triangulation [36], defined in the reference frame. The result is that locations in
the reference frame are warped to locations in thedestination framewith the samebarycentric
coordinates, with respect to its encompassing triangle. Itshould be noted that the piecewise
affine warp is defined only within the convex hull of the point set defining the triangulation.

Consider a set of 2D points in the reference frame{xi}ni=1. For a given set of 2D points in
the destination frame{~xi}ni=1, the piecewise affine warp is defined as follows:

W (x; {xi}ni=1, {~xi}ni=1) : ℜ2n → ℜ2 = ~xi + αx(~xj − ~xi) + βx(~xk − ~xi), (A.1)

wherex ∈ tri{xi,xj ,xk}. Here,

αx =

(x− xi)
T

[
0 1

−1 0

]

(xk − xi)

(xj − xi)T
[

0 1

−1 0

]

(xk − xi)

and βx =

(x− xi)
T

[
0 1

−1 0

]

(xj − xi)

(xj − xi)T
[

0 1

−1 0

]

(xk − xi)

(A.2)

are the barycentric coordinates ofx with respect to the triangle with vertices{xi,xj ,xk}.
Substituting Equation (A.2) into Equation (A.1), the typical affine form of the warp can be
recovered:

W (x) = Aijk

[
x

1

]

. (A.3)

However, for the purpose of image registration, the form in Equation (A.1) is more useful
since the reference frame and the points defining the triangulation are fixed, but the destination
points are allowed to vary. As such, the barycentric coordinates of all the desired locations
within the reference frame’s valid domain,x ∈ Ω, can be precomputed.

From the form in Equation (A.1), the observation can be made that for a fixedx in the ref-
erence frame, thex coordinate of the warped point is parameterised only by thex coordinates
of the destination triangle{~xi, ~xj , ~xk}, and similarly for they coordinates. In fact, for a fixed
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α

α

β

β

W (x; {vi}ni=1)

(xi, yi, 0) (xj, yj , 0)

(xk, yk, 0)

(xi, yi, vi)

(xj , yj , vj)

(xk, yk, vk)

(x, y, 0)

(~x, ~y,~v)

Figure A.1: Illustration of the 1D piecewise affine warp.

reference frame, the warp defines a simple linear interpolation on the values of the destination
vertices, separately for each dimension. As such, the piecewise affine warp can be generalised
to constitute a piecewise linear interpolation of any dimension. In Figure A.1, this interpolation
is illustrated for the 1-dimensional case, mathematicallyrepresented as:

W (x; {xi}ni=1, {~vi}ni=1) : ℜn → ℜ =
[
1− αx − βx αx βx

]





~vi

~vj

~vk



 . (A.4)

With this representation, the piecewise affine warp is extended from a purely spatial transfor-
mation function to a transformation of any quantity, where the linear interpolation is defined
by the fixed 2D points and valid locations in the reference frame. For example, in Chapter 3,
this formulation is used to represent piecewise linear appearance transformations.

Finally, we note that for a fixed reference frame, the derivative of the extended piecewise
affine warp is constant, given by the following expression:

∇~vl
W (x ∈ Ωijk) =







1− αx − βx if l = i

αx if l = j

βx if l = k

0 otherwise

, (A.5)

whereΩijk denotes the reference frame locations within tri{xi,xj ,xk} for which the barycen-
tric coordinates can been precomputed.



Appendix B

The Groupwise Learning of
Correspondences

The pairwise method for automatic correspondence learningdescribed in Chapter 3 exhibits
good flexibility for modelling a large class of deformable visual objects, relying only on the
assumption that spatial and appearance deformations are (piecewise) smooth. However, for
some visual objects, this assumption may be too flexible as can bee seen from the results in
Section 3.6, where the method is highly sensitive to local minima. Furthermore, it is shown
that the pairwise approach is not suitable for visual objects exhibiting large amounts of shape
and appearance variations. When prior knowledge about the specific type of distributions de-
scribing the shape and appearance of a visual object is available, better results may be achieved
by optimising the parameters of these distributions directly, since the optimisation procedure
becomes more constrained.

In the following, an adaptation of the procedure outlined inChapter 3 to the case of group-
wise learning of correspondences is presented, where correspondences across all images are
learnt simultaneously. A formulation of the Bayesian framework for groupwise correspon-
dence learning is presented in Section B.1. The objective ofMML estimation is then discussed
in Section B.2. The Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm used to solve the MML prob-
lem is then presented in Section B.3.

B.1 Dependence, Densities and Parameterisation

In a groupwise setting, the MAP formulation for automatic correspondence learning can be
written as follows:

p
(
{si}Ni=1,θ|{Ii}Ni=1

)
=

N∏

i=1

p (si,θ|Ii) , (B.1)

assuming independence between shapes in every image. Here,θ denotes the parameters that
describe the visual object’s distribution. Compared to thepairwise formulation, which assumes
a separate and independent parameterisation defining the distributions in each image, here the
visual objects in all images are described using one model, restricting the model complexity
over the whole dataset. However, this formulation requiresoptimisation over all images to be
performed simultaneously, rather than separately, as in the pairwise case.
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Assuming independence between the shape and appearance of the visual object of interest,
the posterior of each image in the training set takes the form:

p(s,θ|I ) =
p(I , s|θs,θt) p(θs,θt)

p(I )

∝ p(I , s|θs,θt)

∝ p(I |s,θt) p(s|θs), (B.2)

where the image index has been dropped for clarity of exposition andθ in Equation (B.1) is
decomposed into its componentsθs andθa, pertaining to the shape and appearance, respec-
tively. A non-informative prior is assumed for bothθs andθt. Here,p(I |s,θt) denotes the
image likelihood, which relates to the data term in the regularised data fitting framework. The
prior over the corresponding shapesp(s|θs) relates to the regularisation term. Together, Equa-
tions (B.1) and (B.2) constitute a general Bayesian framework for groupwise correspondence
learning, the realisation of which depends on the type of PDFs assumed for the likelihood and
prior. The objective of the Bayesian inference in a groupwise setting, then, takes the form:

p
(
{si}Ni=1|{Ii}Ni=1

)
=

N∏

i=1

∫

p(Ii|si,θt) p(si|θs) dθs dθt. (B.3)

In this dissertation, focus is primarily on visual objects that can be adequately described
by an LDM. There is ample evidence in the literature, for example [11; 101], which suggests
that for many visual objects that can be adequately be represented by an LDM, the distribu-
tion of both the object’s shape and appearance approximatesthat of a multivariate Gaussian
distribution1. However, directly modelling the full Gaussian distribution may be difficult to
implement in practice, due to the large dimensionality of the visual object’s appearance. Fur-
thermore, since visual objects that can be adequately represented by LDMs have their data lie
in a much smaller subspace than the dimensionality of the data, utilising a full multivariate
Gaussian distribution here may lead to overfitting. As such,inspired by the work in [126] on
non-rigid structure from motion, the shapes and appearancet of the visual object is modelled
using probabilistic PCA (PPCA) [125]:

t = α
(

t̄(P ) + Φ
(P×Mt)
t p(Mt)

)

+ β1(P ) + ǫ
(P )
t (B.4)

s = R
(

s̄(2n) + Φ(2n×Ms)
s q(Ms)

)

+ T + ǫ(2n)
s , (B.5)

where:

R = I(n×n) ⊗
[
a −b
b a

]

and T = 1(n) ⊗
[
tx
ty

]

. (B.6)

Following the convention set out in Chapter 3, here,N denotes the total number of training

1In fact, the Gaussian assumption on the distribution of shape and appearance of LDMs is implicit in their use
of PCA that fits a Gaussian hyperellipsoid to the data. Although other dimensionality reduction methods can be
used in LDMs (for example, the work in [131] uses IndependentComponent Analysis), by far the most common
method used here is PCA. Since the use of this representationhas been shown in many works to give good results,
the use of Gaussian densities to model shape and appearance here is a reasonable approximation.
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images,P denotes the number of pixels representing object appearance in the canonical frame,
n denotes the number of landmarks in the shape,Mt denotes the number of appearance modes
of variation, andMs denotes the number of shape modes. In Equations (B.4) and (B.5), ǫs and
ǫt are zero mean Gaussian noise vectors:

ǫt ∼ N
(

0(P ), σ2
t I

(P×P )
)

and ǫs ∼ N
(

0(2n), σ2
sI

(2n×2n)
)

. (B.7)

From the formulation above, it should be noted that the linear intrinsic models for both
shape and appearance are composed with global transformation functions, which account for
extrinsic sources of variation. The use of these transformations, here, is required since, al-
though the multivariate Gaussian distribution can adequately model intrinsic variations of lin-
ear visual objects, this assumption is not well justified when external factors are involved.
For example, modelling an in-plane rotation as a linear combination of bases does not lead to a
Gaussian distribution over the shape, where certain combinations of the linear bases can gener-
ate implausible shapes. Even if the extrinsic sources of variation can be modelled accurately by
a set of linear bases, generating little or no implausible instances, the distribution of the driving
parameters cannot be assumed to be Gaussian. Examples of this are the shape’s translation and
scale, which are more accurately represented by non-informative distributions, giving equal
likelihood to all locations and scales of the visual object in the image. This important aspect
has been largely ignored in most existing work on groupwise model building (see [9; 33] for
example), but has the potential to seriously impact the quality of the resulting correspondences,
since the basic assumptions made in their generative formulation may be invalid.

With this formulation, the complete data likelihood in Equation (B.2) is now given by:

p(I , s,p,q|θ) = p(I |s,p,θt)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

image likelihood

p(s|q,θs)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

shape likelihood

p(p) p(q)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

deformation priors

, (B.8)

with the deformation priors modelled as isotropic Gaussiandistributions:

p(p) = (2π)−
Mt
2 exp

{

−1

2
‖p‖2

}

and p(q) = (2π)−
Ms
2 exp

{

−1

2
‖q‖2

}

. (B.9)

The shape and image likelihoods are modelled by assuming isotropic Gaussian distributions
on their respective residuals:

p(s|q,θs) =
(
2πσ2

s

)−n
exp

{

− 1

2σ2
s

‖s−R (s̄ + Φsq)−T‖2
}

(B.10)

p(I |s,p,θ) =
(
2πσ2

t

)−P
2 exp

{

− 1

2σ2
t

∥
∥C
(
I , {xi}Pi=1; s

)
− α (t̄ + Φtp)− β1

∥
∥

2
}

,

(B.11)

whereθs = {σ2
s , s̄,Φs} and θt = {σ2

t , t̄,Φt}. The image likelihood is evaluated in the
canonical frame, which involves cropping the image at locations defined by a warping function,
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parameterised by the shape in the image frame:

C
(
I , {xi}Pi=1; s

)
: ℜ2n → ℜP =






I ◦W (x1; s)
...

I ◦W (xP ; s)




 = c(P ), (B.12)

where{xi}Pi=1 denotes the set ofP locations in the canonical frame, over which the likelihood
of the imageI is evaluated.

The effect of the selected coordinate frame for model evaluation is also an issue worthy
of discussion here. In the formulation given above, the likelihood of an image is evaluated in
the canonical frame, where the appearance model is defined. Another possibility is to define
the model in the image frame. This method is proposed in Minimum Description Length
(MDL) type methods such as [33; 127]. In those works, it is argued that evaluating the model
in the image frame can lead to more compact models (in the MDL sense) than those learnt
by evaluating in the canonical frame. This is because, by evaluating in the canonical frame,
the optimisation of the likelihood leads to deformations that avoiddifficult parts of the image.
In the extreme case, all shapes can shrink to occupy small regions in each image withvery
similar appearance over the whole set. The image likelihoodis actually maximised in this
configuration despite providing useless correspondences for model building. This problem is
avoided in the MDL formulation since it minimises the error of image synthesis. However, this
requires the method to encode the whole image, for which the distribution of the likelihood
and priors do not, in general, follow that of a Gaussian distribution. As such, representing the
appearance and shape as a linear object class is not well justified. Furthermore, optimisation in
the non-Gaussian case is much more complicated. In the discussions that follow, it is assumed
that the first image in the training set is a template for whichmanual annotations are available.
Keeping the template’s shape fixed during the estimation process biases the solution towards
the template. It is expected that this will help avoid the pathological case described above.

B.2 Marginalised Maximum Likelihood Estimation

For the purpose of estimating the parameters of the densities in Equation (B.8), it is assumed
that the linear expansion coefficients of both shape and appearance are also hidden variables.
To summarise, the components of the MML estimation procedure are grouped are as follows:

data: D = {Ii}Ni=1 (B.13)

hidden variables: V = {si,pi,qi}Ni=1 (B.14)

parameters: θ =
{

{Ri,Ti, αi, βi}Ni=1 , σ
2
s , σ

2
t ,Φs,Φt, s̄, t̄

}

, (B.15)

The aim of MML parameter estimation is to maximise the complete data likelihood:

p (D,V|θ) =

N∏

i=1

∫

ℜ(2n+Ms+Mt)
p(Ii|si,pi,θt) p(si|qi,θs) p(pi) p(qi) dsi dpi dqi. (B.16)
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As with the pairwise case presented in Chapter 3, the integral of this equation cannot be eval-
uated analytically, since the relation between the image and the cropping function parameters
(i.e. the shapes) is nonlinear, requiring an approximation to be made.

For images other than the template, taking a first order Taylor expansion of the cropped
image in Equation (B.12), at the current shape, results in:

C
(
I , {xi}Pi=1; s

)
≈ C

(
I , {xi}Pi=1; s

c
)

+ J (s− sc) , (B.17)

where:
J = ∇sC

(
I , {xi}Pi=1; s

c
)

(B.18)

With this approximation, the energy term of the image likelihood can be reformulated with
respect to the hidden variables as follows:

∥
∥C
(
I , {xi}Pi=1; s

)
− α (t̄ + Φtp)− β1

∥
∥

2 ≈ zAT Az + 2zT AT b + bTb, (B.19)

where:

z = [ s ; p ; q ] , b = cc−Jsc−αt̄−β1 and A =
[
J −αΦt 0(P×Mt)

]
. (B.20)

The image likelihood is then approximated as:

p(I |s,p,θt) =
(
2πσ2

t

)−P
2 exp

{

−1

2

[

z

(
1

σ2
t

ATA

)

z + 2zT

(
1

σ2
t

ATb

)

+
1

σ2
t

bTb

]}

.

(B.21)
Since the shape in the template image is assumed fixed, its likelihood is also given by the form
in Equation (B.21), however, in this case:

z = [ p ; q ] , b = cc − αt̄− β1 and A =
[
−αΦt 0(P×Mt)

]
. (B.22)

Similarly, the shape likelihood of non-template images canbe written:

p(s|q,θs) =
(
2πσ2

s

)−n
exp

{

−1

2

[

z

(
1

σ2
s

CTC

)

z + 2zT

(
1

σ2
s

CTd

)

+
1

σ2
s

dTd

]}

,

(B.23)
where:

d = −Rs̄−T and C =
[
I(2n×2n) 0(2n×Mt) −RΦs

]
. (B.24)

For the template image, the shape is known and fixed. As such, the form in Equation (B.23)
still applies. However, for the template’s shape, we have:

d = s−Rs̄−T and C =
[
0(2n×Mt) −RΦs

]
. (B.25)

Combining the forms in Equations (B.21) and (B.23) for the image and shape likelihood,
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respectively, the complete data likelihood can be written as:

p
(
{Ii}Ni=1|{θi}Ni=1

)

=

N∏

i=1

∫

Ξi

p(Ii, zi|θi) dzi

∝
(
σ2

t

)−PN
2
(
σ2

s

)−nN
exp

{

−1

2

N∑

i=1

Ci

}
N∏

i=1

∫

Ξi

exp

{

−1

2
(zi − µi)

THi(zi − µi)

}

dzi

∝
(
σ2

t

)−PN
2
(
σ2

s

)−nN
exp

{

−1

2

N∑

i=1

Ci

}
N∏

i=1

det{Hi}−
1
2 (B.26)

whereΞi denotes the domain of integration, which is given byℜMs+Mt for the template, and
ℜ2n+Ms+Mt for all others. In the equation above, for all images apart from the template, we
have:

Hi =
1

σ2
t

AT
i Ai +

1

σ2
s

CT
i Ci +

[
0(2n×2n) 0(2n×(Ms+Mt))

0((Ms+Mt)×2n) I((Ms+Mt)×(Ms+Mt))

]

(B.27)

µi = −H−1
i

(
1

σ2
t

AT
i bi +

1

σ2
s

CT
i di

)

(B.28)

Ci =
1

σ2
t

bT
i bi +

1

σ2
s

dT
i di − µTHµ. (B.29)

Similar forms can be obtained for the components pertainingto the template image.

B.3 Estimation through Expectation Maximisation

Unlike the pairwise case described in Chapter (3), finding the optimal density parameter-
isations for the shape and appearance by minimising Equation (B.26) is in general extremely
difficult. In the pairwise case, although the correspondingerror function is a complex non-
linear equation, due to the low dimensionality of the problem, direct optimisation may still
be tractable. In the groupwise setting, optimisation must be performed over the appearance
model. Since the dimensionality of the model’s appearance is generally quite large, typically
in the order of tens of thousands, direct optimisation is notapplicable here. Instead, following
the discussion in Section 3.4.3, the EM algorithm can be utilised here also.

An outline of the EM algorithm, utilising the formulation described in the preceding sec-
tions, is presented in Algorithm 8. Similarities can bee seen between the groupwise method
described here and that of existing approaches (see [9; 33; 133], for example), where the main
component is the alternation between finding the correspondences and re-estimating the shape
and appearance models. The difference here is that at each step, which involves a linearisation
of the images, an EM procedure is utilised to find the most suitable model parameters, includ-
ing the shape and appearance models. In most existing groupwise methods, steps 3 to 14 in
Algorithm 8 are replaced by a PCA procedure over the current estimates of the shapes and the
appearance. Since the shape and appearance models are learnt independently of each other,
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Algorithm 8 Groupwise Correspondence Learning

Require: {I1, s1} (template),{Ii, si}Ni=2 (images and initial shape estimates),Ni (number
of linearisations),NEM (number of EM-steps),NM (number of M-steps),Ms (number of
shape modes) andMt (number of appearance modes)

1: Initialise parameters
{

{Ri,Ti, αi, βi}Ni=1 , σ
2
s , σ

2
t ,Φs,Φt, s̄, t̄

}

2: for i = 1 toNi do
3: Linearise all cropped images apart from the template at their current shape estimates

{sc
i = si}Ni=2 {Equation (B.17)}

4: for j = 1 toNEM do
5: E-step: Compute{µi,Hi}Ni=1 {Equations (B.27) and (B.28)}
6: for k = 1 toNM do
7: M-step: Update global lighting parameters{αi, βi}Ni=2 {Equation (B.52)}
8: M-step: Update appearance model{t̄,Φt} {Equation (B.62)}
9: M-step: Update image noise varianceσ2

t {Equation (B.58)}
10: M-step: Update similarity transform parameters{Ri,Ti}Ni=2 {Equation (B.67)}
11: M-step: Update shape model{s̄,Φs} {Equation (B.83)}
12: M-step: Update shape noise varianceσ2

s {Equation (B.78)}
13: end for
14: end for
15: Compute new estimates of shapes{si = µi(1:2n)}Ni=2 {Equation (B.28)}
16: end for
17: return {si}Ni=1

a fixed scaling factor is used to regularise the correspondence finding procedure. Finally, it
should be noted that, as with other existing groupwise methods, the procedure described in this
section does not afford any proof of convergence. This is because, although the EM algorithm
guarantees an increase in the data log likelihood at each step, due to the linearisation of the
cropped image, at each iteration of the procedure, the EM algorithm solves a different, albeit
similar, problem.

The remainder of this section is dedicated to derivations ofthe various components of the
groupwise procedure pertaining to the EM algorithm. In particular, the expectation step is
described in Section B.3.1 and the maximisation step in Section B.3.2.
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B.3.1 Expectation Step

The expectation step in the EM algorithm involves building the posterior density of hidden
variables. Using the formulation given in the preceding sections, the hidden variables posterior
is given by:

p
(
{zi}Ni=1|{Ii,θi}Ni=1

)

=

∏N
i=1 p(Ii, zi|θi)
∏N

i=1 p(Ii|θi)

=

(
σ2

t

)−PN
2
(
σ2

s

)−nN
exp

{

−1
2

∑N
i=1 Ci

}
∏N

i=1 exp
{
−1

2(zi − µi)
THi(zi − µi)

}

(
σ2

t

)−PN
2 (σ2

s)
−nN exp

{

−1
2

∑N
i=1 Ci

}
∏N

i=1 det{Hi}−
1
2

∝
N∏

i=1

det{Hi}−
1
2 exp

{

−1

2
(zi − µi)

THi(zi −µi)

}

∝
N∏

i=1

N
(
zi ; µi , H−1

i

)
(B.30)

Notice that the resulting posterior over the hidden variables takes the form of a multivariate
Gaussian density by virtue of the linearisation of the imagecropping operation described in
the preceding section.

B.3.2 Maximisation Step

With the posterior density over the hidden variables defined, the maximisation step of the EM
algorithm involves minimising the expected negative data log likelihood:

Q(θ) =

N∑

i=1

Ep(zi|Ii,θi) [− ln{p(I )i, zi|θi)}]

∝ 1

2σ2
t

(

E1

[∥
∥
∥c1 − α1Φ̃tq̃1 − β11

∥
∥
∥

2
]

+
N∑

i=2

Ei

[∥
∥
∥ai + Jisi − αiΦ̃tp̃i − βi1

∥
∥
∥

2
])

+

1

2σ2
s

(

E1

[∥
∥
∥s1 −R1Φ̃sq̃1 −T1

∥
∥
∥

2
]

+

N∑

i=2

Ei

[∥
∥
∥si −RiΦ̃sq̃i −Ti

∥
∥
∥

2
])

+

PN

2
ln
{
σ2

t

}
+ nN ln

{
σ2

s

}
+

1

2

N∑

i=1

Ei

[
‖pi‖2 + ‖qi‖2

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

constant

(B.31)

whereai = ci − Jis
c
i and a compact linear model representation is used:

p̃ = [1 ; p] , q̃ = [1 ; q] , Φ̃t =
[
t̄ Φt

]
and Φ̃s =

[
s̄ Φs

]
. (B.32)
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In the maximisation step’s objective,Ei[x] = Ep(zi|Ii,θi)[x] denotes the expectation ofx given
the posterior density functionp(zi|Ii,θi).

The objective function in Equation (B.31) does not afford a closed form solution for the
parameters. As such, an iterative optimisation regime mustbe utilised, leading to the Gener-
alised EM algorithm, when the optimisation is terminated before a global solution is reached.
As an optimisation strategy, the parameters are partitioned into groups for which their optimal
settings can be obtained in closed form, given all other parameters are fixed. In the following
sections, the parameter groupings and their respective updates are derived. In order to afford
more compact derivations, the following terms are defined:

Ep(zi|Ii,θi)[zi] = µi (B.33)

Ep(zi|Ii,θi)[z̃i] = [ 1 ; µi ] = µ̃i (B.34)

Ep(zi|Ii,θi)

[
ziz

T
i

]
= H−1

i + µiµ
T
i = φi (B.35)

Ep(zi|Ii,θi)

[
z̃iz̃

T
i

]
=

[
1 µT

i

µi φi

]

= φ̃i, (B.36)

wherez̃i = [ 1 ; z ]. Apart from these forms, the following restructuring matrices will also be
used extensively:

Rs =
[
I2n×2n 02n×(Ms+Mt)

]
(B.37)

Rp =
[
0(Mt×(2n)) I(Mt×Mt) 0(Mt×Ms)

]
(B.38)

Rq =
[
0(Ms×(2n+Mt)) I(Ms×Ms)

]
(B.39)

Rs̃ =

[
1 0(1×(2n+Ms+Mt))

0(2n) Rs

]

(B.40)

Rp̃ =

[
1 0(1×(2n+Ms+Mt))

0(Mt) Rp

]

(B.41)

Rq̃ =

[
1 0(1×(2n+Ms+Mt))

0(Ms) Rq

]

(B.42)

Finally, the definitioñsi = [ 1 ; si ] will also be used.

The Global Lighting Parameters Update

The global lighting parameters for each image{αi, βi}Ni=1 are independent of their counterparts
in all other images. As such, the updates can be performed foreach image separately. The
component of the maximisation step’s objective in Equation(B.31), pertaining to the global
lighting parameters of theith image, is given by:

Q{αi,βi}(θ) ∝ Ei

[∥
∥
∥ai + Jisi − αiΦ̃tp̃i − βi1

∥
∥
∥

2
]

(B.43)

Letting:
ui = [αi ; βi] , mi = ai − Jisi and Mi =

[

Φ̃tp̃i 1(P )
]
, (B.44)
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the objective can be rewritten as:

Q{αi,βi}(θ) ∝ Ei

[

‖mi‖2
]

− 2 Ei

[
mT

i Mi

]
ui + uT

i Ei

[
MT

i Mi

]
ui. (B.45)

Taking the derivative of this objective with respect toui and equating to zero, the solution for
the global lighting parameters takes the form:

ui =
(
Ei

[
MT

i Mi

])−1
Ei

[
mT

i Mi

]
=

[
c1 c2
c2 c3

]−1 [
c4
c5

]

(B.46)

Here, the components ofEi

[
MT

i Mi

]
andEi

[
mT

i Mi

]
can be derived as follows:

c1 = Ei

[

p̃T
i Φ̃T

t Φ̃tp̃i

]

= tr
{

Φ̃T
t Φ̃tEi

[
p̃tp̃

T
i

]}

= tr
{

Φ̃T
t Φ̃tRp̃φ̃iR

T
p̃

}

(B.47)

c2 = Ei

[

1T Φ̃tp̃i

]

= 1T Φ̃tEi [p̃i] = 1T Φ̃tRp̃µ̃i (B.48)

c3 = Ei

[
‖1‖2

]
= P (B.49)

c4 = Ei

[

aT
i Φ̃tp̃i + p̃T

i Φ̃T
t Jisi

]

= aT
i Φ̃tRp̃µ̃i + tr

{

Φ̃T
t J̃iRs̃φ̃iR

T
p̃

}

(B.50)

c5 = Ei

[
1T (ai − Jisi)

]
= 1T (ai − JiRsµi) , (B.51)

Using the forms derived above for the global lighting updates can be written as:

[
αi

βi

]

=

[

tr
{

Φ̃T
t Φ̃tRp̃φ̃iR

T
p̃

}

1T Φ̃tRp̃µ̃i

1T Φ̃tRp̃µ̃i P

]−1 [

aT
i Φ̃tRp̃µ̃i + tr

{

Φ̃T
t J̃iRs̃φ̃iJ̃iR

T
p̃

}

1T (ai + JiRsµi)

]

.

(B.52)
Note that the global lighting parameters for the template image can be assumed fixed atα1 = 1

andβ1 = 0.

The Image Noise Variance Update

The component of the maximisation step’s objective in Equation (B.31), pertaining to image
noise, is given by:

Q(θ)σ2
t

=
PN

2
ln
{
σ2

t

}
+
Cσ2

t

2σ2
t

, (B.53)

where the constantCσ2
t

takes the form:

Cσ2
t

= E1

[∥
∥
∥ci − α1Φ̃tq̃1 − β11

∥
∥
∥

2
]

+
N∑

i=2

Ei

[∥
∥
∥ai + Jisi − αiΦ̃tp̃i − βi1

∥
∥
∥

2
]

(B.54)

Letting:

gi =

{

ci − α1t̄− β11 if i = 1

ai − αit̄− βi1 otherwise
and Ψi =







[

−α1Φt 0(P×Ms)
]

if i = 1
[

Ji −αΦt 0(P×Ms)
]

otherwise
,

(B.55)
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the constantCσ2
t

can be evaluated as follows:

Cσ2
t

=

N∑

i=1

Ei

[

‖gi + Ψizi‖2
]

=
N∑

i=1

Ei

[
‖gi‖2

]
+ 2gT

i ΨiEi[zi] + tr
{
ΨT

i ΨiEi

[
ziz

T
i

]}

=

N∑

i=1

‖gi‖2 + 2gT
i Ψiµi + tr

{
ΨT

i Ψφi

}
. (B.56)

Taking the derivative of Equation (B.53) with respect toσ2
t results in:

∂Q(θ)σ2
t

∂σ2
t

=
PN

2

1

σ2
t

−
Cσ2

t

2σ4
t

. (B.57)

Setting this derivative to zero, the update for the image noise variance, then, takes the form:

σ2
t =

1

PN

N∑

i=1

‖gi‖2 + 2gT
i Ψiµi + tr

{
ΨT

i Ψiφi

}
. (B.58)

The Appearance Model Update

The component of the maximisation step’s objective in Equation (B.31), pertaining to the ap-
pearance model, is given by:

Q
Φ̃t

(θ) ∝ E1

[∥
∥
∥ci − α1Φ̃tq̃1 − β11

∥
∥
∥

2
]

+
N∑

i=2

Ei

[∥
∥
∥ai + Jisi − αiΦ̃tp̃i − βi1

∥
∥
∥

2
]

(B.59)

Taking the derivative of this objective with respect toΦ̃t:

∂Q
Φ̃t

(θ)

∂Φ̃t

∝ E1
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)
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+
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p̃T
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− α2

1Φ̃tEi
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p̃ip̃

T
i

]
+

N∑
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αiaiEi
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p̃T
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+ αiJ̃iEi

[
s̃ip̃

T
i

]
− α2

i Φ̃tEi

[
p̃ip̃

T
i

]
− αiβi1Ei

[
p̃T

i

]

= α1 (c1 − β11) µ̃T
1 R̂T

p̃ − αt
1Φ̃tR̂p̃φ̃1R̂

T
p̃

N∑

i=2

αiaiµ̃
T
i RT

p̃ + αiJ̃iRs̃φ̃iR
T
p̃ − α2

i Φ̃tRp̃φ̃iR
T
p̃ − αiβi1µ̃T

i RT
p̃ , (B.60)
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where:

R̂p̃ =

[
1 0(1×Mt) 0(1×Ms)

0(Mt×1) I(Mt×Mt) 0(Mt×Ms)

]

(B.61)

Equating the derivative with zero, the appearance model updates, then, take the form:

Φ̃t =

(

α1(c1 − β11)µ̃1R̂
T
p̃ +

N∑

i=2

αi

[

(ai − βi1)µ̃T
i RT

p̃ + J̃iRs̃φ̃iR
T
p̃

]
)

×

(

α2
1R̂p̃φ̃1R̂

T
p̃ +

N∑

i=2

α2
i Rp̃φ̃iR

T
p̃

)−1

. (B.62)

The Similarity Transform Update

The similarity transform parameters for each image{ai, bi, txi
, tyi
}Ni=1 are independent of their

counterparts in all other images. As such, the updates can beperformed for each image sepa-
rately. The component of the maximisation step’s objectivein Equation (B.31), pertaining to
the similarity transform parameters of theith image, is given by:

Q{ai,bi,txi
,tyi

}(θ) ∝ Ei

[∥
∥
∥si −RiΦ̃

T
s q̃i −Ti

∥
∥
∥

2
]

. (B.63)

Letting:

vi =







ai

bi
txi

tyi







, xij = si(2j−1:2j) and Gij =

[
Φ̃s(2j−1,:)q̃i −Φ̃s(2j,:)q̃i 1 0

Φ̃s(2j,:)q̃i Φ̃s(2j−1,:)q̃i 0 1

]

,

(B.64)
the objective can be written:

Q{ai,bi,txi
,tyi

}(θ) ∝
n∑

j=1

Ei

[
‖xij‖2

]
− 2 Ei

[
xT

ijGij

]
vi + vT

i Ei

[
GT

ijGij

]
vi (B.65)

Differentiating this form with respect tovi and equating to zero, we get:

∂Q{ai,bi,txi
,tyi

}(θ)

∂vi
=

n∑

j=1

(
Ei

[
GT

ijGij

]
vi − 2 Ei

[
GT

ijxij

])
= 0
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n∑

j=1

Ei

[
GT

ijGij

]





−1
n∑

j=1

Ei

[
GT

ijxij

]
(B.66)
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Evaluating the forms forEi

[

GT
ijGij

]

andEi

[

GT
ijxij

]

, the updated similarity transform pa-

rameters take the form:







ai

bi
txi

tyi







=







c1 0 c2 c3

0 c1 −c3 c2

c2 −c3 1 0

c3 c2 0 1







−1 






∑n
j=1 tr

{

Φ̃T
s(2j−1:2j,:)Rj̃φ̃iR

T
q̃

}

∑n
j=1 tr

{

Φ̃T
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[
0 1

−1 0

]

Rj̃φ̃iR
T
q̃

}

∑n
j=1 Rjµi







, (B.67)

where:

c1 =

n∑

j=1

tr
{(

Φ̃T
s(2j−1,:)Φ̃s(2j−1,:) + Φ̃T

s(2j,:)Φ̃s(2j,:)

)

Rq̃φ̃iR
T
q̃

}

(B.68)

[
c2

c3

]

=

n∑

j=1

Φ̃s(2j−1:2j,:)Rq̃µ̃i (B.69)

Here:

Rj =
[
0(2×2(j−1)) I2×2 0(2×(2n−2j)+Ms+Mt)

]
and Rj̃ =

[
02×1 Rj

]
(B.70)

Note that the similarity transform for the template shape can be assumed to be fixed atR1 =

I(2×2) andT1 = 0(2).

The Shape Noise Variance Update

The component of the maximisation step’s objective in Equation (B.31), pertaining to shape
noise, is given by:

Qσ2
s
(θ) = n ln

{
σ2

s

}
+
Cσ2

s

2σ2
s

, (B.71)

where the constantCσ2
s

takes the form:

N∑

i=1

Ei

[

RT
i

(

si −RiΦ̃sq̃i −Ti

)

q̃T
i

]

. (B.72)

Letting:

fi =

{

s1 −R1s̄− T1 if i = 1

−Ris̄− Ti otherwise
(B.73)

Υi =







[

0(2n×Ms) −R1Φs

]

if i = 1
[

I(2n×2n) 0(2n×Ms) −R1Φs

]

otherwise
, (B.74)
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the constantCσ2
s

can be evaluated as follows:

Cσ2
s

=

N∑

i=1

Ei

[

‖fi + Υizi‖2
]

=
N∑

i=1

Ei

[

‖fi‖2
]

+ 2fT
i ΥiEi[zi] + tr

{
ΥT

i ΥiEi

[
ziz

T
i

]}
(B.75)

=

N∑

i=1

‖fi‖2 + 2fT
i Υiµi + tr

{
ΥT

i Υiφi

}
(B.76)

Taking the derivative of Equation (B.71) with respect toσ2
s results in:

∂Qσ2
s
(θ)

∂σ2
s

=
nN

σ2
s

−
Cσ2

s

2σ4
s

. (B.77)

Setting this derivative to zero, the updated shape noise variance, then, takes the form:

σ2
s =

1

2nN

N∑

i=1

‖fi‖2 + 2fT
i Υiµi + tr

{
ΥT

i Υiφi

}
. (B.78)

The Shape Model Update

The component of the maximisation step’s objective in Equation (B.31), pertaining to the shape
model, is given by:

Q
Φ̃s

(θ) ∝ E1

[∥
∥
∥s1 −R1Φ̃sq̃1 −T1

∥
∥
∥

2
]

+
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i=2

Ei

[∥
∥
∥si −RiΦ̃sq̃i −Ti

∥
∥
∥

2
]

(B.79)

Taking the derivative of this objective with respect toΦ̃s:
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+
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where:
B̃ =

[
0(2n×1) I2n×2n

]
(B.82)
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Vectorising the derivative and equating with zero, the updated shape model, then, takes the
form:
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=
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T
i RT
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}

. (B.83)

In deriving this solution, the following Kronecker productidentity was used:

vec{ABC} =
(
CT ⊗A

)
vec{B}. (B.84)
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Appendix C

DeMoLib: Deformable Model Library

All experiments in this dissertation were implemented using the platform independent C++
library DeMoLib, developed as part of this doctoral work. Apart form the automatic corre-
spondence learning method presented in Chapter 3 and the iterative-discriminative methods
for AAM fitting presented in Chapter 4, the library also features classes for typical shape and
appearance model building as well as implementations of a number of popular AAM fitting
procedures. All results in this dissertation can be reproduced entirely using this library. The
source code of the library as well documentation, generatedusing the Doxygen documentation
system1, can be found in the enclosed CD-ROM.

TheDeMoLib library itself is composed of two parts: the library itself and a GUI compo-
nent for manual annotation, model visualisation and fitting. All experiments in this study can
be reproduced using the first component only. The third component is provided to accommo-
date ease of analysis of extensions. Installation instructions for all components are presented in
Section C.1. A tour of the various components are presented in Sections C.2, C.3 and C.4 for
the library, executables and GUI components respectively.Finally, a short tutorial is presented
in Section C.5 for some common tasks on whichDeMoLibmay be used.

C.1 Installation

System Requirements

DeMoLib is developed to be platform independent and has been installed successfully on
Microsoft Windows and Unix based platforms (including Linux and OS X). The library makes
extensive use of the third party libraryVXL for all image handling and linear algebra operations.
The easiest way to compileVXL is through the common build systemCMake, available also
for Microsoft Windows and Unix based platforms. The versionof VXL used in this thesis is
version 1.9, which can be downloaded form:

http://vxl.sourceforge.net/

This requiresCMake version 2.2 or higher, which can be downloaded from:

http://www.cmake.org/

1http://www.stack.nl/ dimitri/doxygen
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VXL contains a large amount of contributed components for various problems in computer
vision. However,DeMoLib requires only thecore component ofVXL. As such, non-core
components can be disabled in theCMake configuration process, to reduce compilation time.

The GUI component ofDeMoLib requires the OpenCV library. AlthoughVXL also has a
GUI component calledVGUI, its functionality is still rudimentary.OpenCV provides an easy
to use library for the various frame displays, as well as incorporating a frame grabbing func-
tionality for extensions in real time tracking applications. The GUI component ofDeMoLib
has been compiled successfully usingOpenCV version 1.0, which can be downloaded form:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/

Compilation

To compileDeMoLib, we make use of theCMake build system. After extracting the library
into a directory of choice, the directory will contain five sub directories:src, lib, bin,
config anddoc. In thesrc directory there is a file calledCMakeLists.txt. In this file
change the variablesVXL DIR to the directory whereVXL is installed. To build the library’s
makefile, change into theconfig directory and execute the following command:

> cmake -i ../src/
where it is assumed thatCMake is globally installed. To build the whole library, including
all executables, executemake from within the same directory. The directorylib will then,
contain all dynamic libraries andbin will contain all executables. Notice that there are two
dynamic libraries inlib: libDeMoLib andliblibsvm. Theliblibsvm is a modified
version of thelibsvm library [24], which is used in the constrained iterative-discriminative
methods in Chapter 4.

If the GUI component ofDeMoLib is desired, uncomment the line:
#SUBDIRS(gui)

in CMakeLists.txt by deleting the# character before theCMake configuration step de-
scribed above. Change into the subdirectorysrc/gui/ and change, in the
CMakeLists.txt file, the variablesOPENCV INCLUDE DIR, OPENCV LIB DIR and
opencv libs to reflect the configuration of the system. Compilation then,takes the same
steps as described above. Thebin directory will now contains GUI executables as well.

C.2 The Library

All source files for the library component ofDeMoLib can be found in thesrc/lib/ direc-
tory. In this section, a brief overview of the main classes ispresented. It should be noted, that
to avoid namespace confusion, all functions are implemented within classes, where standalone
functions are defined as static functions of its class. Further information regarding their use
can be found in the documentation in thedoc directory or the source files themselves.

Modelling

To model LDMs,DeMoLib utilises three classes. These classes and their respectivede-
scriptions are presented in Table C.3. They make extensive use of theDeMoLib paw and
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DeMoLib pca classes that implement the piecewise affine warp and PCA operation respec-
tively. Files implementing the all these classes are in filesnamed after the class, with the
extensions.h and.cxx.

Automatic Correspondence Learning

The method for pairwise correspondence learning presentedin Chapter 3 is implemented in
the classDeMoLib pwlearnwithin the filesDeMoLib pwlearn.h and
DeMoLib pwlearn.cxx.

Fitting

The various AAM fitting methods evaluated in Chapter 5 are implemented in the classes listed
in Table C.2. It should be noted that all versions of the iterative-discriminative method are
implemented with the option of making them background invariant as described in Section 4.5.

Miscellaneous

The classes described above make use of a number of other classes that offer a number of
utilities for common operations involving LDM’s. Some of these are outlined in Table C.3.

C.3 The Executables

There are a number of command line executables built using the library. Each of them are
outlined in Table C.4. Information regarding their input variables can be attained by using
the option-?. For example, to get the various options of the appearance model information
executable:

> cam info -?

Although most information regarding their use can be obtained in this way, the pairwise learn-
ing executablepwlearn requires a configuration file to be passed to the program. In Fig-
ure C.1, the format of this configuration is given along with an example of its entries.

C.4 The GUI

To ease the process of training, development and testing, four GUI applications are provided
with DeMoLib. The first is the manual markup applicationmarkup, which allows a user
to manually select a number of corresponding landmarks in a set of images. It also has a
feature for automatically selecting salient landmarks, useful annotating the template image
in a method for pairwise learning of correspondences. A configuration file is required for
this application, where the images to be annotated are described as well as the shape files to
which the correspondences will be saved. An example of this configuration file is shown in
Figure C.2.

The second GUI application iscam visualise, the combined appearance model visu-
aliser. An illustration of its interface is shown in Figure C.4. It allows variations in the model’s
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shape, appearance (denoted here with thetextr label), and combined appearance parame-
ter (denoted with theapper label) to be synthesised by moving the sliders. How the model
is presented can also be modified by toggling the display of points (by pressing thea key),
triangulation (by pressing thet key) and appearance (by pressing thea key). Finally, the syn-
thesised appearance can be saved to an image file by pressing thes key, which then requires
the user to enter the image’s filename in the terminal.

The third GUI application isdemo fit, a deformable model fitting GUI. It allows the
placement of a model (similarity transform) in an image and shows the evolution of the model
throughout the fitting procedure’s iterations. An illustration of the interface is shown in Fig-
ure C.5. As withcam visualise, demo fit allows a variety of ways to visualise the
model (by selecting the0 to 7 keys for the various visualisation modes), and saving the image,
with the model displayed, to a file.

The final GUI application provided withDeMoLib is getbb, an application for defining
bounding boxes of visual objects in images. This application was used to generate initiali-
sations of the pairwise method, discussed in Chapter 3. It takes as its input a configuration
file defining the various parameters including the images forwhich a bounding box is desired.
In Figure C.3, an example of this configuration file is presented. It should be noted that the
OpenCV’s object detector can be used here by setting theDetector variable in this config-
uration file as the path containing anOpenCV trained detector model. Otherwise, the user can
manually select the bounding box in each presented image.

C.5 A Quick Tutorial

In this section, a brief tutorial is presented to illustratethe utility of DeMoLib. The task that
is tackled by this tutorial is that of training and use of the simultaneous inverse compositional
method for use in fitting. This is illustrated using some example images and their annotations,
which can be found in thedata directory.

First, the linear models of shape and appearance must be built. These can be attained using
thetrain cam executable as follows:
> ./train cam "../data/*.pts" "../data/*.pnm" ../data/Tutorial
--tDim 3 -f 0
Once completed, the execution of this program produces fourfiles:

• Tutorial-level 0.mesh: data for the piecewise affine warping function.

• Tutorial-level 0.pdm: a linear shape model.

• Tutorial-level 0.tdm: a linear appearance model.

• Tutorial-level 0.cam: a combined appearance model.

To visualise the built model, execute thecam visualise program as follows:
> ./cam visualise ../data/Tutorial-level 0.cam -a -t -p
where variations in shape and appearance can be synthesisedby moving the sliders pertaining
to theshape, textr andapper labels.

To train an AAM using this model, execute the following command:
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> ./train aam ic 1 ../data/Tutorial ../data/Tutorial-level #.cam
-f 0 -v
which trains a simultaneous inverse compositional AAM. Data for the trained AAM is writ-
ten to the fileTutorial-level 0.aam ic sim. To visualise the trained model’s fitting,
execute the command:
> ./demo fit ../data/Tutorial-level #.aam ic sim
../data/im01.pnm -f 0 -i 1
Select the simultaneous visualisation of shape, triangulation and appearance by pressing the6
key. To simulate fitting, press thef key repeatedly until the model converges.

Table C.1: LDM Modelling Classes
Class Name Description

DeMoLib pdm Models the shape of an LDM through a point distribution model
(see Section 2.1.1). It uses a linear intrinsic parameterisation com-
posed with a 2D similarity transform to account for global trans-
lation, scale and rotation variations.

DeMoLib tdm Models the appearance of an LDM with a linear intrinsic parame-
terisation with a linear lighting model (see Section 2.1.2).

DeMoLib cam Simultaneously models the shape and appearance of an LDM
through a combined appearance representation (see Section2.1.3).
It contains, as public members, theDeMoLib pdm and
DeMoLib tdm objects.
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Table C.2: AAM Fitting Methods
Class Name Files Description

DeMoLib demo,
DeMoLib demo pyrd

DeMoLib demo.h Virtual interface class for all LDM fitting procedures.
DeMLib demo pyrd implements a Gaussian pyramid
for fitting.

DeMoLib aam ic po DeMoLib aam ic po.h,
DeMoLib aam ic po.cxx

Implementation of the project-out inverse compositional
AAM [83].

DeMoLib aam ic sim DeMoLib aam ic sim.h,
DeMoLib aam ic sim.cxx

Implementation of the simultaneous inverse composi-
tional AAM [4].

DeMoLib aam ic norm DeMoLib aam ic norm.h,
DeMoLib aam ic norm.cxx

Implementation of the normalisation inverse composi-
tional AAM [4].

DeMoLib aam orig DeMoLib aam orig.h,
DeMoLib aam orig.cxx

Implementation of the original fixed Jacobian and linear
regression AAM [30; 43].

DeMoLib aam di linear DeMoLib aam di linear.h,
DeMoLib aam di linear.cxx

Implementation of the linear iterative-discriminative
method for the asymptotically trained (Section 4.3.1) and
constrained optimisation (Section 4.3.1) methods.

DeMoLib aam di haar DeMoLib aam di haar.h,
DeMoLib aam di haar.cxx

Implementation of the Haar-like feature based iterative-
discriminative method (Section 4.3.2).

DeMoLib aam di svm DeMoLib aam di svm.h,
DeMoLib aam di svm.cxx

Implementation of the nonlinearν-SVR based iterative-
discriminative method (Section 4.3.2).

DeMoLib aam di svm rob DeMoLib aam di svm rob.h,
DeMoLib aam di svm rob.cxx

Implementation of the robust nonlinearν-SVR based
iterative-discriminative method (Section 4.4).
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Table C.3: Miscellaneous Classes
Class Name Description

DeMoLib io Various input-output tools including reading/writing shape
and triangulation files, finding corresponding shape and im-
age filenames, and loading various objects from disk.

DeMoLib geo Implements a number of geometrical procedures such as De-
launay triangulation, 2D Procrustes alignment and 3D rota-
tion matrices.

DeMoLib haar Implements the extended Haar-like features [72] and regres-
sor described in Section 4.3.2.

DeMoLib imload An easy to use image set loader with options of filtering,
Gaussian Pyramid reductions and background segmentation.

DeMoLib cclass The colour classifier described in Section 5.5.
DeMoLib sampler A class for sampling random AAM parameter perturbations

used to generate training and test sets for experiments in
Chapter 5.

Table C.4: Executables
Executable Description

asf2pts Converts the IMM.asf points file format to that used in
DeMoLib, which is based on FGNet’s.pts file format.

cam info Prints information about a trained combined appearance
model to a terminal.

pertrube cam Creates a datafile containing a set of perturbed combined
appearance model parameters along with their optimal
settings for a set of images. Used for testing the perfor-
mance of LDM fitting methods.

pwlearn Perform pairwise correspondence learning over a set of
images.

res2hist Builds histograms of convergence accuracies from a re-
sults data file (the output of a call totest demo).

test demo Test a trained LDM fitting procedure.
train aam orig Train the original AAM [].
train aam ic Train the various inverse compositional AAM fitting

methods.
train aam di linear Train the various linear iterative-discriminative AAM fit-

ting method.
train aam di haar Train the Haar-like feature based AAM.
train aam svm Trains the nonlinearν-SVR based AAM. Also includes

the robust method.
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i: 0 #index in list pertaining to template
Shape: image1.pts #shape of template
ImageDir: ./ #directory containing images
InputDir: ./ #directory to write point-files to
OutputDir: ./ #directory to write point-files to
Images: { #filenames of image files
image1.pnm
...
image10.pnm

}
Box: { #bounding box for each image (x1,y1,x2,y2)
10 10 20 20
...
1 2 3 4

}
Input: { #if this is specified, box is ignored!
image1.pts
...
image10.pts

}
Output: { #output shape files
image1.pts
...
image10.pts

}

Figure C.1: The pairwise learning executable configuration for the executablepwlearn.

n: 10 #Number of images to annotate
ImageDir: ./ #Directory containing images
OutputDir: ./ #Directory to save annotations in
Images { #Image names
image1.pnm
...
image10.pnm

}
Points { #Files to store annotations in
image1.pts
...
imageN.pts

}

Figure C.2: An example configuration file for themarkup application.
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Output: box.txt #output file
Detector: det.xml #OpenCV trained detector object (optional)
ImageDir: ./ #directory containing images
Images: { #filenames of image files
image1.pnm
...
image10.pnm

}

Figure C.3: An example configuration file for thegetbb application.

Figure C.4: Thecam visualise application.

Figure C.5: Thedemo fit application.
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